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Le Berry, in the geographical centre of France, developed its own "crusading 

culture" that both affected the ideas of the people living there and effected new 

institutions and traditions in that society pertaining to the crusades. This culture 

evolved through the symbiotic influences of, for example, pilgrimage, church-building 

and crusade preaching. The interplay of such forces and events made itself felt 

throughout Latin Christendom, and sometimes Berry did not differ greatly from other 

areas. Often, however, it built churches, hosted councils or witnessed popular 

movements that marked it from these other regions. Both the ubiquitous and the 

specific manifestations of the crusading culture in central France are worth studying 

because culture is as much about the mundane as it is about the extraordinary. 

Culture is built upon "the very material of our daily lives, the bricks and mortar of 

our most commonplace understandings, feelings and responses. "1 The term "cultural 

history" is not used here as a nebulous incantation to allow the inclusion of any 

possible shred of evidence, but rather to define the diverse manifestations of the 

crusade as found in central France from the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries. 

The term "holy war" in the title is used to denote those expeditions which 

contemporaries felt were justified by divine sanction and which usually had some 

component of the older theme of pilgrimage. Norman Housley defines the "'pluralist' 

school of crusade historians" as those who, building upon the work of Jonathan Riley

Smith, argue that popular movements and those not immediately directed toward 

Jerusalem still were understood by most contemporaries as crusades and should be 

called as such today. 2 I have enrolled in this school because contemporary references 

to participants from Berry in the Albigensian crusades describe them as taking part in 

an iter or peregrinatio, and Rome offered a full indulgence for them until 1213.3 

Most crusade histories tend to focus on the expeditions themselves as they 

leave the west, and on their activities in the Levant, Iberia or other theatres of war. 

When they look at the society that supported them, these studies usually talk only of 
have. 

the general themes that may A had some degree of influence on the participants. The 

"home front" here refers to central France, of course, but it also suggests themes 
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besides the wars themselves. While I am aware that the term is anachronistic, I 

believe it is a valid one because it connotes the very things I want to present: Berry's 

inhabitant~, their responses and their institutions. 4 Crusading was certainly a social 

undertaking--"social" in the sense that it required various people, working in their 

own fields of expertise, to come together in a concerted effort. 5 Being such a 

monumental enterprise, it would have had a profound effect on the people who took 

the cross, on the people who stayed at home and on future generations who could look 

back upon an evolving relationship with their predecessors, their customs and their 

participation in the crusades themselves. 

The available information pertaining to Berry's crusading culture includes both 

the traditional staple of written sources and the iconography of its artifacts and 

buildings. There is no contemporary narrative for the area, although many chronicles 

from surrounding districts like the Limousin, Anjou or Burgundy discuss, often at 

length, events in Berry. Also, many indigenous charters and cartularies, which refer 

to crusaders, have survived. The crusades and their participants also left art 

historical, archreological and iconographic evidence. Such evidence proves especially 

valuable, considering the fact that we are dealing with a largely illiterate society. 

Images were understood as giving substance and meaning both to the historical and 

the theological lessons conveyed through them. 6 Iconography was perhaps a less self

conscious reflection of the views of the people who designed the images. It attempted 

to convey cultural attitudes which went "beyond the intellectual and the bookish ... It 

referred also to everyday feelings and lived experiences. "7 

Berry itself is located south of the Loire River and the city of Orleans (map 

2). Its eastern border is the Loire itself, and the region is bisected by the River Cher. 

Bourges is the largest city, being both the capital and the seat of the archbishop. It 

is situated at the confluence of three tributaries which flow into the Cher: l'Yevre, 

1 'Auron and la Creuse. 8 With the governmental reforms of the nineteenth century, 

Berry was divided among the Departements du Cher (which today administers most 

of what was then Le Berry), du Bourbonnais, Indre-et-Loire, the western two-thirds 

of the Departement de l'Indre and the eastern end of Loir-et-Cher. Some of the other 

major towns in the area include Chateauroux and its neighboring monastery Deols, 
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south-west of Bourges; Vierzon, to the north-west; Sancerre on the fringes of the 

wine-producing territory of northeastern Berry; and Orval and Chateaumelliant, each 

due south (map 1)9
• 

Useful Models of Regional Studies Wrinen in English 

Historians have only recently begun to study local cultures found within 

medieval Latin Christendom in relation to the crusade, 10 although other themes have 

been studied in this way. 11 The examples presented below plus, it is hoped, this 

investigation will show how important this field of inquiry is. In an article published 

in 1986, James Brundage outlined what he felt to be the way forward in crusading 

historiography by arguing for systematic studies of regional prosopography, 

propaganda and recruitment. 12 This would give us, he continues, both insight into 

the degree of participation at the local level and materials concerning the preparation 

necessary to join an expedition. Many historians have responded to his challenge, 

publishing just these sorts of territorial analyses. English-speaking crusade historians 

have responded much more quickly and fully to the call than have the French. Both 

these groups of academics, nevertheless, have presented studies that offer useful 

guidelines and methods which may be brought to this examination. Let us look first 

at crusading and regional histories that offer paradigms for the study of Berry before, 

in the next section, we look at some of those histories written specifically about 

Berry. 

Just a year before the publication of Brundage's essay, Alan Macquarrie wrote 

Scotland and the Crusades, a study of the participants, their chroniclers and even the 

legends surrounding the crusading history of the Scottish nation through the fifteenth 

century. 13 He uses chronicles written not only within Scotland but also beyond its 

borders to explore what influences fostered support for these armed pilgrimages. His 

willingness to include sources outside his region supports my doing the same in 

relation to Le Berry because, as mentioned above, there are no local narrative 

accounts. While he finds much in the history of Scottish participation that dovetails 

with the history of other nations, Macquarrie also finds events and circumstances 

peculiar to their crusading culture. For example, Scottish crusaders tended to be 
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drawn from what he terms "the 'barbaric' society": commoners, farmers and clansmen 

and women. The kings and great lords of Scotland did not participate to the same 

extent as those in France or the Holy Roman Empire. Neither did popular preaching 

seem to have much influence in the north. 14 Still, many of the clans had strong 

pilgrimage traditions, and Scottish prelates were present at the Council of Lyon in 

1245, 15 suggesting that the crusade had made many inroads, both high and low, into 

their culture. 

C.J. Tyerman's book, England and the Crusades (1095-1588) also makes the 

point that popular preaching did not seem to have the same impact anywhere on the 

British isles that it did in Berry or elsewhere on the continent. Not until Hugh de 

Payens made a tour of the country in the early 1130's, drumming up support for his 

new Templar foundation, did England witness a general recruitment campaign. This 

does not mean that contacts with the east, especially through pilgrimage and relic

trading, are not in evidence. 16 England's first great show of support was during the 

Third Crusade led by Richard the Lionheart. 11 Still, Tyerman presents a 

prosopographicallist of participants, starting from the First Crusade. In Scotland and 

England there were many parallels between their support for the crusade and that 

found on the continent, but the cultural idiosyncracies in both nations are certainly 

noteworthy for the historian, and the idiosyncracies in the crusading culture of Berry 

will be explored as well. 

The crusades were frrst preached on the fringes of Capetian France, and the 

vitality of the crusading movement depended predominantly on French noble and, 

later, royal support. 18 The numbers who left Gaul to fight in the Holy Land, the 

Midi or even Italy were so great, and the effects the crusade had on the various 

institutions were so notable, that it should be no surprise that a single national study 

like Macquarrie's or Tyerman's has not been written for the whole of France. 

Nevertheless, some English historians have presented research on French regions. 

Not all their work focuses on the crusades, but the following two books offer 

guidelines for the study of Berry. 

Sword, Miter, and Cloister--Nobility and the Church in Burgundy (980-1198), 

written by Constance Bouchard in 1987, studies the notable role the laity played in 
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the reform movements in central-eastern France. 19 While lay lords played such an 

important part in the reformation or refoundation of houses, especially Cluniac, in the 

tenth and early eleventh centuries, their enthusiasm in these endeavors did not wane 

with the advent of the crusades. In fact, sales or, more especially, gift-giving in 

elemosinam of worldly possessions to ecclesiastical foundations became expected 

preliminaries for many departing pilgrims. 20 When studying the society of Berry, 

we shall see that gifts were given to local establishments before people departed, but 

that gift -giving had an equally important effect when these pilgrim/ crusaders returned 

from their expeditions. In other words, expectations could make an impact on the 

society before the voyage, and experiences on the crusade also influenced that culture, 

as those who returned shared the stories and spoils of holy war. 

With a sharper focus on the First Crusade than Bouchard's book, Marcus 

Bull's doctoral dissertation for the University of London, Knightly Piety in 

Southwestern France (ca970-1130) and the Lay Response to the First Crusade, turns 

to the Limousin, just south of Berry .21 Of particular interest for this study is his 

analysis of the Peace Movement. Dr. Bull argues quite forcefully that the ideals of 

the peace as promulgated at councils like Charroux (989) or Limoges ( 1031) were 

those of the high nobility, both lay and ecclesiastical, who were trying to keep their 

own power structure intact. 22 The responsibilities for keeping the peace were taken 

by them and not by the lesser nobility. The interval of some fifty years between the 

later peace councils and the First Crusade, and the fact that contemporary crusade 

chroniclers present widely varied versions concerning Pope Urban II's references to 

the peace, "reveals that Peace ideas were, at most, peripheral" to the early 

crusades. 23 

It will be argued here, however, that ties with the peace movement of the 

earlier eleventh century were somewhat stronger in Berry than in the Limousin, 24 and 

that the rhetoric of the peace is particularly noticeable in the early thirteenth century 

and the crusade against the Albigensians. In both regions there is a gap of several 

years that should not be ignored, 25 thus the caveat suggested by Dr. Bull concerning 

this interval must also be applied to the history of Berry. Burgundy, the Limousin 

and Berry each saw many of their inhabitants go on the crusades, so we must try to 
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elucidate what was particular to Berry while keeping an eye on events in neighboring 

areas for the sake of context. 

Neither Bouchard nor Bull discusses relevant art historical evidence, however. 

This is particularly disappointing, or perhaps surprising, in Professor Bouchard's 

book, because she does include many photos of the remaining artifacts from the third 

church of Cluny (destroyed during the French Revolution) and some of its sister 

houses. Unfortunately the iconography is not analyzed within the text itself. The 

images of Christ, His saints and their patrons may have been a crucial medium 

through which the ideas of the relationships between the laity and the monastery were 

conveyed. Linking iconography to specific historical events can admittedly be 

difficult, for rarely do contemporaries discuss these links. When they do, modern 

historians sometimes argue that the men who composed the commentaries did not 

appreciate the technological necessity of, for example, the number of columns 

required to support the apse of a church. A second crucial problem is the interference 

caused by intervening restorations that have made interpretation without a 

contemporary text quite difficult. 26 We can find, nevertheless, iconographic evidence 

both of pre-crusading themes and of the crusades themselves in Berry, even as we 

keep in mind the limitations just discussed. 

Regional Studies of Berry in French Historiography 

We must now scan some of the regional studies of the region in question to 

find what they may offer for a history of the crusades. The French have had a strong 

tradition of studying local and cultural history in both scholarly and more popular 

styles. Le Berry is less populated than areas like the Ile-de-France or the Rhone River 

valley, yet it supports many publications pertaining to its history, art history, and 

archreology. They cover issues from prehistorical settlements through post-World 

War Two reconstruction. The most encompassing title is a journal called Les Cahiers 

d 'Archteologie et d 'Histoire du Berry. The historiography for the Middle Ages, 

however, does present a noticeable lacuna where the crusades are concerned. Perhaps 

trying to emulate the Annales School which had a great deal of influence in the 

middle third of this century, many studies tend to concentrate on issues like municipal 
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institutions, "feudal" governn1ent, or economic, agrarian and trade developments. 27 

The oldest published work available concerning central France is Cathrinot's 

Recueil de Diverse Pieces Servans a l 'Histoire du Berry et de Bourges, printed in the 

late seventeenth century .28 It is a collection of topics and brief essays apparently 

written throughout his life. Unfortunately, it does not offer a useful bibliography and 

is of minimal use to anyone, save perhaps the ecclesiastical historian or the 

genealogist. It is not a unified, rigorous investigation, as it moves haphazardly 

through time and often repeats points in a number of essays. Little evidence 

concerning the crusades is presented, and since he does not note his sources, it is 

impossible to examine his findings. 

More expansive works pertaining to Berry also tend to mention crusades only 

in passing, despite the influences they had in the region's culture. A four-volume 

work by Thaumas de la Thaumassiere, also written in the seventeenth century and still 

often cited by historians, 29 is particularly interested in the origins of noble families 

and the roles played by them, especially from the Hundred-Years War. He often 

mentions crusaders who were the ancestors of these families, although he usually does 

not go into great detail. His study is often cited, but, admittedly, is occasionally 

criticized, usually concerning dates. It is nonetheless invaluable because the author 

had access to documents that were destroyed when a fire gutted the Archives 

Departmental du Cher in 1864. Unfortunately, his references to these documents are 

not rigorously consistent, so subsequent historians can only surmise to which of these 

lost documents he referred. His focus concentrates mostly on Valois Berry of the 

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Jean, Due du Berry in the first third of the 

fifteenth century, and his court seem to be the most popular subject for medievalists 

working on central France. Such a perspective is indicative of muc~e secondary 

material concerning Berry, which give a sympathetic, but often rapid, survey of the 

crusades. 

The most published historian of this region since the Second World War is 

Guy Devailly. His interests are largely intra-regional and focus on the disintegration 

of political hegemony of the later Carolingians and early Capetians. His works 

include both essays and books largely concerned with Berry from the time of the early 
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Capetians. 30 His survey of this history, Le Berry du Xe au Millieu du XI/le Sit~cles, 

discusses the crusades in detail only twice. The first section concerns the sale of the 

territory by the vice-count to the King, Philip I, which occurred sometime at the turn 

of the eleventh century, to fund the former's participation on the First Crusade. The 

second refers to the councils held in the cathedral in Bourges in the mid-1220's 

concerning the Albigensian Crusade. Devailly seems to view these events as an 

external, almost incidental, force imposed on Berry from without. This thesis will 

explore evidence used by these, and other historians for other purposes, 31 to show 

that the crusade had its own internal dynamics within central France and that 

contemporaries did not see it as a foreign influence. Such a task has also required the 

study of material which, in itself, would not seem to offer evidence pertaining to the 

crusade. 32 With these resources I hope to analyze the familial, institutional and 

artistic factors that had an influence on the culture, both sacred and secular, 33 in 

central France as it pertained to the crusades of the eleventh through thirteenth 

centuries. 

Methodology and Purpose 

Defining the scope of this thesis should help clarify both what is to be 

presented, and what is not going to be analyzed to any real depth. Concerning the 

latter, the military expeditions of the crusaders from Berry are not going to be 

reviewed much at all because the sources rarely expound upon the endeavors of 

specific crusaders. There are a few notable exceptions, and it should be clear when 

they are presented, and why I have included them. Also, it would be difficult to link 

the effects on the home front with the campaigns themselves. Similarly, this is not 

a study of the economics of either the crusades or of Berry. As shall be discussed, 

even the sum for which Berry was bought by the Capetian king is under some dispute. 

Charters marking a gift or sale from a prospective crusader rarely mention the amount 

of money going to him. Many of the sources are inconsistent or silent about both of 

these subjects, so there is little upon which to build. Neither is there an attempt to 

explain any Berrieur's specific incentive for going on crusade. No attempts will be 

made to weigh one manifestation of crusading culture against another. It would prove 
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impossible to ascertain whether this preacher or that council was the decisive factor 

that motivated anyone to take up the pilgrim's staff or the crusader's cross. 

Contemporary sources rarely offer any hint of motivation. When they do, it must be 

remembered that these sources were written by churchmen stressing the devotional or 

salvatory reasons behind people's actions--whether true for these people or not. 

Nevertheless, many modern studies present possible motives and goals for the 

characters under scrutiny, 34 and there is no reason the same can not be attempted 

here. 

We must keep in mind that social influences from outside Berry had some 

effect on the crusading culture within it. Yet we must also be careful not to ask too 

much of the source material. A striking example of this issue would be the Courtenay 

family, from whom came Peter and his son Robert, each of whom inherited the crown 

of the Latin Empire of Constantinople early in the thirteenth century. This family 

held lands as seigneurs of Meun-sur-Yvres and Celles-en-Berry. 35 It would seem 

quite probable that they took with them some vassals from these holdings when they 

went on crusade. The crusading history of the Courtenay family is, of course, quite 

important, and their participation must have had an effect on the inhabitants of their 

holdings in Berry. Yet including such examples as this without sufficient pertinent 

material would greatly enlarge, and distort, the thesis. 

Also, many of the events and cultural influences studied in reference to Berry 

would have been found to one degree or another in other areas of Europe as well. 

Simply comparing events here with other areas of the Latin west seems both banal and 

inappropriate. There are, however, important and singular councils, artifacts and 

institutions within central France to which attention will be drawn. The thesis begins 

with the strengthening family ties between the local ecclesiastical and secular 

authorities. Together they guaranteed the strength of the peace movement in the 

1030's. We will then turn to the pilgrimages of certain lords of Berry in the 1020's 

and the subsequent foundation of Neuvy-St.-Sepulchre sometime in the 1030's-40's. 

These pilgrimages are the first ones mentioned pertaining to Berry that can be 

documented, and the foundation of the church at Neuvy is especially important as it 

brings the image of Jerusalem to south-central France. 
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The division into chapters pertaining to the eleventh, twelfth, and thirteenth 

centuries is a necessary, if obviously arbitrary, construct. The First Crusade itself 

straddles the first two centuries. It was preached in the autumn of 1095, but crusaders 

left for the Holy Land as late as 1101 after the capture of Jerusalem. Still, such a 

chapter organization is not without its uses. In the early eleventh century we see the 

first references to the local aristocracy taking part in pilgrimages and in church

building. In the early twelfth century, Berry was absorbed into the Capetian 

hegemony, and it supported the crusades of Louis VII and his son Phi lip Augustus. 

The thirteenth century saw crusading reach its maturity, but it also suffered its greatest 

setbacks. In 1204 the setting up of a Latin Kingdom in Constantinople seemed to be 

a good omen for recapturing Jerusalem lost some seventeen years before. And yet 

within this century every Latin stronghold in Outremer and Byzantium was lost. The 

crusades to the Languedoc enjoyed more success at this time, militarily if not 

necessarily in converting the Cathars to Catholicism. Berry played the pivotal role 

in these expeditions. For example, in 1225 a council held in the cathedral in Bourges 

decided to continue the crusade against Raymond VII of Toulouse and the 

Albigensians of the Languedoc. 

By continuing the study through the thirteenth century, we can include the 

crusades of King Louis IX (d. 1270) and the loss of Acre (1291), which was the last 

base from which expeditions could disembark. With its loss a whole new structure 

of war in Outremer had to be devised. 36 It must be noted, however, that the crusades 

proceeded well beyond the turn of the fourteenth century, and central France 

continued to send out participants. A notable example of a crusader from Berry in 

the late middle ages is Jacques Coeur. Born the son of a local fur merchant in the 

early fifteenth century and himself a successful trader in the Orient, Jacques became 

the financier of Charles VII of France. His opulence, including a palace in Bourges, 

was portrayed by jealous courtiers as a threat to Charles, who banished him in 1453 

after two years imprisonment for what seem to have been trumped up charges of 

embezzlement, and, interestingly, trading with the Saracens in Asia Minor. 37 

Perhaps to clear his family's reputation, he joined a naval crusade to the islands of the 

Aegean. This campaign was part of a flurry of activity that was stirred by the loss 
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of Constantinople also in 1453. Nicholas VI promulgated Etsi Ecclesia Christi to 

muster Latin armies and Duke Philip the Good of Burgundy was the first to respond 

with enthusiasm. 38 Jacques's sea-trading experience would have been quite valuable 

for the enterprise. He was killed fairly early in the excursion, however, on Chios in 

1456.39 

The home front continued to be effected by crusade imagery and ideas long 

after the loss of Jerusalem. In the later fourteenth century, the romance Lion de 

Bourges was written by an unknown author. 40 This epic telescopes about five 

centuries of mythic, patriotic and crusading history into just over 34,000 lines of 

poetry. The characters include Eudes Arpin, his wife, their son who was stolen and 

raised by (and is hence named after) a lion, and a ubiquitous Blanc Chevalier who 

saves Lion from his most difficult situations. Charlemagne and some of his entourage 

who fought at Roncevaux, and Kings Henri I and Louis (unspecified) also have roles 

to play (Besides the chronological impossibilities, Arpin and his wife did not have 

children; see Chapter 2 below). The theatres of operation encompass Iberia (with 

much of the action taking place at the emir's court in Toledo), Outremer, Cyprus, 

Rome, Paris and, of course, Bourges. The work revolves around such time-honored 

themes as the fighting of giants and in tournaments, a magic castle, and the confusion 

of bastard sons and unknowingly incestuous relationships. The challenge to sound a 

magic oliphant, which only the true successor to the heritage of Berry can do, is the 

climax of the story. We shall return to it toward the end of the final chapter to see 

what it represents in terms of a crusading culture. 

A solely thematic presentation (i.e. sections on Councils, Prosopography, 

Iconography etc.) would give too fragmented a picture. It should be kept in mind that 

continuity as well as crisis made the people receptive to the notions of armed 

pilgrimage, and a chronologi~al presentation seems the best way to convey the 

evolution. Carl Erdmann argued that the origins of the crusades must in no small part 

be found in the anxieties felt in late-Classical/early-Christian society as the Church 

struggled to impose order on an imperfect world. 41 E. 0. Blake presents a model that 

places the origin of the idea after the events of 1095-1101, in the earliest 

historiography of the crusade. 42 But what makes Urban's sermon at Clermont crucial 
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for crusade historians is that it was the first appeal to fight for the Church which was 

widely accepted throughout much of the Latin west and in many social classes.43 

Contemporaries would not have accepted it, or indeed understood it, unless Urban 

could appeal both to images and thought~ with which they were familiar, and to the 

crises that contemporaries felt were effecting the holiest city of Jerusalem at that 

particular time. 44 

The Presentation of Places, People and Evidence Within This Study 

I shall employ the standard French transcriptions of the place names and most 

of the people. For example the region is called both Berry and Le Berry by 

historians. While I usually refer to it simply as "Berry," I more rarely will call it "Le 

Berry," but never "the Berry." The medieval Christian name Odo is usually altered 

to Eudes in the literature, and I have done the same with the notable exception of Odo 

of Deuil, a chronicler of the Second Crusade. Likewise, the name of the cathedral 

shall always be referred to as St. Etienne, while the saint himself will be anglicized 

to St. Stephen. So too will Philippe become Philip. A few other French names have 

been kept, however, when their place names are included. Thus I will keep Pierre 

de la Chatre, while writing Peter the Hermit. When "Church" is capitalized, I mean 

the Latin Catholic church itself, as opposed to specific churches or the Byzantine 

Orthodox church. Where places or these churches are discussed, I have endeavored 

to put both the contemporary medieval name and the modem equivalent in order to 

make it more convenient for the reader to find them on the maps included in the end 

pages. 

As for extracts from primary and secondary sources, I have tried to keep the 

latter to a minimum, and usually no more than a phrase. This policy has been harder 

to adhere to with citations from primary sources. If they refer specifically to Berry 

or to the crusade in relation to Berry, I have kept them in the body of the work. 

Those citations that are more unwieldy or do not pertain to the specific point of 

discussion, but which are useful for the context, are included in the notes, which are 

to be found at the end of each chapter. Finally, concerning the notes and the 

bibliography only, centuries in all titles are numbered with Roman numerals in the 
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modern style; therefore the "eleventh" becomes "the Xlth Century" in English titles 

and "le Xle Siecle" in French ones. 

The Historical Context of Berry Before the Eleventh and 
After the Thineenth Centuries 

Avaricum, as the region was called in classical times, was brought under 

Roman control in the middle of the last century B.C., and Bourges, or 

Biturgis/Biturgia, was declared the first city of Roman Aquitaine. When the popes 

replaced the emperors as the leaders of Rome, the archbishop of Bourges tenaciously 

defended his claim to be the primate of the churches of Aquitaine, 45 and his city was 

the administrative "capital" (if such a term is appropriate for early medieval 

governmental structure). The cathedral was dedicated to the proto-martyr St. Stephen 

(St. Etienne) in the early third century. The legends surrounding Step hen linked him 

both with Christ's first apostles during his own lifetime and as the first martyr of the 

faith. 46 Stephen's relics were thought to have been brought by Leodacius, a Roman 

senator who settled there and offered some of his land to build a chapel dedicated to 

the saint. However, it was St. Martin of Tours who is given credit for eradicating 

paganism, often violently, from his neighboring diocese of Bourges during the late 

fourth century. 47 Catholic Christianity, nonetheless, had to be re-established by Irish 

monks who, about two hundred years later, came to preach to the mostly Arian 

Christians there. 48 Traditionally, St. Ursin is considered the first bishop of the 

diocese, presiding over the gallic church in the middle of the third century. 49 

Another facet of the early church in Berry is worth mentioning: Sometime in 

the mid-fourth century, Simplicus was appointed the bishop of Bourges by the bishop 

of Clermont. He, and his successors, would also be "proclaimed" by the people of 

Bourges as "Defensor civitatis" --Simplicus himself was elected to defend the city 

against Visigothic raids which must have been growing more common. 50 This shows 

simply that the episcopacy, at least in central France, had played some role in civil 

defence and peace-keeping well before the break up of Carolingian unity in the later 

ninth century, when historians generally argue this role developed. No evidence has 

been found to suggest continuity between Simplicus' s example and those of the 
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archbishops under the Capetians, but it does show that the notion of a churchman 

leading the struggle for peace is not new in the tenth century. 51 

Perhaps due to its many streams and rich soil, or its pivotal location on the 

plains between northwestern Europe and the Mediterranean seaports of southeastern 

France, Berry was often fought for until well into the fifteenth century. The 

Visigoths tirst absorbed it into the Kingdom of the Franks in 478. Warriors from 

Poitou to the west conquered it for a brief period, but Pepin the Short reclaimed the 

area for royal Gaul early in the 760's. 52 Into the later-twelfth century, the River 

Cher became the front line in the struggles between Richard the Lionheart and Philip 

Augustus before their strained accord to go on what would be called the Third 

Crusade. 53 During the Hundred Years' War, Charles VII made Bourges his capital. 

Indeed the fortunes of war demanded that he hold his coronation there before Jean 

d' Arc could give him safe conduct to Rheims, the ancient site of the crowning of 

Frankish kings. 54 The English would belittle him as "the little King of Bourges, "55 

but, as will be discussed, he was not the first king to hold his coronation in this city. 

Despite periodic Norman and Hungarian raids in the late eighth and early ninth 

centuries, Berry had become stable enough politically to be an hereditary comte, or 

county. However, dynastic and familial vicissitudes of marriage alliances and deaths 

meant that by the tenth century, its leaders had become only vice-counts or vicomtes 

under, at least nominally, the counts of Poitiers established to the west. 56 It was 

indeed the last vice-count, Eudes Arpin, who sold his holdings to King Philip I at the 

turn of the twelfth century to support his own participation in the First Crusade. 

However, there were earlier institutions and events in Berry to which we must now 

turn. Remembering that continuity was at least as important as new contingencies for 

the crusading culture of Berry, let us begin with the early eleventh century, where we 

can observe some of the strengthening ties between the local nobility and the local 

churches, and both these orders' ties to Jerusalem, which, in both spiritual and 

military terms, was the goal of Eudes and other early crusaders. 
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Cha.pt~x- .2: THE .ELEVENTH 
CENTURY: Th~ I~a.g~x-y ~f 
J~x-~~a.1~~, th~ Ha.x-bi~g~x-~ a.~d 
th~ H~x-~~~ ~f th~ Fix-~t 
Cx-~~a.d~ 

The roles that pre-crusading activities such as the peace movement or 

pilgrimage played in bringing about the First Crusade as preached by Pope Urban 11 

in 1095 are often contested by medievalists, 1 yet the consensus remains that the 

crusade proper began at the Council of Clermont in November. What social context 

or iconographical framework made this appeal from Clermont popular with the people 

of Berry? Before focusing on the most important influences in their crusading culture, 

let us look at a couple of the broader historiographical arguments pertaining to issues 

that played a part in the culture of all of Latin Christendom, and which had an 

influence on the crusading culture of Berry as well. 

While some of his arguments have raised much debate, even by his English 

editors, Carl Erdmann's study The Origin of the Idea of Crusade is still an often cited 

source for those trying to come to grips with the social tensions that found some 

release at Clermont. 2 His work is a useful tool in this thesis because he highlights 

the continued presence of these tensions from the late classical to the medieval period, 

and he refers to the Peace League of Bourges as a pivotal institution in the evolution 

of crusading ideas. After Constantine legalized its existence, the Christian Church 

now was both of and in the world. St. Augustine was the leading light who tried to 

harmonize the admonition to turn the other cheek with the new coercive power the 

Church had at its disposal as it became tied with the state. Here is where, Erdmann 

continl:les, definitions of the iustum bellum and the bellum Deo auctore came into 

circulation for later crusade apologists and canon lawyers to build upon. 3 To take but 

one issue, 4 St. Augustine's notion that coercion could be used only against those who 

were within the Church but struggling against its authority (i.e. heretics) was 

expanded to include anyone who would not follow Christ, much less Rome. Also, 

while Augustine saw in this unfortunately coercive behavior only the justice or the 

authority to act, later canon lawyers saw participation in this conduct as meritorious 

and a symbol of Christian love. It was so, they argued, because as God punished 

wrongdoers, so should His instrument, the Church. This reasoning would be of 
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crucial importance to the thirteenth century archbishops of Bourges as they mustered 

armies for the Albigensian Crusade. 

Another concern for the armed pilgrims was the notion of revenge against the 

enemies of Christ. The chroniclers of the First Crusade often tried to justify it as a 

defensive operation by putting words into Pope Urban's mouth about the need to 

regain Jesus's lost patrimony. 5 To be sure, there were certain crises that might have 

fostered this notion of defending the eastern churches. For example the church of the 

Holy Sepulcher was destroyed by the caliph Hakim in 1009.6 This would have 

caused consternation in the west, no doubt, but it did not terminate the streams of 

pilgrims who made their way to the Levant. There was, indeed, a growth in the 

number of pilgrims from throughout Latin Christendom over the following half

century or so, including some lords from Berry. Pilgrimage to the Holy Land would 

have heightened their awareness of the need for revenge. A number of families in 

Berry developed this tradition, making them keenly aware of the fact that non

Christians were in possession of the holiest city in Christendom. 

The difficulty for the theorists in the Church throughout the eleventh century 

was how to convey such discriminating notions to an illiterate laity. It is likely that 

more concrete issues had more immediate effect on the people of central France. One 

of those social issues that was a constant, though evolving, influence was the growing 

bond between the Berrieurs and their local churches. Members of each social order 

were often tied by blood, making them interested supporters in each other's causes. 

The Peace of God, led by the ecclesiastical order, enforced by the laity, was one of 

the clearest expressions of this interdependence. 

The Peace of God and the Peace League of Bourges 

The peace movement of the eleventh century should be understood as a 

development of the co-operation between the local lay middle aristocracy and their 

ecclesiastical counterparts to uphold social order. 7 In the frrst half of the century, the 

development to which many crusade historians point when trying to link this campaign 

to the holy wars after 1095 is the militia pacis. Many of the trappings which were 

a part of the crusading movement can also be found in these militias, for example the 
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oath, over relics, or the inclusion of a banner blessed by the local bishop for the army 

to carry. 8 The Peace League of Bourges is perhaps the clearest example of this 

institution. 

The problem facing French society was that it did not have secular leadership 

capable of offering order or protection. The disintegration of the Carolingian Empire, 

which began as an authorized policy with the Treaty of Verdun in 843, soon created 

a situation in which royal power was divested to regional lords and counts, who in 

turn saw their powers usurped by the local nobility. 9 This order was familial, not 

constitutional, 10 and depended upon a Germanic sense of peace, implying only an 

absence of fighting within one's land holding or social group with little or no religious 

significance attached. 11 The Church, however, began to take an extremely active role 

in developing the peace councils with the aid and encouragement of some of the lay 

aristocracy .12 This co-operation is not surprising since families had sons in both the 

local lay and ecclesiastical nobility. For example, Bishop Guy 11 of Le Puy, who 

sponsored what may have been the first Peace Council in 975, was the younger 

brother of Geoffroy Grey mantle, Count of Anjou from 960 to 987 --himself the 

sponsor of the reform of St. Aubin in Cormery. 13 Even if a local lord could uphold 

an armistice within his fief, it was quite likely that he and his men would be fighting 

their noble neighbors in the next one, 14 something that the Church would have been 

keen to subdue since it had no coercive force to protect its own holdings during these 

wars. 

The Peace was essentially designed to protect the poor and unarmed in society, 

which theoretically included churchmen, 15 from the "wild justice" of the lay feudal 

powers. 16 This was achieved by an oath made by lay lords who would defend the 

poor against those who would not join in the pact. The oath is sometimes seen as a 

formative link between this movement and the crusades, something to which we shall 

turn when looking at the movement in Berry. Spiritual or penitential punishments 

were not the only weapons that many reformers had to wield against peace breakers. 

The peace council of the Bishop of Le Puy raised a loyal group of miles to extract 

oaths from those less willing, or those who abjured their earlier promise, to uphold 

the peace policy. 17 Reformers tried to limit why one could fight with the debate over 
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iustum bellum, who one could fight via the Pax Dei, and when one could fight with 

the development of the Treuga Dei. The crusades could then be seen, in part, as an 

attempt to define where one could fight. 18 The question of how much of an influence 

the Peace and Truce of God movements had has been reintroduced by Dr. Bull, whose 

thesis was noted in the introduction. Other crusade historians have tended to argue 

that there were indeed strong links, if for no other reason than the institutional peace 

was re-established in the canons of the Council of Clermont. 19 

Did the evolution of the Pax Dei as it manifested itself in Berry lay any strong 

foundations for the crusades proper? In 1031 the archbishop of Bourges, Aim on (or 

Aimo) de Bourbon, 20 held a peace council in his cathedral dedicated to St. Step hen. 

It was attended by Rencon of Clermont and Step hen 11 of Le Puy, among others of 

the French episcopacy. The presence of Bishop Step hen is perhaps significant, 

recalling his predecessor's council in 975. Much of the wording of the latter meeting 

follows the vocabulary used by the former. 21 The greatest amount of available 

information concerning Aimon' s council comes from the Miraculorum Sancti 

Benedicti written by succeeding generations of monks throughout the tenth and 
Of 

eleventh centuries at the monastery/\St. Benoit-sur-Loire, situated some eighty-five 

kilometers due north of Bourges. 

Andrew, the author of books Four through Seven, 22 chronicles the events of 

what has since been called the Peace League of Bourges as designed by Aim on: 

"pacem sub jurisjurandi sacramento in dioecesi". 23 In the sermon attributed to 

Aimon, he raises the association by rallying all males over fifteen years of age to 

unite and, if necessary, to fight the "persavores, incentores rapinarum, oppressores 

monachorum, sanctimonalium et clericorum, [and the] impugnatores." Aimon is 

ascribed by the author as specifically mentioning the castellans as the transgressors of 

the peace.24 Andrew describes, at first, those who enroll in the undertaking as "ac 

si alterum Israeliticum populum. "25 The clergy are not omitted from the enterprise. 

They are expected to assist in the struggle with the carrying of banners and the 

offering of prayers for the combatants. Bachrach argues that the Peace League of 

Bourges is "the most obvious case" of the inclusion of those who should be thought 

of not as unarmed per se, but not being in the social class of miles. This militia in 
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Berry intlicted considerable damage upon Begny-sur-Craon and Chateauroux, 

therefore the League must have been outfitted with weaponry of some type. The 

events surrounding the rise and fall of the Peace League are recorded in Book Five, 

which opens with dire omens of an eclipse and blood red flames leaping from the sun. 

Andrew then goes directly into the story of the setting up of the League. The people 

who wished to join did so by taking an oath over the relics of St. Stephen in his 

cathedral. 26 Although these relics, like so many other artifacts, were lost during the 

French Revolution, one can still see from the eleventh century crypt the stonework 

grate that formed an opening to the medieval altar above. One may surmise that it 

was near this occulus that the faithful could view the reliquary and take their oath. 27 

Andrew relates the only specific victory that seems to be recorded at 

"Beneciacum, castrum cujusdam Stefani," or Bengy-sur-Craon, some thirty kilometres 

east of Bourges.28 In his opening to the fifth book, Andrew dates these events along 

with the heavenly portents to the late summer and autumn of 1038. Yet Devailly has 

shown that the archbishop was interested in the peace movement since his elevation 

in 1030. Aimon held his frrst peace council before one held in Limoges in November 

of 1031.29 Limoges used a similar model of excommunicating transgressors, but 

made no attempt to muster a militia, popular or aristocratic, to uphold their statutes. 

Aim on's council also must have been known in Paris for sometime between 1034 and 

1044 King Henry I of France demanded a follow-up meeting in the diocese of 

Bourges. 30 

Andrew, post factum, shows his distrust in the League due to the way it upset 

the divine social order, turning the humble into aggressors--into a quasi-army. 31 His 

misgivings are fully justified by the omens with which he opens the discussion of the 

events that led up to what has been called by modern historians as "the Battle of 

Cher" in 103 8. The League was defeated outside the castle of Chateauroux held by 

Eudes of Deols as punishment for their violent transgressions in earlier battles such 

as that at Bengy-sur-Craon. Their pride had turned them, in the words of Andrew, 

into "genti Benjaminere. "32 Their defeat was caused by their going against the will 

of God and, for Andrew' s didactic purposes, that of St. Benedict. 33 The unarmed 
~ 

people who had joined the League had, at first, placed their faiili~Stephen and 
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Benedict, but as they had come instead to trust in their own power, the saints 

confounded their efforts. Carl Erdmann makes the most of this episode to show how 

the Church took critical and conscious strides toward the crusade proper throughout 

the eleventh century, 34 but is such a judgement warranted on the peace movement in 

general, or in relation to Berry in particular? Erdmann highlights the "Old Testament 

colors" in An drew's vocabulary, suggesting that he had already come to terms with 

the idea of holy war. 35 In fact, however, Andrew condemns the Peace League's 

bellicosity, and he sees Eudes's victory as divine judgement for its cupidity and 

violence36--hardly the sort of paradigm the Church would have wanted to offer at the 

turn of the century to men such as Count Raymond of Toulouse or Godfrey of 

Bouillon. 

Guy Devailly believes that this battle was nothing more than one of many 

struggles among the nobility of the region, in this case between Eudes and Geoffroy 

Le Meschin, the vicomte of Bourges who was also present at the battle. 37 Devailly 

relies on the account of the Chronicon Deolensis (Deols), which presents the battle 

more curtly than does Andrew and does not mention the League. 38 He argues that 

Andrew's linking it with the peace movement is purely an interpretive measure. 

While this cannot be denied, why cannot the model presented by the Chronicon also 

be an act of interpretation?39 Would not including the motives and development of 

the Peace League have shown the lord of Chateauroux in a bad light as someone 

willing to flout the ideals of the archbishop? The chroniclers at Deols surely would 

have been at pains to avoid presenting their lord in such a manner. 

What role then, did the Peace League of Bourges play in the foundation of the 

idea of the crusade in this region? The forms, symbols or, if you will, imagery of 

how these events are recorded do find some striking parallels to those used at the turn 

of the century. First is the oath: Just as at the cathedral in 1033, crusaders were 

required to take a pilgrim's oath if they were to go to the Holy Land. 40 Next, during 

the crusades saints were seen as offering aid to their faithful allies, or perhaps they 

interfered with the plans of their enemies. At Antioch, to take but one example, the 

saints George, Demetrius and Theodore make their appearance to carry banners and 

aid the Christian army in the defeat of Kerbogah. 41 It might be worth noting Saints 
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Step hen and Benedict play important roles in Berry, as their relics were significant 

attractions for pilgrims there. When later crusaders go east, however, they do not 

transport their Occidental saints' cults with them, but swear oaths to and receive aid 

from the Oriental ones. 42 Also, the clergy participate first by mustering the troops, 

then by carrying banners or relics into battle. Episcopal participation will clearly be 

in evidence during the Albigensian Crusade of the thirteenth century. 

Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the Peace League was set up and led 

by the episcopacy, while the military strength came largely from the laity. The events 

in Bourges must be seen as a turning point in the evolution of the Church taking 

active military control into its own hands and trying to give it a quasi-sacerdotal 

character. Thomas Head describes it as "the only instance during the early phase of 

the peace movement in which military force was employed to outlaw military 

force. "43 In Aimon's case of the 1030's, this "force" consisted mainly of the 

"multitudo inermis vulgi," and they were asked to take an active measure to curb the 

renegades of the equestrian order44 who were attacking the poor. In 1095, the pope 

would preach instead to this very equestrian order. Later authors of his sermon like 

Baldric of Dol or Robert the Monk gave Urban's exhortation a similar model as that 

used in the Miraculorum--in Urban's case, that of the need for peace on the home 

front in order to carry out holy war as directed by the episcopacy. Harmut Hoffmann 

goes so far as to compare the language of the Council of Clermont directly with that 

of the Peace League.45 Proving that these themes converge at the Battle of Cher 

would be all but impossible. However, what seems certain is that the sort of language 

and imagery used to chronicle the First Crusade are also employed some eighty years 

before by contemporaries to explain the rise and fall of the Peace League of Bourges. 

The League involved all those men over fifteen who would take the oath over 

the relics of St. Stephen, so the effects on them and their immediate families and 

neighbors would not have been lost. But what sort of impact did the Miraculorum 

have on subsequent generations? D. W. Rollason argues in "The Miracles of St. 

Ben edict: A Window on Early Medieval France "46 that it could have had a very real 

influence. One of the themes developed by all the authors was the efficacy of 

venerating the relics of St. Benedict: those who make pilgrimages and offerings are 
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rewarded, while those who renege on oaths or grow haughty in their own strength are 

punished by the saint himself. This theme, he argues, would have been wasted on the 

monks as they had dedicated their lives to Benedict already. Also, from Book Three, 

the stories become more interested in the lives and devotions of the "laboratores," and 

the violence of the "bellatores" or "pugnatores," suggesting that the monastic authors 

were becoming more conscious of the lay audience to whom they were directing their 

message. The collection may have been something of a preaching guide that reflected 

eleventh century tensions so that preachers could draw upon local events and miracles 

to make their point concerning both Benedict and the need for peace. 

Some objections that may be raised when trying to link the Peace League with 

the crusade proper are that participation in the former included no indulgence or sense 

of martyrdom, and that there is a lack of imagery of Jerusalem. While it is true that 

neither the Chronicon nor the Miraculorum mentions any hint of an indulgence or 

martyrdom, the last can be challenged to some degree when looking at the 

cultural milieu of Berry. There are indeed references to "a new people of Israel. " 

This notion will have evolved in the early twelfth century into a cult of the 11 new 

Maccabees 11 --the warrior tribe to whom crusaders were sometimes compared. Andrew 

himself, when he feels that the people defending the peace have become swollen by 

pride and are stepping outside the divine social order, begins to refer to them as 

llgenti Benjaminere~~--the warrior tribe of Benjamin. References to the Old Testament 

and the Jews as the chosen people of God abound in his additions to the chronicle. 

Those who obey the Church and its saints were favorably compared to them, while 

those who strayed from this light yolk were adversely labeled as the rebellious people 

of the tribe of Benjamin. 

After Aimon's militia was seemingly disbanded in the late 1030's, the sources 

become inexplicably silent about his career, which lasted until 1070.47 It seems a 

short step theologically or ideologically to move from a "militia inermis vulgill to the 

popular crusade as led by Peter the Hermit. The problem is that we must see if the 

ideas of the League had any relevance in Berry during the period between 1038 and 

1095. Aimon's successor, Richard 11 (1071-93), brought the reforms so often 

symbolized by Pope Gregory VII to central France. For example, he worked actively 
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to remove lay controls from ecclesiastical, especially monastic, holdings. 48 Many 

historians seem to draw too sharp a distinction between the development of crusading 

ideals before and after Gregory's pontificate. His papacy is often left as the 

transitional, yet crucial, period from the peace movements earlier in the century to 

Urban's council at Clermont. Etienne Delaruelle is particularly extravagant in 

attributing to Gregory credit for developing the religious overtones of chivalry and 

stirring popular support tor an expedition against the Muslims in the Levant. After 

presenting such an interpretation, Delaruelle then seems to beg the question of 

explaining why the crusade did not come into existence until 1095.49 

In 1074, just one year after his accession, Gregory wrote a letter to many of 

the bishops of France, including Richard, in which he lambasts the seemingly 

ineffectual King, Philip I ("non rex sed tyrannus") for allowing the desecration and 

plunder of various church holdings in his domain. 50 In this letter Gregory offers a 

rather formulaic eulogy to past princes who upheld the dignity of the Church, but 

contrasts it to the malice of the present ones: "Nunc autem omnes malitia quasi 

quodam pestilentire morbo replenti horrenda et multum execrainda facinora ... " His 

exhortation ends with the call for the clergy to act "sicut strenui milites Christi, " 

showing that the idea was in circulation well before chroniclers of the First Crusade 

included it in Urban's sermons. In Gregory's letter, however, it is directed toward 

the episcopacy, not monks, and the laity receive no mention. Five years later, on 28 

June, 1079, Gregory wrote to and condemned Boson, son of the Count of La Marc he, 

for his attack on Neuvy-St.-Sepulcre in southern Berry "qure juris ecclesia 

Hierosolymita ... commonemus ut ... secura sanctre Hierosolymitana ecclesire cui 

fidelium devovit intentio in perpetuum conservetur. "51 Gregory's vocabulary 

concerning the church itself is important, and will be recalled when we return to 

Neuvy. 

Harm ut Hoffmann quite tentatively suggests that Richard refers to an "army" 

similar to this predecessor's in the 1030's in his Consuetudines of 1073, but the 

historian admits that little can be made from it. 52 William Godelli, a monk at St. 

Martial of Limoges whose chronicle we shall again encounter, writes of a council held 

at Issoudun, some forty kilometers southwest of Bourges, in 1081 which included the 
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archbishop (incorrectly named as Aimon) and was led by the pope himself. 53 It was 

held at the castle there, which was the home of a number of crusaders in subsequent 

decades. The editors of the Recueil des Historiens de Gaul et de la France rectify 

specific errors in William's chronicle with material extracted from the archives of St. 

Sulpice ofBourges. It contains an oath originally made by Richard's predecessor, but 

brought back into use at this congress: 11 
••• ad referandam pacem et res Ecclesiarum 

commode disponere, concilio Regis et Episcoporum ad nostram sedem pertinentium 

decrevimus Concilium facere in Biturca civitate. 11 In fact, there is no mention of King 

Philip's attendance at this council; it is indeed quite unlikely he was there. The 

bishops of Nevers and Clermont are mentioned, but again there is no reference of lay 

participation. 

Finally, in 1093 and at the end of his career, Richard held a meeting to discuss 

the keeping of the peace without reference to the Pope, now Gregory's successor, 

Urban 11.54 As will be shown in the fourth chapter, the sees of these visiting bishops 

are perhaps quite significant, as they suggest geographical and ideological links 

between the peace movement of the eleventh and twelfth centuries in Berry and the 

crusades against the Albigensians in the thirteenth. Richard convenes the clergy of 

Narbonne, Beziers, Carcassone and Albi to proclaim an 11 Anathema Contra Invasores 

Bonorum Ecclesire Biterrensis 11 in 1090.55 As primate of Aquitaine Richard was 

responsible for stopping the brigandS who were attacking the churches in the Midi. 56 

The fact that he held this council in 1090 shows that peace ideas were still tn 

circulation in the culture in the period leading up to the First Crusade itself. 

From 1038 to 1095 is a long time, and nothing either in the primary sources 

or literature consulted here suggests that Urban 11, his propagandists or their 

successors were consciously using the imagery of either archbishop Aimon or 

Andrew. However the first chroniclers of the crusade, trying to explain what must 

have been the strikingly new phenomenon of a fully-armed pilgrimage, fell back on 

the more traditional imagery of the struggle for the peace as led by local bishops. 

Two of the historians of the crusade, Robert the Monk and Baldric of Bourgueil (later 

Bishop of Dol), both came from the modem depanement of Indre-et-Loire,S7 the 

eastern lands of which were in the region of medieval Berry. Perhaps they had read 
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the Miraculorum Sancti Benedicti, and saw in it images that they felt prefigured their 

own experiences. Arguing that the link between the peace movement and the crusades 

was forged by contemporaries only after the First Crusade does not alter the 

possibility that they felt it was a significant link. In Berry, it would have been 

stronger than in other regions because the archbishop continued to promulgate peace 

legislation right into the 1090's. 

This policy was a part, albeit a lesser one, of Richard's agenda when he 

brought Cluniac reforms to Berry. The League, united by oath, blurred the 

distinctions between the fighting and praying orders of society--something more 

successfully achieved by the military orders of the twelfth century. ss The participants 

felt, at least at first, little moral tension in what they were doing. The condemnation 

from Andrew comes not from the implementation of the League itself but from its 

excesses and its swollen military pride. Such literary references to the people of 

Israel as found in the Peace League and the Miraculorum were certainly a part of all 

Christian culture from long before the eleventh century, so perhaps less weight can 

be given to this theme when looking at the crusading culture particular to Berry. 

At the most banal, what this evidence shows is that Aim on's Peace League did 

not meet with unanimous or continuous success. It is perhaps significant that the laity 

are not mentioned in these later references to the peace movement. If they were being 

squeezed out of the role of church or monastic benefactors by the Hildebrandine 

policy against lay investiture and the alienation of tithes, and they were not being 

recruited to play a part in the peace movement, then pilgrimage might have been the 

only traditional show of piety left open to them. In this model, when Urban II re

emphasized the pilgrimage at Clermont and armed it for the sake of a meritorious 

war, it should come as no surprise that the laity responded favorably. If references 

to Outremer were less convincing in the Miraculorum and the Peace League, they are 

much clearer when we turn to pilgrimage and the spate of church-building that 

accompanied it. 

The Influence of Pilgrimage 

Mappre mundi might be better understood as mappre animi, showing Jerusalem 
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as the beginning and ending of time as well as the centre of the world and of its 

history. It was the city from which Christianity moved west, but to which these 

Christians hoped to return. A pilgrim to the holy city was traveling the via Christi, 

and the ideal way to complete this journey was to be buried there. 59 If death would 

not co-operate, joining a monastery upon return was the next best thing, 60 which, as 

we shall see, at least one well-documented Berrieur did after the First Crusade. The 

city itself took on an intensely dualist role from about the tenth century: along with 

its nature as an all-encompassing relic to be seen, touched and venerated, it also took 

on an anagogical character as the place of the Second Coming, the throne of the Last 

Emperor and the court of the Last Judgement. It was the heavenly Jerusalem to 

which men like Abbot Suger would refer when trying to raise their contemplation 

through the material to the immortal. 61 Constantine's own mother, Queen Helena 

laid the foundation for the greatest pilgrimage destination when she found what is 

believed to be the empty tomb of Christ outside Jerusalem. 62 Despite the vagaries 

of famine, Norman and Arabian raids in Europe, and the destruction of the Sepulcher 

by the Caliph Hakim in 1009,63 pilgrims continued to ebb and flow between Latin 

Christendom and the Levant. 

There were other shrines for pilgrims to go to, most not so remote from their 

homes in the west. Of particular importance to central France was the shrine of Saint 

James in Compostella which came into being after the fortuitous discovery of his tomb 

around 813.64 By the end of the ninth century, through the generosity of King 

Alphonso Ill, a town had been built up around the new church. It had become such 

a famous and wealthy site that Bishop Don Diego Pelaez could afford to have the 

cathedral reconstructed in the new Romanesque style in 1077-78.65 This shrine 

spawned whole industries with the building of decent roads and hostels, the founding 

of churches (often with convenient discoveries of relics of local saints for their own 

treasuries)66
, and the publication of guide books for the travelers. 67 I have been 

unable to find specific Berrieurs who make this trek, but the relevance of the site and 

its patron will be made clear in the following section concerning Neuvy-St-Sepulcre. 

Much of the ritual, philosophy, and even art of medieval Christianity seems 

to be driven by the desire to make the spiritual aspects of the religion as concrete and 
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tangible as possible. Relics were points of intersection between the saints and the 

power of heaven with the mundane world and all its frailty. They "emitted a kind of 

holy radioactivity" that effected all who came near them. 68 As we saw in Berry, 

relics played a critical role in enforcing oaths and the peace ideal. It was the power 

of the saint, through his, and much more rarely her, physical remains which ensured 

reward for the loyal or punishment for the malefactor. Cathedrals like Bourges or 

Chartres were attempts to put the whole of Christian thought and history into stone 

and glass. Pilgrimage belongs to this desire because it was a physical action that 

suggested a parallel spiritual movement toward God. To overstate its sway in 

medieval culture would be difficult. 69 

A great age of pilgrimage began in the first decades of the eleventh century. 70 

Historians often rely heavily on Raoul Glaber's chronicles which relate stories of 

nobles offering gifts (usually to Cluniac houses, Raoul's order) and going on the iter 

Hierosolymitana. Cluniac reforms were beginning to make themselves strongly felt 

in Berry's lay and ecclesiastical circles through the efforts of archbishop Richard, and 

many lay people followed the injunctions to become pilgrims. 71 It inspired perhaps 

as many motivations as it animated participants. It fulfilled a number of personal, 

social, and cultural needs, and it adapted itself accordingly throughout the middle 

ages. 72 There is no need to try to disentangle these incentives, but we should keep 

in mind that these same issues certainly must have played a part in motivating 

crusaders as well. 73 

On the eve of the First Crusade, in 1090, the ascetic Ebrard gained permission 

from his abbot, Eudes, at St. Sulpice de Bourges, to satisfy his eagerness to go to 

Jerusalem.74 Ebrard's path was not smooth, however, for Eudes passed away and 

he had to convince Eudes's stricter successor, Teunius, to allow him to go. The delay 

was caused by Teunius's desire to make sure that Ebrard found a caretaker for his cell 

at Chaumes, so it would be kept in the possession of St. Sulpice. 75 Louis Raynal, 

in his study Histoire du Berry Jusqu 'en 1789,76 claims that Ebrard was acquainted 

with Peter the Hermit. He then suggests what an impact Ebrard would have had if 

he returned to central France with Peter to help enlist soldiers for the iter of 1096. 

Raynal, unfortunately, could offer no evidence to suggest Ebrard did return. There 
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seems to be no trace of him once he leaves Bourges. It does show, however, that the 

spiritual ideal of pilgrimage was alive in central France in the last decade of the 

eleventh century. It also suggests that the region was accustomed to the presence of 

itinerant ascetics, perhaps making the inhabitants more receptive to Peter when he 

preached there, which will be discussed. 

Moreover, Ebrard was part of a pilgrimage tradition in Berry. Eudes Le Roux, 

lord of Deols and Chateauroux, is the first eleventh century pilgrim from Berry 

recorded. He embarked, in fact, on two great aristocratic pilgrimages. The castellans 

of Chateauroux had strong ties with the dukes of Aquitaine and the counts of Poitiers 

from the ninth century, 77 and these links still held in the early eleventh, for Eudes 

embarked for Rome in the company of Duke William Le Grand, in 1024. Two years 

later he departed for the Levant and the Holy Sepulcher, arriving in March 1027.78 

This second voyage was made in the company of William Taillefer Il, Count of 

Angouleme. 79 Unfortunately, little else is known about this latter sojourn, although 

William's pilgrimages were known to be rather luxurious. 80 The pilgrimages of the 

lords of Deols perhaps stirred their peers, and quite probably their vassals, to make 

similar acts of contrition. Not only did Eudes and his family have an ongoing 

relationship with Duke William, but also these two men had strong ties with the 

churches of their regions, and in Eudes's case we have a striking example of the way 

the ideal of Jerusalem and of pilgrimage was brought to Berry in the early eleventh 

century. 

Neuvy-St. -Sepulcre as a Passion Relic 

The lay feudal notion of the "blood feud," in which Christ's patrimony (the 

Holy Land, where his mission and passion took place) had to be won back, would 

have been influential in central France because the church of Neuvy brought the 

presence of Jerusalem to southern Berry. 81 (fig. 1) The date of construction of 

Neuvy-St.-Sepulcre is uncertain. The Chronicle of St. Martin of Auxerre places it 

as far back as 1034, while the Chronicle of Anjou dates it as late as 1045.82 

Unfortunately, references to the specific founder are almost as vague as the date of 

his foundation. The report offered by the Chronicum Andegavensi (Anjou) is 
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intriguing for it names the sponsor as the vicomte of Berry, Gaufridus, or Geoffroy 

Le Meschin. 83 Of the other three chronicles which have been found to record its 

foundation: the Chronicon Willelmi Godelli (Monachi St. Manialis Lemovicensis 

(Limoges)), the Chronologia Robeni (Monachi Sti. Mariani Autissiodorensis 

(Auxerre)) and the Chronicum Turonensi (Tours), only the one written in Limoges 

mentions a possible patron. It is worth quoting this passage in full: "Anno Dom. 

M XLII. Hoc eodem anno Ecclesia St. Sepulchri fun data est in Bituria ad formam S. 

Sepulchri Jerosolimitiani, prresente Odone Ruffo Dolensis castri domino et Bosone 

viro illustri de Closis. "84 

What makes this passage intriguing is the fact that Eudes and Geoffroy were 

antagonists outside the walls of Chateauroux at the Battle of Cher in 1038.85 While 

we have seen how both peace councils and ecclesiastical foundations depended on the 

strength of the local nobility, it would be surprising indeed had these parties worked 

together to build the church. Godelli's chronicle dates from the twelfth century, so 

this entry may suggest simply confusion or, more fancifully, a rapprochement that 

occurred after the battle. Either way, it seems quite certain that the church was 

founded by the lay nobility of Berry, and, as Constance Bouchard argues, "The 

reforms [and the foundations 1 that took place from the end of the tenth century 

through the late eleventh, were carried out at the initiative of and with the consent of 

counts, viscounts and bishops of powerful families, "86 The closer geographical 

proximity between Chateauroux and Neuvy, and Eudes's pilgrimage to the Levant 

earlier in this century, discussed above, suggests that he was indeed the founder of 

Neuvy's memorial of the Holy Sepulcher. 87 

Considering the known evidence, let us assume that Eudes Le Roux was indeed 

the lay patron. Sometime after his return from Jerusalem, he founded Neuvy-St.

Sepulchre, which was built as a pious, though not necessarily faithful, replica of the 

Holy Sepulcher. It is a rather inexact copy of its archetype. The original in 

Jerusalem, built in the fifth century, was circular and separate from the basilica to the 

east, although they were later connected by a colonnade.88 Neuvy has, for example, 

only eleven central piers compared to the twelve in the Anastasis. 89 This creates 

rather clumsy vaulting, and the niches/bays on the ground floor and outer wall are 
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noticeably irregular. This is alleviated to a large degree on the first floor where 

fourteen columns give a much more symmetrical rhythm while holding up the 

dome. 90 Also, the entrance at Neuvy opens rather arbitrarily on its north face while 

the entrance to the Anastasis is orientated. Berry Roman argues that the extended 

basilica was probably added very soon after the rotunda was begun. The rotunda was 

originally meant to stand on its own, as archreological evidence of the foundations 

suggests. Being easier to build, the basilica rose quicker than the rotunda, but was 

attached rather ineptly to the earlier building. 91 

This church was perhaps dedicated to St. J ames the Greater, patron of 

pilgrims,92 the history of whose shrine in Iberia was sketched out above. It has no 

noticeable iconographical link with the church in Compostella with ~eh it shares its 

auspicious patron. The capitals on the ground floor are all decorated, but there are 

no figures of pilgrims, St. James or Christ. They are mostly decorated with foliage 

and beasts, occasionally drawn from Classical mythology, 93 images which drew 

criticism from Bemard of Clairvaux. Neuvy might have been, nevertheless, a note

worthy stop on one of the pilgrimage routes to Spain. The French historian P.A. 

Sigal enumerates four major circuits to Compostella, and the via Lemovicensis (by 

way of the Limousin, south of Berry) lists La Charite-sur-Loire, Bourges and Deols 

before directing the pilgrim to turn south to Limoges and St. Uonard. 94 On a map 

he shows Neuvy-St.-Sepulchre as a major religious center on a secondary route of this 

circuit. 95 Unfortunately, the Guide Du Pelerin de St. Jacques de Compostelle, a 

guidebook of the early twelfth century, does not mention this church. It may be noted 

that it does not get specific about any church along the route until it talks about those 

in the Bas-Limousin and farther south. 96 It does indirectly support Sigal's thesis of 

a passage through Berry, however, by mentioning a route from Orleans south to 

Limoges. Since at least one pilgrimage route to St. James passed through Berry, we 

may confidently conclude that the local population kept in contact with people and 

events outside their region. This would have included popular preachers, Cluniac 

monks and other pilgrims who might had been to Jerusalem before their trip to Iberia. 

We should briefly stay with Spain to see what influence the reconquista might 

have had in Berry, since it is sometimes seen as a source, or perhaps a testing ground, 
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for the crusading spirit. David Lomax's second chapter in The Reconquest of Spain 

discusses the growing influences of Cluny and of the lords of southern France which 

reached a peak at the sacking of Barbastro in 1063.97 This growing input from 

outsiders is also seen in the interest that the Cluniac popes, Alexander II and Gregory 

VII, had in the Iberian conflict. 98 More recently, and quite convincingly, M arcus 

Bull argues that, while French lords from the Limousin, Gascony and Aquitaine did 

participate in the wars in Spain, they did not have a permanent presence there. He 

also states that there are no contemporary chronicles or charters that link the French 

efforts in northern Spain with the pilgrimage to Compostella. The links between the 

crusade to Jerusalem and the expeditions in Spain were, he concludes, an 

historiographical construct built by ecclesiastics after the victories of 1099-110 1 . 99 

Dr. Bull' s conclusions would make one skeptical about the possibility of 

finding much of a presence of warriors from Berry south of the Pyrenees, and this 

does indeed seem to be the case. That Berrieurs did not participate in any significant 

way in these struggles is somewhat surprising considering the fact that Cluny' s 

presence in the region was weighty. 100 I have been unable to find anything in the 
to 

primary sources considered here that even remotely refers"the reconquista, and none 

of the very detailed histories of central France mention any contemporary's 

involvement in Spain. Berry's ties with Rome had been quite strong for some 

time, 101 yet papal interest in the wars to reconquer Spain did not seem to make itself 

felt here. 

An inventory of relics has not been found for Neuvy until the thirteenth 

century when indeed it had very strong ideological and personal links with the Church 

of the Holy Sepulcher built by the crusaders--as we shall see in the tinal chapter. 

Still, it was understood to be a true replica of its mother institution, and indeed may 

have been seen as a relic itself. This notion lies in the fact that Professor Riley

Smith's prosopographical database includes references made in 1118 to Fulk Ill Nerra 

of Anjou's pilgrimage in the 1020's, the pilgrimage \n which Eudes and Duke 

William participated. These documents record how they returned with many parts of 

the Holy Sepulchre, which they could do since they visited after its destruction in 

1009. If these stones were brought to Neuvy, this might well explain the inclusion 
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of the building of this church in southern Berry in the chronicles of Anjou. 

Nonetheless, medieval notions of verisimilitude were not dependent on the physical 

makeup of the model. Neuvy's basic round form, symbolizing eternity and 

resurrection, and its dedication would probably have been enough for contemporaries 

to link it unquestionably with the pilgrimage destinations of Jerusalem and 

Santiago. 102 In the Guide du Pelerin, the author is aware that the church in 

Perigueux, in the southwest Limousin, was a representation of the Lord's Tomb. 103 

In the Chronicle of Limoges N euvy is described as "ad formam S. Sepulchri 

Jerosolimitiani." That it was an important pilgrimage site is indirectly corroborated 

by the fact that the four chronicles mentioned above are all outside the domains of the 

vicecounty of Bourges, suggesting the knowledge of, and interest in, this shrine was 

widespread. 

Church Patronage From the Laity 

From the tenth century the laity, especially the aristocracy, began to take a 

much more active role in the setting up, preservation or reformation of 

foundations. 104 For example, Duke William of Aquitaine's forefather, William Le 

Pieux, founded the great monastery of Cluny in 909. This was done with the 

assistance of the archbishop of Bourges, Madalbert, and the frrst vicomte of Bourges, 

Geoffroy Papabos. 105 Eudes L 'Ancien of Chateauroux was not to be outdone in this 

show of piety, however, for in 917 he established Deols, and soon after the monastery 

of Massay. Eudes instituted the liturgy of the Burgundian house and followed its 

model by putting the1n under the direct suzerainty of the pope and St. Peter. 106 

Deols was perhaps the most important monastic foundation in the region, and its abbot 

and monks were at some of the greater church councils of the next two centuries-

including those pertaining to the crusade. It was the frrst of many houses in Berry 

founded or refounded for the Benedictine Order of Cluny in the eleventh century. Its 

modest buildings were rebuilt thanks to the patronage of the younger Eudes before he 

made his pilgrimages, for they were rededicated in 1021. 107 

N euvy-St. -Sepulchre, M assay and Deols were not the only foundations being 

established or reconstructed at this time by lay nobles, although specific cartulary 
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evidence is often scarce. A few express examples include St. Ambrose in Berry 

founded as an Augustinian priory by the vicecount, Geoffroy Ill Le Noble, with the 

assistance of the archbishop Dagobert (987-1013). Sources noting the foundation of 

St. Ambrose mention Dagobert, but do not offer a more specific date. 108 Geoffroy 

also founded Notre Dame de Salles in 1012, 109 and, perhaps, St. Ursin of 

Bourges. 110 In the middle of the century, a third major Cluniac house was founded 

at La Charite-sur-Loire, again with the assistance of the vicomte, Geoffroy IV, Le 

Meschin. 111 Franc;ois Deshoulieres has catalogued the churches of the depanement 

of Cher constructed before 1789, and where documentation is lacking, he tries to date 

the buildings with archreological and art historical evidence. What seems certain is 

that a number of monasteries, churches and abbeys were under construction at this 

time, bringing Berry under the white mantle of new churches which the Cluniac Raoul 

Glaber describes in his Historiarum. 112 

The aristocracy were the prime benefactors for at least two general reasons. 

First, they were the ones who had the resources which they could afford to spare to 

a church, priory or abbey. Also, having such riches was seen to be in some sense 

contrary to the tene. ts of the Christianity they espoused. 113 Their gifts were usually 

given for the good of the soul of the donor and usually by extension his or her family

-living and departed ("In elemosinam pro anima mea ... "). The sheer numbers and 

diversity of surviving documents ought to dispel any attempt to discredit the laity as 

not aware of, and not taking an active role in ensuring, the well being of their souls 

as they understood such things. 114 

We should not, by the same token, assume that the lower aristocracy or even 

wealthy peasants were unable or unwilling to present gifts. In twelfth century 

cartularies we can read about a number of people in Berry who gave rather modest 

benefactions of foodstuffs or livestock to their local foundation--often before 

undertaking a pilgrimage or joining a crusading expedition. Many times these charters 

are copies or "vidimus" of earlier, eleventh century transactions, making it clear that 

such interaction was going on even if there was a lower survival rate of 

documentation from the eleventh century. Sometime between 1007 and 1025 Evrard, 

the seigneur of Vierzon, northwest of Bourges, rebuilt a church dedicated to St. Optat 
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with the help of Abbot Martin of St. Pierre de Vierzon. 115 His descendant, 

Humbaud, continued the tradition by sponsoring the collegiate church of Notre Dame 

de Mehun-sur-Yevre. Just a bit farther west of Vierzon, in Gra<;ay, another collegiate 

church, that of St. Austegesile, was probably rebuilt around 1014 by Raimbaud, the 

seigneur of Nondray. 116 In 1034 St. Pierre a Chateau Gordon was reformed by 

Mathida, the daughter of Gimon, sire of the castle. This was approved by Archbishop 

Aimon, 117 suggesting that his involvement with the lay aristocracy manifested itself 

in many ways besides the Peace League. It should also be noted that the restoration 

of the church was carried out by a woman, which was apparently not at all 

uncommon. 118 As a final example, the abbey church of Notre Dame de Puyferrand, 

in the southernmost region of Berry, was founded sometime before 1070, when 

archbishop Aimon died. 119 Nothing has been found referring to oblates being given 

in Berry, but one should be very cautious in assuming that such things were not being 

done. Oblations in Burgundy to the east and south were quite common, 120 and so 

in the Limousin directly to the south. 121 In the early tenth century Cluny tightened 

its control over its sister houses in Le Berry through La Charite and Deols, 122 and 

oblations were accepted . b~ _ the order. It should be safe to assume, therefore, 

that they were made in this area as well, following the general Cluniac tradition. 

These illustrations suggest how diverse and close the links were between the 

laity and the church leaders in the archdiocese. With such interdependency in terms 

of material goods, it seems quite logical to argue that spiritual and social 11 goods 11 

were also being traded. 123 If the laity were taking an active role in their religious 

lives via participating in the peace movement and pilgrimages, and assisting in the 

reformation of local houses, then their participation in the crusade should be seen as 

part of a continued relationship with the church authorities in central France. They 

were conditioned, if you will, to reply to the Church's invocation in 1095 because 

they had been tied to this institution in many fundamental ways for at least a century. 

Donations, oblations and discussions kept the laity in contact with at least the more 

general theological issues of the day. That the two were drawing closer together 

should not come as any surprise if we recall that many of the oblates and older 

conversi who came from lay aristocratic families would have had one eye on the 
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mundane rights and privileges of their relatives, even as they hoped to convey 

spiritual ones to them as well. 124 Neuvy-St.-Sepulchre might be understood as the 

consummate iconographic manifestation of this theme in their cultural history. 

Founded by a lay lord to resurrect the image of the destination of the peregrinatio to 

Jerusalem, it also became a part of the pilgrims' route to Santiago de Compostella. 

Neuvy stands at the crossroads between pilgrimage and lay involvement with church 

authorities. 

Popular Preaching on the Eve of the First Crusade 

The last major theme pertaining to the cultural prehistory of the First Crusade 

is that of preaching in Berry. Almost without exception, crusade historians since 

Voltaire have put much of the responsibility for recruitment and propaganda for many 

of the popular movements associated with the crusades on these preachers. Men like 

Gottschalk, Folkmar and especially Peter the Hermit wielded powerful influence in 

a culture in which news traveled by word-of-mouth and/or images. 125 They were 

largely responsible for spreading the call to arms promulgated at the Council of 

Clermont, despite Urban's lengthy itinerary after this meeting. 126 The proclamations 

made by the ecclesiastical authorities were taken up by itinerant preachers, both 

sanctioned and unauthorized, throughout the crusading era. What role did such 

preaching play in the crusading culture of Berry? 

Peter the Hermit is, perhaps, the most well known of such evangelists for the 

First Crusade. Not only do chronicles have him preaching in France around the 

Council of Clermont, but he is also credited with leading an army to the Holy Land 

and participating in the great siege of Antioch. 127 Explaining Peter's involvement 

in this crusade has proved difficult both for modern historians and for those 

contemporaries who first tried to understand these events. We have seen that the 

hermit-pilgrim was not a new phenomenon in Berry, even if the career of Ebrard is 

not as well recorded as that of Peter. 128 The Chanson d 'Anti oche portrays the latter 

ascetic as the instigator of the ctusade, almost without ecclesiastical assistance. 129 

Peter is mentioned as travelling in Berry during his recruitment drive, 130 but when 

he was passing through central France is not clearly stated. 
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Albert d 'Aix' s Historia Hierosolymitana does not, unfortunately shed a great 

deal of light on the chronology either. The author offers the following details 

concerning Peter's career: 

Sacerdos quidam, Petrus nomine, quondam heremita, 
ortus de civitate Amiens, ... omni instinctu quo potuit, 
hujus vire constantiam primum adhortatus est, in Berriu, 
regione prrefati regni, factus prredicator in omni 
ammonitione et sermone. 131 

This is in the text before the Council of Clermont, but Albert does not seem to 

suggest that Peter was preaching in Berry before November. Indeed, Hagenmeyer 

says it is possible, but unprovable in the sources, that Peter took part in the council 

itself before he continued on his own recruitment campaign in the winter of 1095-

96.132 Albert's analysis of Peter's army is quite favorable, and this is perhaps 

significant because he does criticize the lack of organization and the endemic looting 

of Christian cities by other popular hosts. William of Tyre seems to depend heavily 

on Albert as a source, and he also gives much of the credit to Peter who is said to 

have gone to Urban 11 with an appeal for aid from the Patriarch of Jerusalem. He 

then suggests Peter was then inspired to preach to raise an army of Franks to liberate 

the Holy Sepulcher. 133 One possible difficulty is reconciling how Peter was able to 

raise such a large and seemingly well- disciplined force before the distinguished 

knights of the following expeditions unless, in fact, he did get a head start on 

Urban. 134 

Peter was not the only recruiter in central France. Leaders of both episcopal 

and monastic foundations were present at a number of papal councils where the 

crusade was preached. It is probable, although uncertain, that Richard's successor as 

the archbishop of Bourges, Audebert de Montmorillon ( 1 093-97) was at the Council 

of Piacenza in March 1095. 135 Modem historians have rediscovered convincing 

evidence that Emperor Alexius did indeed ask for military assistance there. 136 

Audebert was the abbot of the monastery of Deols before his election, thus he would 

have been receptive to Cluniac policies and Urban's plans. It seems more likely that 

he joined Urban 11 and his entourage before the meeting at Clermont the following 

November. Urban's voyages in Gaul purposely skirted the domains directly 
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controlled by Philip I. One of the point~ of the pope's itinerary was, in fact, to 

excommunicate the Capetian king, 137 and his tour involved many more traditional 

duties than preaching what became the First Crusade, such as church dedications, 

confirmations of episcopal election and the like. Archbishop Audebert is known to 

have been one of the pope's attendants at the dedication of the church at La Chaise

Dieu in the Dauphine on 18 August, 1095. 138 Audebert must have left this company 

for a short time though, for the historian Rene Crozet has him returning to the pope's 

side when he stopped at Le Puy to celebrate the feast of the Assumption. 139 

At the Council of Clermont itself, central France was well represented. 

Geoffroy, abbot of La Trinite de Vendome, was in attendance as was the bishop of 

Le Mans, who also was at Piacenza. Raoul of Orleans, from a city due north of 

Bourges on the Loire River, himself archbishop of Tours to the west, was also 

present, to give only the most notable examples. 140 The reports of Urban's speech 

are well known and need not be discussed again here. In February of the next year, 

the pope appointed Robert d' Arbrissel to preach in the regions of the Loire, although 

there is no evidence to suggest he specifically preached the crusade. Urban then 

skirted the eastern borders of Berry by visiting Vendome at the end of February and 

Tours and Marmoutier in March. 141 He then went south into Aquitaine and 

Languedoc before returning to northern Italy in August 1096. The archbishop of 

Bourges, himself an alumnus of a Cluniac house from a part of Berry which had seen 

the destruction of the Peace League and which would send many of its future 

generations on crusade, was certainly at the Council of Clermont. 142 Berry had 

many connections with the highest echelons of the Church and with popular preachers 

as well. Both groups were trying to motivate people to stop their local petty wars and 

take up a struggle which might bring them riches, would probably bring them fame, 

and certainly seemed to guarantee the salvation of their souls. 

The Prosopography of the First Crusade Concerning Berry, Including the Last 
Vicomte of Bourges 

The prosopographical database developed by Professor Riley-Smith and his 

students provides many names of early crusaders who left from the various regions 
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in France, including Le Berry .143 Both Faucon and Arnold of Vierzon left with 

Peter's contingent, according to the Chanson d'Antioche, starting a local tradition of 

crusade participation in Vierzon which would carry right through the thirteenth 

century. Geofl'roy of Issoudun departed in 1096 as well, and in the next century 

others from there would follow his example. The people of the town of Vendome 

seemed particularly receptive to the call of crusade, perhaps due to the influence of 

La Trinite mentioned above. Geoffroy I Jordan and Peter of Vendome went, while 

Ulric Bucel and Peter Jordan of Chatillon-sur-Indre are recorded by this monastery 

as going. Also, both Baldric of Bourgueil and Robert the Monk, previously cited 

chroniclers of these events, came from southwestern Berry. I am also able to add two 

more names to the list, although the second is better documented. The frrst is Raoul 

IV Thibaud, lord of Chateauroux and Deols. He took up his cross and departed in 

1097. The influence of archbishop Audebert, who had been abbot of Deols and later 

was at Clermont, on Raoul has not been documented but would seem certain. 

Thaumas de la Thaumassiere has Raoul dying at the siege of Antioch later that 

year. 144 The name of the other crusader is Sarlon Le Riche, seigneur of Menetou, 

who departed around the year 1100. Before he left, Sarlon offered a number of gifts 

to the abbey of St. Sulpice of Bourges, which recorded the transaction: "Hec est 

elemosina Sarlonis divitis quam dedit Deo et Sancto Sulpicio, et dulcissimis monachis 

et amicis suis ibidem servientibus, qua Jerusalem Sanctam pergere volebat. "145 The 

gifts included vineyards, a meadow, waterpools and even chestnut trees. They are 

offered as elemosintE for the spiritual wellbeing of the giver. Whether or not Sarlon 

was married, I cannot discover. "Hunbaudus frater ejus" was one of the witnesses, 

though. A noticeable, but not conclusive, pattern has emerged from the study of this 

prosopography. Namely, a number of men left without direct heirs. Their gift-giving 

records often state as much. This suggests a personal, penitential motive to undertake 

the challenge of a crusade. The participant lost no more wealth than he would have 

had he died at home, and it would be unlikely that he would go in search of booty if 

he had no one to inherit it. A crusader, as a pilgrim, would have wished to die in 

Jerusalem. If he were not married, and without a direct heir, Sarlon's testament 

would fit him readily into this model. 
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Let us then turn to the vicomte, Eudes Arpin, and trace his career. It is fairly 

well documented; but so is it the most mythic because he is included in the crusading 

cycle of poems written in the twelfth century. The role which he plays in this cycle 

must be discussed, but we should perhaps explore the better validated documentation 

first. We may then turn to see what the chansons suggest about the crusading culture 

of Berry. He became the vicomte of Bourges through his marriage to Mahaut de 

Sully. She was granddaughter of Geoffroy Le Meschin who was one of the 

antagonists of the Battle of Cher. 146 Eudes social position brought duties for and 

expectations from the churches of Berry. Charter 64 in the cartulary of Vierzon 

presents these religious duties expected of its lord. 147 It was drawn up during the 

rule of Eudes's predecessor and brother-in-law, Steven, quite probably in 1092. The 

preamble, as noted by its editor, Devailly, is without specific references to everyday 

life, but it does betray the expected religiosity and generosity of its patron: 

Tantis itaque Dei revocati miserationibus que sunt super 
omnia opera ejus que circa salutem nostram sunt, 
operemur, laboremus, perseveremus, perticiamus non 
deticiamus temore enim suo meremus non deticientes. 
Et dum tempus habemus, operemur bonum ad omnes, 
ntaxime ad domesticos fidei. 

Afterward, more mundane subjects are discussed concerning Step hen's ceding various 

lands to the Abbey of Vierzon, including the priory of St. Gondon-sur-Loire which 

he still held as an allod. 148 Arnold of Vierzon and his son, Geoffroy, are two of the 

witnesses. Arnold, as we have read in the Chanson d 'Anti oche, went on the First 

Crusade, and his son went on a later expedition, as we shall see in the next chapter. 

This charter contains other interesting passages which give a glimpse of the 

expectations for the vicomte of Berry. There is a brief sketch of the family history 

of the vicecounts, in which the continued generosity to the churches in Berry is 

emphasized. 149 The importance of the "vertical," ancestral character of the family, 

which gained new emphasis over the "horizontal," extended family unit from the ninth 

century, 150 is clearly visible, and we also see a tradition of strong loyalties to the 

King of France--something which is particularly evident during the rule of Arpin 

himself. The vicecounts were kept aware of this legacy of support and interest in the 
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churches, and Stephen was keen to pass on this tradition to Eudes: 

Proinde ego jamdictus Bituricensis vicecomes dominus 
Stephanus et prefata soror mea Ildeburgis laude et 
confirmatione venerabilis archiepiscopi Bituricensis 
ecclesie, consilio vero optimatum et tidelium 
meorum ... Rogamus autem dominum Odonem 
cognomento Arpinum neptis nostre probabilem et 
honorabilem virum atque ideo successorem nostrum et 
ipsam ut hanc donationem nostram firmam et 
inconvulsam custodiant, omnes inpetitores arceant, 
inpugnatores ejus expugenet, ut ipsi orationum mihi 
factarum partem obineant et hereditatis nostre justissimi 
heredes existant. 

Thus it would appear that Eudes Arpin inherited duties that would have tied 

him to the church authorities much like his own ancestors and his peers in other areas 

in Christendom. Again, it would seem quite safe to assume that such contact would 

have allowed a communication of ideas then current in the Church. In fact, as his 

crusading career suggests, he might have been particularly aware of the theological 

issues of the day. Perhaps Eudes saw his participation in the First Crusade as a part 

of the tradition of support for the Church and part of his duty as the lord of the 

region. Any preaching by Peter the Hermit would have fallen on ears receptive to do, 

according to the earlier section of the charter, 11 good work toward all, especially 

toward the faithful members of the household. 11 One may surmise that he would have 

heard of, if not heard, Peter's preaching in the region, and as we shall shortly see, 

some of the literary evidence suggests he did. He certainly participated in the 

crusade, and to do so he needed money. To gain liquidity, he sold his lands to the 

King of France. Unfortunately, as with the building ofNeuvy-St.-Sepulcre, accounts 

of the date and price of the sale vary widely. William of Malmesbury does not 

mention the sale itself, but has Arpin and 300 men heading for Jerusalem in 1098, 

which implies the sale came in 1096 or '97. 151 Orderic Vitalis, who goes on to give 

an account of Eudes' s adventures on the crusade, dates the sale to 1101. 152 I can 

only suggest two possible answers as to why he did not sell his lands to an 

ecclesiastical foundation: The sum needed for such a sale would have been beyond 

any local churches, including the cathedral chapter, and/or, as Charter 64 from 
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Vierzon suggests, loyalty to the Capetian kings was strong enough that Philip I would 

have been the first buyer to whom Eudes would approach. 

Let us turn first to the body of evidence suggesting that Arpin sold his vicomte 

early enough to depart with Peter in 1096. As intimated above, the Chanson 

d'Antioche places Eudes and possibly one of his vassals, Jean d' Alis, in the company 

of Peter's army. The point is made that Eudes had no progeny: "Seigneur, en cele 

muete fu Harpins li hardis/ Cuens estoit de Boorges et sire poestis;/ Mais au roi ot 

rendu sa terre et son pals,/ Quant de sa femme n'ot enfans, tille ne tils. "153 It is 

true that he had no children, providing evidence he saw the armed pilgrimage as a 

penitential or moral duty. He is always mentioned in the most glowing terms, such 

as "Harpin li hardis," "sire poestis, 11 or "preus et hardis. "154 The entourage then go 

on to engage the Turks in a battle on Mount Civetot in which they are hopelessly 

outnumbered and defeated. 155 Eudes and Jean are listed as prisoners by Corborans, 

the Muslim leader at the battle, and then never heard from again in this poem. 156 

Yet it is not the only document to place Eudes within the popular crusade of Peter. 

The Chroniques de France discuss the growth in power and prestige which the king 

enjoyed when he bought the vicecounty from "Harpins de Bohorges, uns valanz 

Chevaliers, ... qui se croisa a la premiere croiserie de Perron l'Ermite qui fu en ce tens 

et a la Outre Mer a la premiere muete. "157 The Chronica Regum Francorum tells, 

not surprisingly, a similar story: the king had the "good fortune for the augmentation 

of his dominion" to purchase Bourges from Arpin "qui ivit supra Sarracenos cum 

Petro Heremita. "158 Neither source gives a specific date to this event. Since Peter's 

contingent left in the spring of 1096, these documents must have assumed that the sale 

went through before then to allow Eudes' s taking part. 

The argument above is in no way an attempt to prove that Arpin was in Peter's 

contingent. The weight and integrity of the evidence suggesting the sale was at least 

after 1097 is too great. For example, Thaumas de la Thaumassiere mentions a charter 

concerning St. Sulpice signed by Eudes and his wife in that same year. 159 Guy 

Devailly is convinced that the sale dates between 1100-01. 160 Other historians of 

central France agree that the vicomte left in what Professor Riley-Smith has since 

labeled the "third wave" of crusaders who were motivated by the reports of victory 
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brought back by the first returning soldiers. 161 Orderic states that Eudes joined Milo 

de Brai and Joscelin de Courtenay, who are known to have gone on this third wave. 

Eudes also enlisted his forces with Count William of Nevers, one of the great leaders 

of this army, 162 and the co-operation between crusaders from Le Berry and the lords 

of Nevers will be seen again in the expeditions against the Albigensians in the 

thirteenth century. For the crusading culture of Berry, however, the chronology may 

not be as important as the fact that Peter was known to have preached there. It is 

quite possible, to be sure, that the Chanson, the Chroniques de France and the 

Chronica Regum Francorum built on each other's (mis)information. Is this because 

they appreciated the influence Peter had in Berry, and so drew the conclusion that 

Arpin, who did indeed go on this great armed expedition of 1096-110 I, must have 

gone with Peter? We have reliable evidence that the hermit preached in Berry and 

that Eudes held a position with strong traditional ties with the churches in the region. 

Consequently, it is quite possible that chroniclers of the twelfth century, trying to 

explain these events, made logical, if not completely accurate, connections between 

the preacher and the vicomte. Perhaps we are dealing with an oral history of sorts, 

in which legends easily assimilated themselves into the better documented evidence. 

Arpin was well received and a respected member of the aristocratic community 

in Outremer. Albert d' Aix mentions him being in Joppa with King Baldwin of 

Jerusalem where Eudes was given the responsibility of defending this port city. 163 

Then in 1102 he is mentioned as taking part in a royal council in Jerusalem at 

Easter. 164 This would surely make it quite unlikely that he was captured while 

fighting his way to the city, as the Chanson d 'Antioche relates. Guibert of Nogent 

clarifies this by relating how Eudes was indeed captured but later in 1102, and after 

offering counsel (it is unclear whether we are still at the Easter meeting) that entering 

into such a mismatched battle, would be unwise: 

Harp in us memoratus regi [Bald win] intulit quatimus 
prrelium differet donee quicquid virum poterat habere 
conferet. Rex ait, «Si times, fuge Bituricas!~ hisque 
dictis, inconsulte conflixit. .. Multi tunc in captivitate 
acti ... 16s 

The crusaders do engage the Turks and are defeated. Eudes is indeed captured, 
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showing how the chanson seems to have been based on sound reports even if they 

were re-arranged to make a better story. But we must turn to another chronicler to 

pick of the rest of the account. 

Orderic Vitalis relates how, after his capture he was detained in Babylon but 

then was freed by the intercession of "Bizantei negotiatores." In fact, the Emperor 

himself get personally involved in freeing the crusader. 166 After Eudes offers his 

thanks to the Emperor in Constantinople, he returns to France via Rome. There 

Orderic puts these words into Pope Paschal 11 's mouth: 

Per confessionem et peonitentiam emundatus es per 
laboriosam uero peregrinationem et martirii agones 
uirtutum insigniis redimitus es hoc specimen tili mi, 
tempetisum intuere et ad correctionem tui hoc 
exemplum conuerte ... Caue igitur ne sis sicut canis 
reuersus ad comitum suum, et sus iota in uolutabro luti. 
Nunquam ulterius arma feras in Christianos, sed ut 
uerus Christi pauper fastus contempne mundanos ... 

Such a speech may betray Orderic' s prejudices rather than the pope's or Eudes' s own 

thoughts, but the vicomte did present himself to the most prestigious monastery in 

eleventh century France, Cluny. His rise in the order seemed quite swift for in 1107 

he was promoted to the position of abbot at La Charite-sur-Loire. 167 La Charite, it 

must be remembered, was founded with the aid of Eudes' s predecessor, Geoffroy. 

Arpin's promotion, not to mention his career in Jerusalem and the intercessions of the 

Byzantine Emperor, would certainly suggest that he had some sort of education and 

was perhaps well known for being quite literate, perhaps an extraordinary skill in the 

secular nobility at that time. 168 As abbot he witnessed the conclusion of its 

rebuilding programme and its rededication by Paschal 11. 169 There he died in 1130, 

closing the first epic chapter of the crusading history in Berry. 
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1. Any study of the crusades will touch on the problell of antecedents to solle degree. The volumes by Erdllann, Mayer, 
and Riley-Smith will be referred to throughout the text. More-fiercely contested debates tend to appear in academic 
journals. As a useful, but by no lleans collprehensive, bibliography: Blake: Blake & Morris: Bull; Cahen: Charanis, P. 
"Byzantium, the West & the Origins of the First Crusade," Byzantion. (19: 1949) pp.17-36.; Cowdrey, H.E.J. "The XIth 
Century Peace & Truce of God," Past & Present. (46: 1970) pp.42-66.; -- "Cluny & the First Crusade," Revue 
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War. (T.P. Murphy, ed.) (Ohio St. Univ.: 1976) pp.9-32.: and-- "Pope Gregory VII's 'Crusading' Plans of 1074," 
Outremer. pp.27-40; Deschamps, P. Au Temps des Croisades. (Paris: 1972): Duby, "The Laity & the Peace of God"; 
Gieysztor, A. "The Genesis of the Crusades: the Encyclical of Sergius IV (1009-1012),• Hedivalia et Humanistica. (5: 
1948) pp.3-23 & (6: 1950) pp.3-34.; Housley, N. "Crusaders Against Christians: Their Origins & Early Development," 
Crusade & Settlement. (P.W. Edbury, ed.) (Univ. College, Cardiff: 1985) pp.l7-36.; Jonin, "Le Clillat de Croisade des 
Chansons de Geste," Cahiers de Civilization Hedivale.: Robinson, I.S. "Gregory VII & the Soldiers of Christ," History. 
(58: 1973) pp.l69-92. 

:l. See Chapter 1, n.10. Baldwin and, after his untimely death, w. Goffart, add critical commentary within many of 
the footnotes. Their disagreellents usually concern the degree rather than the substance of Erdllann's ideas. The 
editors also include an up-to-date bibliography. 

3. Ibid. I pp. 7-9. 

4. For what follows, also see Riley-Smith, "Crusading as an Act of Love," esp. pp.182-90, and Russell, F.H. The Just 
War in the Middle Ages. (Cambridge, Univ.: 1975) pp.l7-36. 

5. For example, Robert the Monk, "Historia Hierosolymitana" in RHC Occ. vol.3, pp.728-29. See also, Riley-Smith, 
p.l6. 

6. Alphandery, P. La Chretiente & L'Idee de Croisade. 2 vols. (Paris: 1954 & 1959) vol.1, p.44. This is the date 
given in Raoul Glaber's Historiarum Libri Quinque. (N. Bulst, ed.; J. France & P. Reynolds, trans.) (Oxford: 1989) 
p.l32. Ademar de Chabannes, however, in his Chronicon [(J. Chavanon, ed.) (Le Mans: 1897) p.l69] dates it in the 
following year. See also Cahen, p.29. 

'7. Renna, pp.143-62; See also Bachrach; cowdrey, "The XIth Century Peace": Landes,: MacKinney, L. "The People & 
Public Opinion in the XIth Century Peace Movellent,• Speculum. ((5: 1930) pp.l81-206.; Paxton, F.S. "The Peace of God 
in Modern Historiography: Perspectives & Trends," Historical Reflections. (14: 1987) pp.385-404.; sargent, S.D. 
"Religious Responses to Social Violence in XIth Century Aquitaine," Historical Reflections. (12:1985); and Strubbe, 
E.I. "La Paix de Dieu Dans Le Nord de la France," Recueils de la Societe Jean Bodin. (14: 1962). 

8. See Erdllann, Chapter 1, esp. pp.41-5. 

~- For a more succinct presentation of the Carolingian ideal see Duby, The Three Orders, pp.78-79. 

10. Funck-Brentano, p. 46. 

11. Renna, p.l45. 

1 :l. The Holy Roman Empire was much slower to respond. The emperor had firner control over his lords and the 
episcopacy, and could guarantee the peace, at least until the llinority of Henry IV (1080's). See Cowdrey, •The 
Eleventh Century Peace, n pp.63-5 where he also includes a Sllall bibliography on this subject. Also, Jedin, H. & Dolan, 
J. Handbook of Church History. vol.3 1The Church in the Age of Feudalisll1 (A. Biggs, trans.) (NY & London: 1968) 
pp.351-64. 

13. Bachrach, pp. 405-6. 

14. Southern, Making of the Middle Ages, p.80. See also Evans, Life, pp.Sl-56. 
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15 . Southern, Ibid. , p. 409-10. The Bishop of Cahors, who also was given title of Count, held 11ass with a sword and 
helmet on his altar until the French Revolution (Evans, Life, p.51). See also Dawson, c. Religion & the Rise of 
Western Culture. (London: 1950) pp.176-77. This is a collection of lectures given at Edinburgh University which gives 
a clear and readable survey of the interaction and tension between the Church and lay society from the Late Roman 
Empire through the thirteenth century. 
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last generation or so. See Brown, E.A.R. "The Tyranny of a Construct: Feudalism & Historians of Medieval Europe," AHR. 
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Delaruelle, E. "Essai Sur La Formation de L'Idee de Croisade," pp.46-49. Here I have neither the expertise nor the 
time to give a detailed account of the "feudal" structures of Berry (See Devailly, Le Berry,). Where it is rarely 
used, I mean only the most basic notions of land-holding lords (both lay and ecclesiastical) who used this wealth to 
ensure a supply of labor and resources through a system of vassalage. I am referring to the ability of this system 
to free a class of men who had the means to invest in the evolving technology of warfare. See Duby, "The Origins of 
Knighthood," pp.158-70; McNeill, esp. pp.24-26 & 31-41; Bull, pp. 52-54; and Bouchard, pp.125-49. 
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Chaffre; Suivi de la Chronique de St. Pierre du Puy & Un Appendice des Chartes [(U. Chevalier, ed.) (Paris: 1884)] does 
not make it clear what the makeup of this army was, although words such as "miles," "rustici, n and "inernis vulgi" are 
used. 

18. The versions of Urban's speech at the Council of Clernont given by Robert the Monk (RHC Occ. vol.3), Baldric 
of Dol (RBC Occ. vol.4) and Hill, R.M (trans.) Gesta Francorum & Aliorum Hierosolimitanorum: The Deeds of the Franks. 
(London: 1962) all make general references to fighting the enemies of Christ outside Gaul. Riley-Smith argues (most 
recently in The Crusades, p.6) that the Reconquista was quickly and readily "upgraded" to crusade status. It seems 
that moving the fighting outside Christendom was an important, if unclearly, or unconsciously, stated motive of the 
crusading movement. This might go some way in explaining why Gregory VII was less successful in mustering the militia 
Sancti Petri to fight for the papacy within Christendom. See Cowdrey, "Pope Gregory VII's 'Crusading' Plans" and 
Housley, "Crusades Against Christians." 

1~. Translation in Peters, E. The First Crusade. (Univ. of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia: 1971) from Stubbs, E. (ed.) 
Willelmi Halmesbiriensis Honachi De Gestis Regum Anglorum. 2 vols. (London: 1887-89) Bk.4. 
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L'Abbaye de Deals," c. d'A. & d'H. duB. (6: 1966) p.a. Jenny also points out the Aimon was the brother of Archambaud 
III, sire of Bourbon--showing the blood ties between lay and ecclesiastical lords. For the date of his ascension, and 
indeed those of all the Archbishops of Bourges mentioned in this study, see DHGE. col. 204. 

~1. Vermeesch, pp.28-29, n.54 and p.37. 

~~- Vidier, A. L'Historiographie a St. Benoit-sur-Loire & Les Miracles de St. Benoit. (Paris: 1965) p.197. 

~3. De certain, E. (ed.) Les Miracles de St. Benoit Ecrits Par Aldrevald, Aimon, Andre, Raoul Toraire & Hugues de 
St. Harie, Hoines de Fleury. (Paris: 1858) pp.192-93. Hereafter noted as Hiraculorum. 

2~. Hiraculorum, p.193: "multotiens perfidos exturbantes, castellaque eorum solo tenus evertentes •.. " 

~5. Ibid., p.193. 

26. Ibid. I p.194. 

27. The opening is no longer visible from the cathedral floor. In the next two chapters I shall discuss the 
rebuilding of St. Etienne, beginning at the end of the twelfth century. 

~8. Ibid., p.195. See also Verneesch, p.32 & n.62. 

~~- Devailly, Le Berry, pp.l42-44. For the peace council at Limoges see Bull, pp.71-75. 
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3(). Devailly, Le Berry. pp.l44-45. His information comes from a general reference made by the archbishop in a 
charter for the abbey of St. Sulpice de Bourges. This reference implies a number of possibilities. The councils of 
1030-31 perhaps were not a success, and the king demanded stronger measures. If the date could be determined, this 
might show that Airon did not originally intend to raise a pseudo-my but was pressed by events. If Henry's 
correspondence dates from sometime between c.1035-38, this might suggest the king's interest in the new developments 
in Berry. If after 1038, perhaps the king was hoping to revive the peace after Airon's defeat at CMteauroux--an event 
discussed below. 

31. Hiraculorum, p.194. 

32. Ibid., p.l97. 

33. Head, T. "Andrew of Fleury & the Peace League of Bourges," Historical Reflections. (14: 1987) p.520. That 
Andrew wrote after the events is clear. Vidier & De Certain each explain his own discrepancies by trying to prove that 
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34. Origins, pp.60-70. 

35. Ibid., p.65. Delaruelle, L'Idee de Croisade, pp.24-25, argues that some of the vocabulary of the Christian 
warrior fighting for a moral cause or spiritual benefit (paralleling Biblical examples) was used by Rome as early as 
the ninth century battles against the Muslims in Italy. As we shall see this imagery was used by Berrieurs in the 
cultural context of the crusade right through the thirteenth century. 

36. Miraculorum, p.l95. 

3'7. Devailly, Le Berry. p.l48. Bull (p.45-51) comments on the growing numbers of peace councils in the Limousin 
in the 1030's in a similar manner. Eudes was also in conflict with the vicomte of Limoges, Guy I. 

38. RHGF. vol 11, pp.387-88. 

3~. Head, "Andrew of Fleury," pp.516-18. He raises this debate with Devailly on p.518 & in n.l4, which includes 
a bibliography of some of the attempts to link the Peace League to the general growth in peace councils. He also 
points out that Devailly's argument is weakened by accepting the chronicle's reports as contemporary with the League. 
Head shows that the passages in the Chronicon were later additions, probably written by Ademar of Chabannes. 

40. What sort of specific oath was required has been difficult to prove. See for examples Mayer, pp.38-9 and n.17 
for a fairly extensive bibliography [Brundage, J. Medieval Canon Law & the Crusader. (Univ. of Wisconsin: 1969) pp.3-
29; & "The my of the First Crusade & the Crusade Vow: Reflections on a Recent Book," Mediaeval Studies. (33: 1971) 
pp.334-43 were consulted.] and Riley-Smith, p.xxix; For a less skeptical view of the links between earlier pilgrim 
oaths and the crusades see Sumption, J. Pilgrimage--An Image of Medieval Religion. (London: 1975) pp.138-40. 

41. Gesta Francorum, p. 69. 

42. Riley-Smith, "The First Crusade & St. Peter," OUtremer. pp.46-63. 

43. "Andrew of Fleury,n p.513. 

~- Miraculorum, p.196. Duby, in The Three Orders, (p.l86) makes much of this as one of the first uses of such a 
tripartite JIOdel in northern France. Evans, in Lite in Medieval France (p.36), also ties the early peace movement with 
the model, but not with the Peace League specifically. 

45. Hoffmann, H. Gottesfriede & Treuga Dei. (Schriften der MGH: 20) (Stuttgart: 1964) p.l07. 

46. In studies in Hedieval History Presented to R.H.C. Davis. (H. Mayr-Hanting, & R.I. Moore, eds.) (London: 1985) 
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Ch~pt~~ 3: THE TWELFTH 
CENTURY: R~y~~ B~~~y D~~~~~p~ 
c~u~~d.ir2g T~~d.i t.i~r2~ D~~p.:L t~ 
Ir2t~~-~~g.i~r2~~ W~~~ B~t~~~I2 
th~ C~p~t.i~r2~ ~r2d th~ 
p~~I2t~g~I2~t~ 

Since Eudes Arpin's adventures straddled the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 

it is difficult to decide where to end his contributions to the crusading culture of 

Berry. When he returned from Outremer, having completed his pilgrimage and 

having carried great responsibility within the army, he did not have a home to go to 

per se. His offering himself to the monastery of Cluny might have been nothing more 

than an expedient. However, as the preceding chapter showed, his social position 

traditionally demanded support for the churches in the vicomte 's region. Also, it 

seems he was rather well educated, so it is unlikely such a decision was taken 

unwittingly or lightly--his becoming abbot at La Charite-sur-Loire should disprove 

such notions. While his actions seem largely a product of such eleventh century ideals 

as the pilgrimage and meritorious war as expressed at the Council of Clermont, the 

legends that grew after his death in 1130 clearly belong to the twelfth. 

In the previous chapter I dealt with Arpin's crusade as told in La Chanson 

d'Antioche. Although he was captured by the Muslims in this poem, his adventures 

continue through the crusading cycle. 1 In the next installment, Les Chefifs ("The 

Prisoners") we move to Oliferne, Corbaran' s capital east of the Euphrates River. The 

Christians develop a good rapport with their captor. Corbaran, growing in respect for 

his captives, even asks them for advice when they fmd themselves trapped on Mont 

de Tigris by a dragon. The frrst knight who volunteers to fight it, calling on the aid 

of St. Nicholas, is killed. Eudes' s recommendation to Corbaran is wonderfully 

succinct and full of common-sense: "Give Baldwin [of Beauvais] arms, not St. 

Nicholas. "2 Unlike King Baldwin in Gilbert of Nogent's history, his counsel is 

heeded and the dragon is defeated. 

Back in Oliferne Corbaran gives Eudes a fine horse as a gift, and the crusader 

takes it for a ride outside the walls. He sees one of Corbaran's nephews swimming. 

When the lad comes out of the water he is carried off by a wolf, and our hero gives 

chase.3 The wolf abandons its quarry, but then a monkey takes him up a tree. Arpin 
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does get the boy out of the tree, but then is besieged by Turkish enemies of Corbaran. 

During the struggle, Arpin' s war-cry, which is repeated a number of times later, is 

"Sains Sepucres Ale!" or "A vant! ", highlighting him as a crusader and a pilgrim. 4 

The king negotiates their release and Arpin is richly rewarded by Corbaran' s mother, 

Calabre, upon their return to Oliferne. Arpin, however, is restless to kiss the Holy 

Sepulcher, so he convinces "nostre Franc pelerin" to head for Jerusalem. 

Although Les chetift return to help finish off the Turkish resistance in the Holy 

City, Arpin does not play a large role in La Chanson de Jerusalem, as it focuses 

largely on Godfrey of Bouillon.5 We are told, however, of Arpin's heraldry which 

is described as having spurs of pure gold--the sign of a dubbed knight. He was also 

protected with a helmet decorated with green gems and "a white double hauberk of 

true measure ... and a quartered shield with a lion, white as the mulberry flower. "6 

He is also praised as having the courage of a lion throughout the cycle. In this 

chanson, Corbaran was so impressed by the valor and faith of his Christian captives 

that when he hears that Jerusalem has been secured by them, he goes off to join them 

in the holy city, much to the consternation of his mother. La Chretienite de 

Corbarans, a title which gives away the ending, relates his travels to Jerusalem where 

Arpin, not surprisingly, warmly welcomes the Turk and convinces King Baldwin to 

make him feel at home.7 Corbaran and his two nephews are baptized, and the 

younger nephew, Aujalies, changes his name to Harpin. Unfortunately, the name 

change led to some confusion among later scribes and editors. Corbaran's mother, 

Calabre, in the meantime has told King Soudan of her son's apostasy and the king has 

vowed to discipline him. They try to ambush the Christian army returning to 

Oliferne, but Arpin and his men tight off the enemy. He then volunteered to return 

to Jerusalem to get aid from the Christian forces there in case Soudan made another 

attack. 8 During the second battle at Oliferne, Principle, Count of Armenia and vassal 

to Corbaran, is killed before Arpin returns with his cavalry to rout the Muslim 

besiegers. As they celebrate the liberation of their city, King Corbaran gives the 

principality of Armenia to Arpin. 

Harp ins de Boorges plays no part in La Prise d 'Acre, and makes only a cameo 

appearance in La Mon Godefroi. In the last of the Jerusalem continuations, La 
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Chanson des Rois Baudouins,9 the holy city is under siege by Soudan. Many 

Christian princes were slow to respond to calls for help from King Bald win. Yet, 

"our proud Harpins de Boorges came without any delay from the grand country of 

Armenia ... "10 During the conflict, Arpin is yet again singled out as someone special, 

even within the crusader army. A Muslim child in the city sees him fighting. The 

child then raises his hand and makes the sign of the cross before Arpin returns to the 

melee. 11 Characteristic of the genre, the chanson then focuses on the feats of 

individuals within the general conflict. 

The poem leaves Eudes and Dodekins, Soudan's general, locked in mortal 

combat. Two hundred-odd lines later, a truce is declared to tend to the casualties, 

and "Harpin ont mort trouve, Franc;ois en long plorant. "12 His last great scene is 

played out at the Church of the Holy Sepulchre itself. Raymond, a vassal of King 

Baldwin, is Arpin's pallbearer and he carries him straight to Jerusalem after the battle, 

which the Christians eventually won. The funeral was the scene of great lamentations 

and flowing tears "offered with force and abandon for the love of Harpin their gentle 

companion. "13 In a gesture befitting such a noble crusader and pilgrim, he was 

buried in the grounds of the church. 

Why does his myth evolve the way it does, particularly after his capture at the 

Battle of Civetot or Ramlah'! It probably happened for two reasons: one, that it 

could, and two that it presented an icon of crusading virtue during a time of 

crusading crises. Let us look briefly at each point in turn. Albert d' Aix and Orderic 

Vitalis knew Eudes Arpin left in 1101 and was captured. Orderic, perhaps because 

he had connections in papal circles, knew the Berrieur htid vi~ite.d Rome and 

returned to France to join a monastery. 14 No reports survived about how he spent 

that captivity, however. The incarceration of Harpins de Boorges offered the perfect 

opportunity to create the perfect crusading hero. Contemporaries knew he had been 

captured, but they did not have to limit themselves to much, if any, evidence 

concerning his whereabouts after that. 

Accordingly, the composers of the cycle were given free reign to mould their 

champion: a man who had responded to the earliest popular preaching, who always 

fought proudly and bravely, whose character persuaded a Saracen king to convert to 
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Christianity, who enjoyed the temporal rewards in the form of the County of 

Armenia, who died valiantly in defence of Jerusalem and who was ensured spiritual 

rewards because he was buried in the very church in which Christ Himself was 

interred. The period in which these poems were being written down, sometime 

between the 1160's and 1240's, was one that witnessed a number of setbacks in the 

crusades to the Holy Land. This crusading cycle might have become a recruiting 

device or an attempt to keep up morale. If so, Harpins de Boorges was the 

preeminent, composite, crusader designed to motivate his French descendants to great 

deeds. Arpin himself passed into the crusading culture of his region and of his 

country. 15 

Besides these literary developments in the crusading culture of Berry, there 

were also institutional improvements on eleventh-century ideas. In the twelfth 

century, Berry was again in the forefront of a new notion of the peace: the pax 

communia. 16 This seemed, in part, to be tied to the general communal movement in 

Capetian France in which the kings would grant greater legislative and judicial powers 

to cities capable of paying for the necessary charters. 17 Arnold of Vierzon was one 

of the seigneurs of the diocese brought to heel before this institution, 18 but it must 

be admitted that historians are rather unclear about the extent of its powers. 19 

Nonetheless, until the kings could enforce their own peace, it served as a coercive 

power upon which the archbishops could call. The crusade itself seemed to re

emphasize the need for peace at home, and it rekindled this institutional response, still 

largely under the control of the archbishop, from the community. 20 Ecclesiastical 

calls to uphold the peace were probably just as influential as their calls to join a 

crusade, although there were no conflicts like the ones engaged by the earlier Peace 

League. 

The notion of crusade went through some subtle, but often critical, 

metamorphoses in the first half of the twelfth century. As the Second Crusade got 

underway, 21 these changes were to mark the ensuing endeavors in all the theatres of 

war. One of them began at a royal council held in the now destroyed Romanesque 

cathedral of Bourges, after which the king and the pope temporarily wrestled over the 

leadership of the expedition. Also, no matter the historiographical debate of the 
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justum bellum,22 subsequent military expeditions could easily be portrayed as 

defensive in nature. After 1101 it must have been clear that any future endeavors to 

the Levant would not have to dodge this sticky philosophical issue concerning their 

legitimacy. 23 

Finally, Berry was now part of a greatly enlarged area directly under Capetian 

control, although, as we shall soon see, this control wielded by the kings in Paris was 

often challenged by the kings in London. The pax communia seemed to be a response 

to a lack of policing authority during central France's earliest years under Capetian 

rule. Mercenaries from Aquitaine and from Chateau St. Brisson-sur-Loire, had to be 

subdued by Louis VI Le Gros (1108-37). He convoked a royal peacekeeping force 

in Bourges both in 1119 and in 1121, to fight these brigandines. 24 As his 

biographer, Abbot Suger of St. Denis, records, he was quite successful in securing 

the integrity of the region. 25 His interests might have been personal: Guy Devailly 

suggests that Louis, while still prince, was the agent who actually purchased Berry 

from Arpin. The age and illness of his father, Philip I probably meant Louis was the 

acting regent by 1101.26 Louis's son, Louis VII, and later his grandson, Philip 11, 

also made military and political efforts to keep the Capetian presence strong in this 

region. 27 

Louis VII and Berry Prepare for the Second Crusade 

In the sixteenth century the English might have belittled Charles VII because 

he was forced to be crowned in Bourges, rather than at the more traditional site in the 

cathedral in Rheims, but Charles was not creating a precedent. Louis VII Le Jeune 

(1137-80) held a coronation in the romanesque cathedral of St. Etienne at Christmass

tide, 1145: 

In natali Domini prrecendenti cum idem pius rex 
Bituricas curiam celebrasset, episcopis et optimatibus 
regni ad coronam suam generalius solito de industria 
convocatis secretum cordis sui promitus revelavit. 28 

The sole chronicler of his crusade from a French perspective was Odo of Deuil, 29 

who was writing after the more successful general council at Vezelay held the 

following Easter, in 1146. Odo reveals that this was one of many coronations because 
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he states that more prelates and magnates were summoned to Bourges than usual for 

a coronation. In fact, it was his second in Bourges alone. Louis married Eleanor of 

Aquitaine the same year as his accession to the throne, in 1137. Her dowry included 

most of the land which now makes up southwestern France. Orderic Vitalis validates 

Odo's comment by briefly relating the first coronation held in Bourges: "Anno ab 

lncarnatione Domini. MCXXXVIII Indictione prima Ludouicus iuuenis rex Francorum 

apud Bituricam in Natali Domini corunatus est. "30 According to Pacaut, the king did 

make a general tour of his lands in 1137-38 to reinforce the Capetian presence south 

of the Ile-de-France. 31 It quite probably was a show of power for him in these two 

regions, the first to be held directly by the dynasty south of the Loire River. 32 Now 

they held political control in the very lands in which ecclesiastical control had 

traditionally been wielded by the archbishops of Bourges. 

Odo also relates the preaching of the crusade at the Christmas coronation, 

where the Bishop of Langres, Godfrey de la Roche, a town in southern Berry, 

preached "de Robes, qure antiquo nomine vocatur Edessa, depopulatione et 

oppressione Christanorum et insolentia paganorum ... " Godfrey was himself a 

Cistercian and a "zealous follower" of Bernard of Clairvaux, who, as we shall soon 

see strove to ensure papal leadership of this campaign. 33 Odo mentions nothing about 

papal involvement. This would be a surprising omission by a cleric, even one keenly 

aware of his French loyalties. As he does not mention the papacy, it would appear 

that Louis, having heard the preaching of a native Berrieur, hoped to launch the 

crusade himself. 

In fact, Pope Eugenius Ill (1145-53) had promulgated Quantum prlEdecessores, 

the frrst crusading bulla, not one month before Christmas. 34 Frankish and Armenian 

embassies had come separately to convince the pope of the crises facing the Latin 

East, 35 yet his appeal was apparently not well received. Although Edessa had been 

captured by the Muslims the previous year, popular reaction in the west seemed 

singularly one of inaction.36 The French did not respond to the pope's bull. It is 

possible, but rather unlikely, that they had not yet heard it. They even seemed quite 

tepid towards Louis's plans at Bourges. 37 This hesitancy was probably due more to 

domestic political issues, especially those concerning the Count of Champagne, than 
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to disinterest in the plight of the Latin states. What was the "secret in his heart" that 

Odo says Louis revealed at Bourges? The king seemed keen to go on a pilgrimage, 

with a military entourage, for any number of rather more personal reasons. Some of 

these reaso~ertain to the Capetian influence in Berry and should be discussed. 

Known for his justness and piety, 38 Louis VII had suffered a number of 

misfortunes which might have weighed heavily on his mind in 1145. His older 

brother, named Philip and who would have been King Philip 11, died in 1131 having 

left a pilgrim oath unfulfilled. Also, in an attempt to stamp his authority over central 

France, Louis blocked the election of Pierre de la Chatre to the archbishopric of 

Bourges. He hoped to install his loyal friend Cadurc, through whom Louis could 

better establish Capetian control. Cadurc already enjoyed multiple benefices in Berry: 

he was a canon of the cathedral, archdeacon of Deals, prior of St Ursin and abbot of 

St. Sulpice, the two latter in Bourges.39 Pierre was elected with the backing of the 

Pope, Innocent 11, but had to take refuge from Louis with the Count of Champagne 

during the former's return from Rome. The debate then grew to include marriage 

claims made by the count, and Louis moved troops into the district in 1142-43.40 

During this struggle with his vassal, a number of innocent people perished when the 

king's forces burned a church in Vitry toward the end of 1142.41 Most historians 

agree that this event was a turning point in his spiritual outlook, but he did not give 

up his struggle on behalf of Cadurc so easily--despite appeals made to him from the 

pope, Abbot Suger and Bernard of Clairvaux. 42 Bernard' s influence on the 

expedition to the Holy Land became critical between Christmass 1145 and Easter 

1146. He also hoped to find a way out of the conflict over the archbishopric which 

allowed the king to save face politically. 43 

The pressure Louis felt from Rome concerning the archbishop of Bourges must 

have been significant. A bull that Innocent 11 sent to his candidate, Peter, in 1143 

foreshadows how the actual crusade would proceed because it shows how Rome 

broadened the scope of crusade activity. After the greeting and the proclamation of 

excommunication for the burning of the church and town of St. Satyr, Innocent 

demands "penitentie ei detur ut Hierosolimis aut in Hispania in servicio Dei per 

annum permaneat. "44 Louis himself is not actually named in the letter, but the 
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invocation to serve "in Jerusalem or in Spain" indicates that, for contemporaries, 

Jerusalem may have been first among equals as a crusading goal, but it was not the 

exclusive target. 45 Pierre de la Chatre, as Archbishop of Bourges, would have seen 

in this communication that crusading in Spain was held in the same regard as that in 

the Levant. The king's malefactors were to be pressured to serve in either theatre as 

penance for the attack on Vi try. 

Under such pressure, Louis used the Christmas court at Bourges as an 

opportunity to propose an armed pilgrimage. By doing so, he could portray himself 

as the instigator of the campaign, giving him much-needed political prestige, while 

at the same time satisfying the demands of the Church. The cool reception the king 

received for this proposal might have been due to his advisors' fears of his leaving his 

kingdom at a time of continued strife in Champagne. The assembly was disbanded 

with the plan to reconvene at Easter in V ezelay, specifically to take up the cross for 

a crusade.46 Odo makes it clear that this was still Louis's design, and that, as far as 

the chronicler is concerned, the pope was a latecomer to the plans: 

Rex interim, pervigil in incoepto, Romam Eugenio 
papre super hac re nuntios mittit. Qui lretanter suscepti 
sunt lretantesque remissi, referentes omni favo litteras 
dulciores, regi oboedientiam, armis modum et vestibus 
imponentes, iugum Christi suave suscipientibus 
peccatorum omnium remissionem parvulisque eorum et 
uxoribus patrocinium promittentes ... Optabat ipse tarn 
sancto operi manum primam prresens imponere, 
Clarevallensi abbati Bernardo curam istam delegavit. 

The "omni favo litteras dulciores" probably refer to Eugenius' s re-proclamation of 

Quantum prredecessores on 1 March 1146. 

This might very well have been a royal French crusade: instigated and led by 

Louis with the later assistance of Eugenius. However, Hans Meyer argues that the 

papal bull must have been known, at least by Bernard, by the time of the royal court 

at Christmas.47 A letter which the abbot wrote to the pope between the councils at 

Bourges and V ezelay shows that Bernard was keen to keep up the momentum of the 

movement begun at Bourges. The problem was not Louis's taking the control of the 

pilgrimage away from Eugenius, but was, in fact, the pope's continued pressure on 
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the Archbishop of Rheims. He crowned the young king in Bourges and seemed to 

have had enemies in the Roman curia. Bernard wrote in the archbishop's defense and 

persuaded Eugenius not to slow the plans begun at Bourges: 

Diende quid in arto illo fieri oportebat (The Archbishop 
of Rheims I? Dies celebris sollemnis curia, juvenis Rex 
et quod his majus est, Dei negotium de Jerosolymitana 
scilicet expeditione propter quod omnes convenerant rat 
Bourges 1. Prorsus hrec omnia missarum, et coronre 
regire sollemnis, debitque honoris frustrationem nulla 
tenus admittebant. Sed nee tpst Bituricensi 
archiepiscopo omnio expediebat ut honor Regis per eum 
impediretur. Qure cum ita se habuerint, restimamus 
locum misercordire non deesse, ubi tant necessitas 
typhum excusat contumacire ... Absit ut cujus tenetis 
vicem, on usurpetis et vocem, vocem prrecipce pietas! 
Ergo sola haec vice redeat sagitta Jonathre retrorsum et 
si necesse fuerit, in me magis mittatur ... 48 

Subsequent events suggest that what Louis wanted was an armed pilgrimage 

to Jerusalem, which, if possible, would also be of some assistance to the crusader 

states which were feeling the strain of the loss of Edessa. 49 Bernard states that, 

indeed, the plan to continue "the work of God" was the very reason the council 

convened at Bourges. This suggests that kings now had, unlike the First Crusade, a 

pivotal role to play in crusading activity. Still, Mayer is quite correct in attacking 

historians who try to pin a proto-nationalist sentiment on the struggle between Louis 

and Eugenius.50 It seems that, in the end, it was Bernard's preaching at Vezelay 

which ultimately seemed to motivate the laity to take up their crosses. 51 Louis, so 

obstinate in confronting his vassals in Champagne and in defending his claim to 

nominate Cadurc for the archbishop's throne in Bourges, seemed eager to receive 

papal backing--probably because he saw how much more successful this enterprise to 

the east would be with such support. 52 The idea of the crusade developed 

significantly in the months between Bourges and V ezelay. 

The Popular Element of the Crusades in Mid-Twelfth Century Berry 

Royal prerogative required ecclesiastical support to launch a crusade. This co

operation was not so much a written law as a generally, if not necessarily consciously, 
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accepted policy. Their plans, however, required the manpower of the populace if the 

operations were to get underway. Thus a crusade depended on each order of society 

to ensure any success. Calling a crusade "popular" might be something of a 

misnomer if one were to assume the obvious corollary that there were also 

"unpopular" crusades. Certainly there were dissenting voices who criticized certain 

aspects of the crusade, but their comments focused on specific issues, not the idea as 

a whole. 53 Crusading depended on its popularity--on the participation of the 

populous. As we see throughout the history of Berry, a great or petty knight, a 

modest landholder, an archbishop or a hermit -priest could not follow the pilgrim's 

route or take up arms unless he was supported by others in the community who would 

purchase his goods for liquid wealth or accept his offerings as a part of his endeavor 

to save his own soul, and often those of his family. Different circles of society were 

involved in different movements, to be sure, but almost all of these operations must 

have been "popular" or they would have passed quietly away, unchronicled by 

contemporaries who either would not have heard of them or paid no attention to them 

during their ephemeral existence. Broad sections of the population enthusiastically 

assisted directly or indirectly in the crusades throughout the eleventh through 

thirteenth centuries, even if kings are more and more involved from the mid-twelfth 

century. 54 

In fact, chroniclers recorded a number of people who went from central France 

to the Levant even after the Second Crusade. A number of them did not fill military 

roles in the Holy Land, showing that pilgrimage as a model or ideal was in no way 

superseded by the armed crusade. Also, it is interesting to note that, while there were 

definitive appeals for armies which historians label as the "First," "Second," or 

"Fifth" Crusade, participants from Berry also left at times when there was no official 

passagium to the east. Voyages to Outre mer, for any number of sacred or secular 

motives, were a part of the culture even if a papal bull or a preacher's sermon had not 

expressed a specific need. As early as 1129 we get an example of one brother 

following the other to the Holy Land. Arnustus Caseus offers a tenth of his goods to 

the churches of Novus-Vicus, Nulliacus and Hublignacus, just northwest of Bourges. 

He did this because he was debating going to Jerusalem where his brother had already 
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gone: 

Hierosolimam enim profecturus me Deo acceptabilius 
iter facturus deliberavi, ... Nepos etiam meus qui, si 
intinere, forte ut sit aut in partibus Hierosolimorum 
obiero .. . 55 

His unnamed wife agrees to the concessions, but, unfortunately, the record does not 

state whether she joined him or if he planned to settle in the Holy Land. 

Peter de Calciata and his wife, Elizabeth, made a pilgrimage from their home 

near Moulins-sur-Yevre to Jerusalem on behalf of his father, Ebrard, around the time 

of the Second Crusade. The cartulary of St. Sulpice of Bourges records the gifts "pro 

remedio animarum suarum in eleemosinam dederant des ejus partem non modicam 

vivente patre ipsius Ebrardo quidam malefactores fraude substraxerunt prefatus itaque 

Petrus pergere volens Jherosolimam. "56 This shows that the crusade did not replace 

earlier "traditional" or penitential motives to go on a pilgrimage tor personal or 

familial benefaction. Another example concerns brothers from Givaudins, a suburb 

of Plaimpied, and the canons of St. Etienne who were involved in a quarrel over some 

land. In a charter of 1168 we find a conflict between the churches of Notre Dame 

de Salis and Bartholomew de Muro pertaining to a gift given by Arnulfus Labordet. 

He was to be distinguished for having gone to Jerusalem after making the offering. 57 

Nonetheless, two brothers of the church of Bartholomew Odo and Gaufridus, came 

to make amends with the chapter at Notre Dame. This charter refers mostly to this 

rapproachement, not to Arnulfus's journey. 

While many gifts were offered on behalf of one's "vertical" family, tor the 

spiritual benefit of ancestors and progeny, one's contemporary, "horizontal" family 

members could also effect one's decision. Siblings and spouses exerted their 

influences on the family's relations with the churches in Berry and with the churches 

in Jerusalem once they arrived. For example, Bernard Castelli Radulfi (Chateauroux) 

and his wife, Havoise, dealt often with the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in 

Jerusalem, usually concerning the ownership of the couple's house. 58 At the end of 

1124 they bought a house from George Raico. The transaction is recorded in the 

cartulary of the chapter of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher probably because 

Bernard soon gave the home to the chapter of the church. In this charter, one of the 
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witnesses is "Fulcone Berrieur." Unfortunately no more details about him are 

offered, and this is the only charter which lists him. 59 Sometime before 1133, 

Bernard and his wife, now recorded as Ahoys, offer this home to the chapter to enter 

an association guaranteeing them wine and foodstuffs through the year. Their 

holdings are offered in much the same way as gifts given by their peers back in 

central France: 

rEJgo Bemardus Bituricensis et uxor mea Ahoys ecclesie 
Sti. Sepulcri et ejusdem canonicus, eorum Dei gratia 
fratres effecti, pro salute nostra et parentum nostorum, 
domum nostram et que cumque habemus, terram etiam 
quam propter portam Sti. Stephani pro censu duorum 
bisantiorum acquisimus, hereditario jure posseidenda 
sub sequenti conditione donamus ... 60 

They are recorded finally selling their home 11 que est posita infra muros Jherusalem 11 

to the canons for another 200 beasants in March 1135. 61 It is worth noting that this 

charter mentions nothing about the sale being for the good of their own, or anyone 

else's, souls. One wonders if they found themselves simply in need of money. 

It would appear that Bemard did not finish his association with the Church of 

the Holy Sepulcher with this sale. While he does not appear as a m~jor character in 

any other charters, he did witness other transactions, including a marriage settlement 

in 1135.62 Perhaps he was a member of a confratemity of gold or silversmiths 

known to have been attached to the church.63 There is no record of his death, but 

it should be noted that the wedding document is the last reference to Bemard himself; 

subsequent references are to his property. As late as March 1160 the new prior, 

Nicholaus, mentions "domum quam tenuit Bernardus Boursarius, Richardo Jaferino 

et heredibus ejus ... " The editor of the cartulary is quite sure that this is the same 

Bemard Le Berrieur, although his relationship to Richard is not clear. 64 

Crusade historians talk about an extended period of "low morale.,in the west 

after the debacle outside Damascus in 1148.65 While this is true concerning large 

crusading armies, individuals and smaller groups still make the trek to the Levant. 

Central France is not alone in this phenomenon, but the examples here do show that 

the lure of the empty tomb was in some respects stronger than the pull of papal 

indulgences for military campaigns. The pilgrims' diverse livelihoods also show that 
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people from all walks of life attempted to make this pilgrimage. In February 1156 

the Chapter of the Holy Sepulcher recorded an agreement sworn by some one hundred 

and tifty men to protect the rights of the church. Four of the guarantors are from 

"Bituricensis": Stephanus, Umbertus, Cambertus and Petrus. 66 They are not 

mentioned in earlier records which would imply that they were recent arrivals. The 

charter notes family relations of some of the men, but these four do not seem related 

in any way other than their region of origin. Unfortunately, the charter does not give 

any clues concerning the social position of any of the oath-takers. This charter does 

add evidence, nevertheless, that people fro~'6fitinued to make their way to the Holy 

Land even after the defeats of the Second Crusade. 

Greater lords also went, and they were more likely to shoulder military 

responsibilities. For example, Raoul II, seigneur of Issoudun and Chateauneuf-sur

Cher went to Outre mer in 1134, after giving his taxes on salt from his lands to 

1' Abbaye de la Pn!e. He returned to France soon after, but was to go a second time 

to Jerusalem in 1154, again after granting land gifts to another abbey, Notre Dame 

de Sales. 67 A decade later, in 1164, Herve I, lord of Vierzon, went to the Holy 

Land.68 His father, Arnoul, we should recall, was the instigator of the family's 

connections with Outremer. Before going, Arnoul made an offering of a silver cover 

for the altar of the Abbey of Vierzon. Whether Herve was an armed crusader or not 

is unclear, 69 but his contemporaries probably did not attempt to make much of a 

distinction. Besides benefactions given to the abbey, he also made offerings to the 

Templar house at Villefranche, just down the River Cher from his castle, as will be 

presented below. At the time of his departure, Herve was a widower without 

progeny. Thus he was another Berrieur who seems to have gone largely for personal 

penitential reasons. He returned, married and had children. Some of them became 

crusaders themselves early in the next century. Also Raoul VI of Deols, seigneur of 

Chateauroux and Charenton, is known to have died in Ravenna, in 1176, upon his 

return from the Holy Land. 70 According to Thaumas de la Thaumassiere, he also left 

for Jerusalem without sons to inherit his lands, and he too may have had a strongly 

penitential motive: his father had fallen to his death while having an altercation with 

one of his vassals. 71 
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A rather more controversial character participating in an campaign during this 

time was Raynald of Chatillon. 72 There are three possible places, all within central 

France, from which Raynald might have set out, and this confusion is exacerbated by 

the fact that a well-documented crusader of the thirteenth century in Louis IX's first 

journey was Gaucher de Chatillon. Chatillon-sur-Indre lies downriver and northwest 

of Chateauroux. Chatillon-sur-Cher is situated between Vierzon and Tours. Finally, 

in the far northeast of Berry, north of Sancerre, is Chatillon-sur-Loire, and Bernard 

Hamilton believes this was Raynald's home town. Raynald himself seemed more of 

a hinderance than an aid to the crusading cause until his value to the aristocracy of the 

Levant grew, rather ironically, during the fifteen years he spent in a Saracen prison. 

Both his daughter and stepdaughter made such advantageous marriages that Raymond 

himself was touted to be the successor to King Baldwin IV the Leper. However, 

Bald win's sister gave birth to the future King Bald win V, bypassing Raymond' s 

tenuous claim. He instead took command of the army. 73 Raymond' s headstrong 

claims as the lord of Oultrejourdain distanced him from the leadership in Jerusalem, 

and his guerilla tactics against Muslim traders provoked Saladin's anger. He was one 

of a number of leaders captured after the Battle of Hattin, and he was executed by 

Saladin himself. 74 

To conclude this discussion of twelfth century pilgrims from central France, 

I would like to present three people who departed at some point in the first half of the 

century. Unfortunately the records are no more specific. The first two probably were 

d not · th · .., ·1 · F d L · h. related, although the charter oe~mentJ.on etr .amt y ties. ranco e unaco, ts 

wife, Agnes, and their sons confrrmed in writing a tithe given by Raginaldus and 

Piretus who were going to Jerusalem ("abeuntes Hierusalem"). 75 As the two gave 

this gift together, it is reasonable to assume they were related. These men seem to 

have left no original record of the transaction, because the opening section of the 

charter emphasizes that Franco is writing down earlier transactions to avoid later 

disputes. If he were relying on memory, then this might explain the sketchy quality 

of the information. Unfortunately, Franco's social postion is not noted. 

The second of these pilgrims was an anonymous artist who worked in a parish 

church in the town of Plaimpied, due south of Bourges, before going to the Holy 
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Land and being commissioned to work on historiated capitals in the Church of the 

Annunciation in Nazareth. There is admittedly no record of the artist's career. 

However, the stylistic verisimilitude of the surviving examples makes this conclusion 

"irresistible. "76 The church in Plaimpied was founded by the Gregorian reformer, 

Archbishop Richard 11 in 1080.77 The capital in question, the last one on the south 

aisle before the crossing, stands out because it is the only one which shows human 

characters (fig. 2). The other columns are of the iconographic style of the late 

eleventh, early twelfth century--quite similar to the ones found in Neuvy-St.-Sepulcre

-presenting fantastic animals and stylized vegetation. On the capital in question we 

see Christ tempted by two devils, one hairy, the other nude. The manner in which 

the hair of the one serpent and of Christ's head is presented, can be compared to 

works in Autun and V ezelay. However, Plaimpied offers the best -preserved model. 78 

The "Ecclesia" capital in Nazareth presents a strikingly similar layout in which the 

personification of the Church leads an apostle between two devils. While the imps 

both have some drapery in this latter example, one is nude while the other is, again, 

hairy.79 

Accordingly, sometime in the middle of the twelfth century this artist must 

have made a journey to the Levant. Could he have been a traveling companion of 

Arnulf Labordet, from a suburb of Plaimpied, whom we encountered earlier? Was 

this capital just one of a number he was going to design before he was enticed to 

leave?80 In fact, a funerary carving depicting "Pater Abraham" can also be seen at 

the church at Plaimpied, which was done by the same hand. It was in memory of 

"Sulpicius sacerdos et canon[icus] s[anc]ti M[artini]," a quote which can be seen 

carved around the horseshoe base in which Abraham stands (fig. 3). Despite the fact 

the head is missing, the clothing and halo are presented in the same manner as that 

of Christ on the capital. A much less skilled hand has engraved" 1142" into the lower 

left corner. Sulpicius is mentioned in documentation concerning the church from 

1120 to 1136, so it is conceivable that the date is accurate. 81 If so, this means that 

the artist went to the Holy Land perhaps sometime between Louis VU's journey in 

1147 and Arnulf's in the 1160's. The historian Paul Deschamps argues that the 

capitals in Nazareth were part of the fac;ade being prepared sometime between 1158 
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and 1187, or before the Battle of Hattin. Three men were known to have been stone 

masons in Nazareth at the time: Oger, Elie and Jean. 82 Perhaps one of these three, 

if not all, were from central France. 83 One of them was commissioned, maybe even 

as he left Plaimpied during the Second Crusade, to work on this crusader church 

being rebuilt after the city's capture. These examples prove that people from all 

sectors of society were still involved with gift-giving to their local churches, still 

going on pilgrimages, and still taking active steps to assist the Latin Empire in the 

east, even during what was a low tide of western military involvement. 

Central France Becomes the Frontline of the Struggle Between the Capetians 
and the Plantagenets 

As we approach the Third Crusade, we see that central France was in a 

difficult position, both politically and militarily, which might have precluded much 

contribution to it. In fact, diplomacy on the home front was part and parcel of its 

contribution. What finally became the Third Crusade had been talked about, preached 

and planned since the 1160's.84 Despite the defeat of the Second Crusade outside 

Damascus, the papacy did not give up hope in the kings of Latin Christendom. 

Appeals were sent to the Holy Roman Emperor, Frederick I Barbarossa, and to the 

kings of England and France, Henry 11 Plantagenet and Philip 11 Augustus. 

Let us recall that Louis VII was the last to leave the Latin east, despite 

persistent appeals from Abbot Suger concerning the continuing crises of rebellious 

vassals. 85 The situation concerning Berry was aggravated by the fact that Louis had 

his marriage to Eleanor of Aquitaine annulled in 1152, soon after he did return. 86 

She married King Henry and brought her lands into what might be called the first 

English Empire. 87 This brought a tangled set of political issues into play which, in 

themselves are not within the scope of this study. However, one of the fault lines of 

this tension ran through Berry, along the River Cher. In 1177 a much older Louis 

forwarded plans for another crusade, but he knew he had to make peace with Henry 

to hold the status quo in Berry. 88 By the end of his reign, so argues Robert Fawtier, 

Louis had begun to turn the tide against the Plantagenets in central France, 89 but it 

was his son who furthered the dynasty's cause most notably. The promises to go on 
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crusade made by Henry and Phi lip 11 were often delayed due to their political feuding 

in Normandy and, for our purposes, Berry. These wars had a direct effect on the 

crusading culture of central France, but as we shall see, they did not completely 

obstruct lay members from continuing to participate in the armed pilgrimages to the 

east. 

Like the Second Crusade, talks to launch the third expedition produced little 

action at first, but the crushing defeat of the Christian military at Hattin in July 1187 

proved enough to motivate the west. Jerusalem and the relic of the True Cross had 

been captured--not only the holiest of cities, both in eschatological and physical terms, 

but also the holiest of relics was lost to the hands of the pagans.90 The problem was 

to make peace in the west, especially between the Capetians and the Plantagenets, to 

ensure participation in this crusade. The royal struggles between them for the control 

of Berry focused on their conflicting claims of suzerainty. The Plantagenet king 

claimed that, as lord of Aquitaine, he was also the ruler of Berry due to the ancient 

tradition that the archbishop was the primate of Aquitaine. 91 While Bourges, Vierzon 

and other towns of the north and east remained loyal to Paris, towns like Issoudun and 

Chateauroux often were held by lords sympathetic to the claims of England. Many 

of the fortifications which still survive in the region were built during this struggle, 

but mostly after the crusade when Philip pressed his advantages while Richard was 

being held prisoner in the Holy Roman Empire.92 

Heinrich Hoffmann argues that in the mid-1180's Pope Urban Ill, keen to 

facilitate peace in the region in order to launch a crusade, gave the Archbishop of 

Bourges, Henry de Sully, the sanction to revive the institutional peace of the 

communia. Before his ascension to the throne of St. Peter, Hoffmann describes 

Urban as "the archbishop-elect of Bourges. "93 He nominally held the post of 

archdeacon and looked set to mount the cathedra in 1184. However, we was made 

Archbishop of Milan in January 1185, and he was then elected pope in November of 

that year.94 Since Urban had such personal interests in St. Etienne of Bourges, it 

would be easy to see why he would confer this power to Henry. It might even have 

been a direct reference to the Peace League directed by the archbishop in the eleventh 

century. 
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A truce proposed for Phi lip's struggles with Henry was discussed at the abbey 

of Deols in 1187, where it is quite probable plans for a joint crusade were 

forwarded.
95 

As we have seen, Deols had made significant contributions to the 

crusading culture in Berry since its abbot had participated in part of Urban II's tour 

of France in 1095-96. Also, just a decade before, in 1176, Raoul, the lord of Deols 

and Chateauroux, made perpetual offerings to the priory of St. Germanus de La 

Chatre "ad adorandum in loco ubi steterunt pedes Domini itineris precinctum 

arripiens, loca passionis et resurrectionis Xpi < sic> cupens visitare ... "96 The 

continued participation of the lords of Deols in the Holy Land is reflected in their 

battle cry which in the latter-twelfth century was recorded as "Hierusalem! 

Hierusalem! "97 This truce brought an end to a siege which Philip was inflicting on 

the castle, just across the River Indre from the monastery. During the meeting, a 

group of mercenaries ("cotereaux") nominally under Richard's command attacked the 

latter foundation. During the melee, a soldier struck the statue of Jesus in Mary's 

arms at the north portal. The arm of the Christ child fell to the ground and some 

blood is reported to have flowed from the "wound. "98 The fighting stopped, of 

course, and a chapel was built around this portal, which survived until the mid

sixteenth century, to commemorate the miracle. 99 

The bull Audita Tremendi mustered popular and royal support for the crusade 

in the autumn of 1187. In fact, it is quite likely that Urban himself was the author 

of this bull, although he died before it was sent out. The bull was promulgated a mere 

ten days after Gregory VIII succeeded him, a period probably too short for Gregory 

to have prepared the document and get . it approved by the curia. 100 King Henry's 

son, Richard Coeur de Lion, Count of Poitiers at this time, was the first to take the 

cross, and the king himself soon followed suit. 101 Henry and Philip met twice again 

in the following year to discuss the crusade. The frrst was at Chatillon-sur-Indre in 

western Berry on 7 November. A fortnight later they reconvened at Bonmoulins in 

Normandy. 102 These meetings might simply have been compromise politics: one 

meeting in Capetian Berry, the second in Plantagenet Normandy. Nevertheless, they 

discussed the truce necessary to ensure their crusade. 103 A threat to their precarious 

pact arose when Richard invaded the Toulousain in 1188. Philip responded with 
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another incursion through Berry until he recaptured Chateauroux. 104 In January 1189 

the three antagonist<; held their great meeting at Gisors, by which time Richard had, 

much to Henry's consternation, become Philip's vassal for his lands in Aquitaine and 

southwestern Berry. 105 After Henry's death, following just after this conference, 

Philip and King Richard came to terms and traded cities in Berry, Le Touraine and 

Normandy to ensure their own peace agreements and crusading plans. 106 Despite 

some harsh criticism concerning their delay to go to the Holy Land, 107 by the spring 

of 1189 the campaign was finally ready to begin. 

Count Step hen of Sancerre, a descendant of the hapless Stephen of Blois who 

abandoned the First Crusade only to return and be killed, was one of the nobles of 

Berry who joined the crusade. Stephen of Sancerre made two journeys to the Holy 

Land as well, the earlier one in 1171. 108 He was the royal courier of money which 

Louis VII wished to give to the churches of Jerusalem. On this voyage he became 

entangled in the marriage politics of the nobility there, for he was to marry Si by lla, 

the daughter of the King of Jerusalem, Almeric. In fact these plans did not 

materialize, and Step hen returned to Berry. Although his holdings were in the 

northeast area of the region, well away from the Plantagenet domains to the west and 

south, he joined Richard's contingent in 1190.109 Their joining Richard's army 

might not have been any kind of affront to Philip because the two kings were 

crusading allies. This second time Step hen left with his brother, Thibaud, the Count 

of Blois and Chartres. They both died at the siege of St. John of Acre in 1190, 110 

but Step hen had sired sons who would continue this family's crusading tradition in the 

next century. The town of Issoudun, between Bourges and Chateauroux was on the 

front line of the domestic struggles of the royal houses, yet it also continued its 

support of the crusade. Eudes Ill, lord of Issoudun and Chateauneuf-sur-Cher, 

grandson of Raoul II who went to the Holy Land in 1134 and 1154, was able to make 

an all-too-brief contribution to the Third Crusade. After confrrming his forebear's 

gifts to the Abbey of La Pree, he and his wife, Ala, gave much political and 

economic freedom to the town. He also cleared up debts and affirmed the agreements 

his father had made. 111 This was all due to his desire to seize the opportunity to go 

to Jerusalem ("iter Jherosolomitanum arrepturus donavi et confrrmavi et propria manu 
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jurante"). Like his peer from Sancerre, he too died at the siege of Acre in 1190. 112 

Andre de Chauvigny, the seigneur of Chateauroux, was also one of many in 

central France who joined the crusade. He was a loyal servant in Richard's 

entourage, gaining Chateauroux via his marriage with Denise of Deals. 113 His 

exploits on the crusades turned him into a quasi-mythical hero, not unlike Eudes 

Arpin. He even was said to have fought a duel with Saladin and to have convinced 

him to go to France to learn chivalry. 114 It should also be noted that, the lord of 

Grac;ay, although west of Bourges and well away from the Plantagenet power centre, 

also fought with Richard's troops during the crusade. 115 

Other Berrieurs who took part included William, lord of La Roche, the town 

from which Bishop Godfrey, the preacher of the Second Crusade, came. William left 

on the Third Crusade after presenting his lands to the abbey of Le Chatelet

Puyferrand, an offering he made with his wife and two sons. 116 He was fortunate 

enough to return and confirm this gift. Also, Robert Trousse-bois offered the right 

of usufruct to the abbey at Challivoy, a town just southeast of Bourges, in 1187 as a 

part of his preparation for departing with the crusaders. 117 Finally, Ebbes VI of 

Charenton-sur-Cher, in the far southeast of Berry, presented gifts to the nunnery of 

N otre Dame de Charenton in 1189. He did this with the Archbishop, Henry, as a 

witness, and it should be noted that during these troubled times Henry still presented 

himself as "Dei gratia Bituricensis archiepiscopus, Aquitanie primas." These gifts 

were offered "in perpetuam elemosinam" because of his desire to go to Jerusalem for 

his spiritual welfare. 118 

In singular charters that give the names of crusaders from Berry, we often find 

little more information than their interest or desire to go on pilgrimage, invariably to 

Jerusalem. It is not even clear if they took the cross for an armed iter or the 

pilgrim's staff for a peaceful one, suggesting that the differences were not clearly 

drawn at this time. Yet we can see family traditions developing throughout the 

twelfth century. Sons and grandsons were recorded giving gifts to ecclesiastical 

foundations, often to the same ones as their ancestors had done, before they departed 

for the Holy Land. These crusaders, as far as can be gleaned from the texts, usually 

came from both the upper and lower aristocracy. Yet even well-to-do townsmen and 
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artists went to the Levant. While most did go during passagia generales, a significant 

number went at other times, showing that crusade participation had become an integral 

part of their culture. It was not an external force dependent upon papal proclamations 

or specific incidents in the Holy Land. 

The Presence of the Military Orders 

While gift -giving was usually a part of the social and spiritual exercise of a 

pilgrim-crusader, the custodians of these gifts varied widely. We have seen gifts 

offered to the cathedral, local churches, and a nunnery. Yet there are two other 

institutions which made their presence felt in central France from the middle of the 

twelfth century. The presence in Berry of the military orders of the Templars and 

Hospitallers has not been thoroughly analyzed by historians. Guy Devailly does not 

mention their presence except in references to conflicts with the chapter of the 

cathedral or in economic dealings with families in Berry. 119 Neither do Thaumas de 

la Thaumassiere or Wimbee discuss their influences, although the latter, in 

conjunction with Emile Mesle, mentions the Templar house in the city walls at the 

corner of Rue de Porte-Jaune and Rue du Four. 120 A charter from 1201 between St. 

Austregesile in Bourges and the "domus milicie Templi in Francia" speaks of meetings 

"in domo Templi que est sita in claustro beati Stephani. "121 In fact, there were a 

number of houses of both orders, particularly Templar, throughout Berry and the 

Bourbonnaise to the southeast. 122 

Organized by Hugh de Payns of Champagne to protect pilgrims to Jerusalem 

in the 1120's, the Templars quickly devoted most of their energies into offensive 

warfare. 123 The Hospitallers were not in themselves a new order, but they 

militarized their corporation fairly soon after the formation of the Templars. 124 

Ecclesiastics had been known to muster armies, indeed they would again in thirteenth 

century Bourges. They also strove to limit secular wars through the peace and truce 

movements. The advent of the military orders provided the knight the opportunity to 

give up his lay status while continuing his military activity. Perhaps better than gift

offerings or pilgrimages, a Templar or a Hospitaller could be warrior and monk 

simultaneously. 125 He could perform what seem to us to be contradictory roles in 
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a complementary fashion, tasks which those of Eudes Arpin's generation could only 

sequentially. These were the only two military orders which have left any record of 

their presence in central France. Both, of course, possessed foundations and houses 

throughout Europe. 126 

The history of these orders spans both the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, but 

let us turn to their records now. The Templars' appearance in Berry must have come 

as early as the time around the Second Crusade, for in 1154 Eudes de Vatan, from 

a town south of Grac;ay, cleared up some confusion over some lands around 

Villepruere: " ... controversio erat inter dominos Templarios et Odonem de 

Vastino, ... pro terra Villaprevera." To solve the problem the head of the Templar 

house (unfortunately not named in this document) made a payment to Eudes, and he 

offered the land "ante nominatam Deo et Templo. "127 Soon after, in 1157 Eudes's 

neighbor, Raynald of Grac;ay, gave money and goods to the "domus Sti. Templi de 

Jerusalem." It was offered "pro remedio sue anime et suorum parentum. "128 In 

1178, Gamerius de Verdier conceded "in elemosinam" lands he held to the 

Templars. 129 These transactions, the earliest I have been able to find in Berry, 

suggest that these people saw their gifts to the Templar order in the same light as 

those to any church or monastery. 

The military orders had manifest ties to the crusader states, and it is reasonable 

to assume Berrieurs offered their gifts to them in order to assist these Latin states. 

Accordingly, their benefactions could be part of their own preparation for going on 

a pilgrimage or crusade. In 1163, before he left for the Holy Land, Herve of Vierzon 

confirmed his father's gifts to the Templars at Villefranche-sur-Cher. Significantly, 

his father died in 1140, making this circumstantial evidence that the Templars had 

foundations in Berry very soon after their order took shape. 130 The elderly 

"Godefredus de Blancoforti" gave his horse and arms to the Templars around 1176 

because he must have had no need for them. He also gave some of his land with 

"Godefredus filius ~jus cum ceteris filiis et filiabus eorum" as witnesses to the 

transaction. 131 Perhaps in co~junction with the Third Crusade, Abrenus of St. 

Gundolf offered to the Templars of Fresne, just east of Berry in the Ninervais, his 

lands "Jerosolimam proficiscens ... pro remedio anime sue et suorum antecessorum in 
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perpetuum. "132 It is dated in July 1189, the very time Philip and Richard were 

coming to terms in order to begin their armed pilgrimage. 

Gifts were still being tendered even after this crusade. For example, Raoul, 

lord of Mehun-sur-Yevre, had to clear up a disagreement in 1196 over earlier gifts. 

While he repeats the formula that the intention was "ad mea m helemosinam et ad 

Templi," there is no reference that a pilgrimage was part of his plans. 133 The 

quarrel was strong enough that Raoul asked the Archbishop of Bourges, Henry, to put 

his authority behind the reconciliation. Henry's successor, William, performed a 

similar function for John of Blancafort in 1201. 134 John wanted to secure the gifts 

of his father, Gerald, for the Temple of Fresne with his family, all of whom are 

named. This example shows a local, and often familial, loyalty to the Templar 

foundation of Fresne not unlike the traditional associations to churches and 

monasteries already outlined. 

The sires of Sully, in the far north of Berry, 135 were keen supporters of the 

Templars, and, as we shall see, they created something of an ecclesiastical dynasty 

on the throne of the archbishop in the next century. In 1174 or 1175 Gilon de Sully, 

"pro remedio anime mee et parentum meorum [givesl Deo et beate Marie et fratribus 

Templi Iherosolimitani Templi (seu) <sic> militibus Deo servientibus," the widow 

of one of his vassals, Odam, and her lands over to the house in Fresne. He also 

names his sons who testify to this transaction, "Archembaudi, Odonis, Ebonis, 

Radulfi. "136 Some of these men will continue the strong family association with this 

order, for in 1189 "Archembaldus dominus Soliacensis" was chief witness of an 

agreement between Odo of St. Florence and this same Templar house. 137 Also of 

particular interest, Archbishop Simon de Sully (1218-1232) ran into some conflict 

with the Order's house in Villefranche-sur-Cher over the control of some parish 

churches, 138 suggesting that the powers wielded by the Templars in central France 

began to become something of an aggravation long before the bishops began to back 

Philip IV's attempts to bring the order to heel. Let us not press this point, however, 

as gifts were given to them to the end of their existence in the 1310's. 
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The Aftermath of the Third Crusade 

In July 1191 King Philip left the crusade, much to the consternation of those 

in Outre mer, to press his political advantages in Flanders and in Richard's 

Normandy .139 Their struggles began again in earnest in 1194, after Richard returned 

to Poitou following a lengthy imprisonment in Austria. His untimely death in 1199 

and such agreements as the Treaty of Goulet in 1200 slowly brought the momentum 

back to the Capetians. 140 By this treaty Grac;ay and Issoudun were given to Blanche 

of Castille, the niece of King John, who was Richard's brother and successor. This 

served as a dowry for her marriage to Louis VIII. With the wedding, much of Berry 

was back fully under Capetian control. In fact, the reversal in fortunes was so 

marked that Louis himself invaded England, albeit with no permanent success, in 

1215. 141 

If there was a period of low moral or inactivity within the crusading culture 

of central France, it coincided with this phase of the Capetian-Plantagenet rivalry. 

The heightened political tensions endemic in central and western France since Louis 

VU's divorce from Eleanor in 1152 made lords and knights less willing to leave their 

estates, although they still were willing to uphold the traditional relations with local 

ecclesiastical foundations. One should not, by the same token, take this as a lack of 

interest in the crusading movement itself. 142 Yet it does seem clear that domestic 

troubles stifled promotion for the crusade in Berry at the end of the twelfth century. 

The rivalry between the houses of Capet and Plantagenet reached its climax at this 

time, and it becomes difficult to find even one Berrieur known to have had 

connections with the Holy Land. Without a lasting peace at home, few were willing 

to take the cross. This fact is thrown into deeper relief when we turn to the 1220's 

and beyond as more men from central France begin to reappear in the records. 

Toward the end of the century, the people of Berry also had two other m~jor 

obligations that required their resources. The extent of the Albigensian heresy was 

just becoming apparent to the archbishops of Bourges. As much of the Midi was in 

their archdiocese, they were obliged to respond whole-heartedly to the papal call for 

a crusade. Let us look first, however, at the urban renewal policy that required both 

money and man-power which drained possible capital for the crusade. 
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The Commencement of Rebuilding Programmes for Bourges and Its Cathedral 

After Philip returned from the crusade the city of Bourges, in part in response 

to the tension between the royal houses, began a rebuilding programme that included 

the extension of the ancient gallo-roman walls of the city's defenses. The Grosse 

Tour was raised to protect any incursions from the southwest threatened by Richard 

from La Tour Blanche in Issoudun. In fact no attack on the city ever took place. 

Perhaps the greatest symbol of this programme was the rebuilding of St. Etienne 

itself. The romanesque cathedral stood in the immediate precincts of this tower. It 

was tom down to be enlarged and rebuilt in the new gothic style. Archaeological 

evidence suggests that a fire had done some damage in the early 1190's and a 

temporary chapel was reconstructed for services while the rest was tom down. 143 

This gives it something of a parallel history with Chartres since both were begun so 

quickly with popular support immediately following a conflagration. The antiquated 

building was built right up to the older defenses, so permission from King Philip was 

required to allow them to extend the chevet in this eastern direction. The stone 

masons were then compelled to solve a most difficult problem: the land falls 

precipitously away on the outside of this wall, and they had to devise a way to vault 

the crypt that was to cover this space. 144 They did so by building ingenious S

curved vaults in the crypt. This innovation strengthened the ribs which have to 

traverse a tremendous space, despite the fact the crypt was also built with massive 

columns to support the double ambulatory of the chevet above. 145 This chevet 

contains at least as much medieval stained glass as Chartres or York cathedrals, and 

some of its iconography will be discussed in the following chapter. 

The building of the crypt involved most of the first building campaign, 

continuing into the 1210's. 146 Indeed, St Etienne was not consecrated until 1324. 147 

What is of particular relevance to the twelfth century is the inclusion of the two 

portals on the north and south sides of the cathedral. They are of a romanesque sty le 

and have been dated to the 1150's-1170's. 148 Perhaps designed as additions or 

improvements to the fac;ade of the earlier building, they were deemed of such value 

that they were saved for inclusion in the new edifice. 149 Figuratively, there is 

nothing extraordinary presented in either programme. At the southern door reigns a 
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Christ in Majesty over the twelve apostles, each in his own arcaded niche (fig. 4). 

The iconography owes much to the tympana of Burgundy to the east and south, for 

example at V ezelay. In fact, some art historians have argued that St. Etienne was the 

link between late romanesque Burgundian sculpture and the royal portals of Chartres, 

although this has been de-emphasized by modern researchers. 150 The northern 

portal, dedicated to Our Lady of Grace, 151 shows the crowned virgin with scenes of 

the annunciation, visitation and the proclamation to the shepherds. These other 

representations were later additions, probably when the doorway was included with 

the gothic porch. 152 The lintel of this ensemble is rather notable, however, for the 

style with which it portrays rows of anacanthus leaves carved in spirals. Their deep 

undercutting and rounded presentation have been compared with similar works in the 

Temple Quarter of Jerusalem in the middle of the century. 153 The dating of the 

portal at Bourges, in the 1160's or a bit later, allows us to postulate that an artist 

(could it have even been the Plaimpied Master'!) absorbed the styles of the Levant 

sometime around the Second Crusade and returned to a commission at the cathedral. 

Yet, without documentation to sustain it, this theory must remain a hypothesis. 

In twelfth century Berry, the traditions of church patronage and pilgrimage 

matured along with the specific act of crusade. It is worth noting that the term 

"cruce-signatus" is not used in any of the surviving documentation that we have 

looked at. This suggests that writers in the region had not yet clearly delineated this 

endeavor from the earlier tradition of pilgrimage. 154 The influence of the Capetian 

dynasty in central France grew throughout this century, and their presence in 

reference to the crusade is especially notable in the middle of the next century. Yet 

crusading was still far from being solely an aristocratic or royal undertaking. Charters 

documenting gifts show that petty landholders continued to go to Jerusalem throughout 

the twelfth century, even when not supported by great armies. With the addition of 

the sculptor of the anacanthus leaves on St. Etienne, we now have two examples of 

artistic links with the Holy Land which support the idea that the craftsman, as well 

as the knight, participated in the crusading culture of twelfth century Berry. We must 

next turn to the thirteenth century and assess the critical roles the archbishops played 

from their new cathedral in this culture. 
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Che3p-t:::~:r 4: THE TH.:C.RT.E..ENTH 
CENTURY: Th~ LC3-t:::~:r C3~d 
A~big~~~ie3~ C:r~~C3d~~, C3~d -t:::h~ 
Shif-t:::i~g ~f L~ya~-t:::i~~ 

The period between about 1180 and 1220 was one of critical transitions and 

intense energies in Latin Christendom. Cathedrals were being rebuilt in the new 

gothic style, trade was expanding as was the population, the mendicant orders were 

being founded, and kings and popes were wielding ever-wider controls from their 

positions. 1 Perhaps the most well known of these leaders was Innocent Ill who 

ascended the throne of St. Peter in January of 1198.2 His policies could be described 

as both centrist and expansionist as he sought both to place the papacy as the 

undisputed leader of Christendom, and to extend Roman control into the Baltic Sea 

region and into southern France where Catholicism was being displaced by Catharism. 

His interest in the crusade is without doube, but sometimes he could not impart his 

own enthusiasm to his flock. 

In the tirst half of this century crusades came thick and fast, often overlapping 

each other, and they achieved varying degrees of success. A crusade was called 

against Markward of Anweiler, German claimant to Sicily, although it was never 

launched as Markward died in 1203. The Albigensian Crusade went ahead as the 

Fourth Crusade consolidated its conquests in Byzantium. The crusade of the pueri in 

France shows the popular support which still could be tapped. Also in 1212 the 

crusaders' victory at Las Navas de Tolosa turned out to be a turning point in their 

fortunes in Iberia. 4 The Fourth Lateran Council continued preparation for the Fifth 

Crusade launched in 1213, but it should be remembered that the crusades to the 

French Midi continued intermittently throughout this period. In this study, I have 

chosen to look briefly at the Fourth Crusade before studying the wars against the 

Albigensians. I will then turn to the Fifth and Louis IX's two crusades, though it 

should be noted that the struggle in the south of France continued. 

Berry and the Fourth Crusade 

The Fourth Crusade did not involve any royal leader. As discussed in the 

previous chapter, the kings of England and France were involved in their own 
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conflicts which kept them from offering their services, and their absence should not 

be understood as a growing disenchantment in royal courts with the endeavor itself. 5 

Innocent's first crusading bull, Post Miserabili, attacked these Anglo-French wars, but 

it did not attempt to stop royal participation in principle. 6 One of the preachers of 

the Fourth Crusades was Fulk of Neuilly, who came from a town just southeast of 

Paris. He and the papal legate, Peter de Capua preached throughout north-eastern 

France in 1198.7 Fulk's theme, so characteristic of the later twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries, heavily emphasized the need for personal and social reform at home to 

insure success in Outremer. While Geoffroy de Villehardouin tells of Fulk's general 

success, it is interesting to note that not until the following Advent season, at a 

tournament held by Count Thibald of Champagne, did the aristocracy begin to take 

up their crosses for the expedition. 8 Such a lag in response could be seen as a 

precursor of the sorts of problems the crusade would encounter when it mustered in 

Venice in 1202. 

Geographically, the response to the Fourth Crusade was noticeably limited. 

Baldwin of Flanders joined, bringing others from his county. Many from 

Champagne, the home of Thibald, Geoffroy of Villehardouin and the Cistercians, 

whose Order agreed to support this campaign, followed suit. 9 For the crusading 

history of central France, two regions were notable for their absence: Le Berry and 

Normandy, which also had a long crusading tradition. If only central France had not 

responded to Rome's appeal, then this might suggest a waning of crusade support 

particular to the region. Yet Berry and Normandy were the two most hotly-contested 

areas between the Capetian and Plantagenet kings. The fact that Normandy also did 

not muster a significant crusader army shows that it was the political rivalry between 

the two royal houses that kept the domestic situation too volatile for people to leave 

on such a long-term commitment. 10 

The crusade itself, whether by the design of the doge of Venice or by a myriad 

of circumstances still debated by historians, ended at Constantinople with the sacking 

of this great city. Innocent could not seem to hold a consistent position over these 

tumultuous developments. At first he praised the fact that Byzantium would now be 

brought under papal leadership, but he quickly reversed this attitude when he realized 
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the scope of the violence necessary to found this new Latin Empire. 11 One effect this 

had on the west was the influx of relics stolen from Byzantium--fragments of the True 

Cross, the Crown of Thorns, clothes of the saints, perhaps the burial shroud now held 

in Turin and a body thought to be St. Dionysus the Areopagite. This latter artifact 

was sent to the abbey of St. Denis so that any conflict over whose bones they claimed 

to have been in possession of all these centuries would be put to rest. 12 Not 

surprisingly, Venice was the greatest benefactor both in relic-acquisition and in the 

new trade possibilities opened up by the conquest. Nonetheless as the century 

progressed, Berry too would benefit from this influx of relics, which were so 

important in medieval Christianity. 

Central France did not immediately benefit from the inflow of holy objects, 

probably because it offered so little support to the Fourth Crusade. Villehardouin's 

widely-studied narration mentions nothing about any recruiting drive which might 

have gone on in Berry, and he relates precious few clues about soldiers who might 

have come from the region. Just after the failed siege of Adrianople, five ships 

arrived in Constantinople. One brought "Jean de Versin, who came from the Count 

Louis' [de Bloisl own estates and was his vassal. "13 A French historian of the 

Fourth Crusade, Jean Longnon, is sure he is from Vierzon. 14 It seems Jean de 

Versin was dispatched to aid the beleaguered army which had retreated to Rodosto. 

However, he conspired in a most unchivalric desertion with Pierre de Frouville, also 

one of Louis's vassals, for "he stole away by night, leaving all the baggage behind 

him, and got aboard the ship in command of Jean de Versin." The Chronicon 

Virzonensis Coenobii15 presents these two entries: 

Anno MCCIV, Franci Constantinopolim ceperunt. 
Anno MCCV, naves cum velis Vierzionem venerunt. 

Were these ships the ones which returned with Pierre and Jean? Two things should 

be noted: First, Jean was not the lord of Vierzon16 and was not personally mentioned 

in this chronicle. Second, although the town is situated on the navigable Cher River, 

these ships could not have been very large and may only have been trading boats. If 

the latter, there is no particular reason such a mundane event would have been 

recorded here. The only other participant of this campaign who I have been able to 
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link surely with Berry is William I, the Count of Sancerre, who did not leave for 

Constantinople until well after the conquest of the Byzantine capital. 17 He was the 

son of Step hen 11 who died while fighting with Richard Coeur de Lion at the siege of 

Acre. William went in the contingent of Peter de Courtenay, who was his brother-in

law and emperor of Constantinople (1216-1221). Unfortunately, the expedition was 

not a success: William and Peter were captured by Theodore Comnenus, a descendant 

of Anna whom we encountered on the First Crusade, and they died in his stockade. 

Peter only nominally held his title of emperor because he never reached 

Constantinople. He died in prison in 1221, and his son Robert succeeded him. 

Although most of these events between 1199-1204 did not in themselves make 

a great impression in Berry, they have been included because the trade in relics, 

especially those of the Passion and the True Cross brought these artifacts to many 

churches, especially in France and Italy. 18 At the time of Louis IX's first crusade 

some of them were brought to Berry whose churches, including Neuvy-St. -Sepulchre, 

received these and other gifts pertaining to Christ's Passion. Also, Innocent's 

handling of the conquest of Constantinople and the ensuing subjugation of the 

Orthodox Church betrays the papacy's willingness to utilize the crusading movement 

to augment its own powers. This is more evident where crusades against Christian 

political enemies and heretics are concerned. While Innocent certainly did not begin 

this evolution, he must be given a large share of the responsibility for its development 

in the thirteenth century. He appealed to Philip Augustus to come to the aid of the 

Church to secure its hegemony. However events in Normandy and southern Berry 

still made a positive response from Paris unlikely before 1214. 19 

The Albigensian Crusades 

Crusades against Christians had a checkered history long before events in 

Languedoc from 1209 required a military response. Both Leo IX and Gregory VII 

called for military aid against their political enemies, the Italian Normans and the 

supporter of the Holy Roman Emperor, Henry IV, respectively. One of the more 

important developments came at the time of the First Crusade itself when both Urban 

11 and his successor, Paschal 11, encouraged Count Robert of Flanders to fight for the 
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Church in his own lands. Both popes refer to a heavenly Jerusalem to which these 

crusaders may aspire, suggesting that, in Rome, fighting for the Church might have 

been a more important theme than the traditional motif of pilgrimage. 20 Popular 

piety seemed to require more time to assimilate this notion, however, for subsequent 

developments through most of the twelfth century were generally non-starters. By the 

end of the century, however, people seemed to be coming around to the idea that an 

armed expedition against heretics, like those against heathens, could be both politically 

necessary and spiritually beneficial. 

It is difficult to enumerate just what the Cathars in the Languedoc believed 

because many of their documents were destroyed by the crusades in the first half of 

the century and the Inquisition which they spawned.21 Their theology seemed to have 

been a reformulation of ancient Donatism, Gnosticism and Mancheeism--a dualist 

religion that believed in both a good and an evil God ruling over separate realms. It 

emerged from the northern Byzantine Empire and Bulgaria. In fact they were often 

called "Bougres" or "Bogomiles," reflecting these origins. 22 The material world was 

the snare of the evil god, therefore the exploitation of animals for food, the 

sacraments of the eucharist or infant baptism, even the act of procreation, were 

disdained by the initiated. Their Christology went so far as to argue that Christ's 

ministry and death were only appearances since, of course, the good god would not 

have condemned his son's soul to the elemental world. 23 

Although obviously anti-Catholic in most respects, there were a few striking 

similarities. The sect, for example, had an "episcopal" structure. In fact they grew 

to be called Albigensians because Albi was the first known "bishopric." To escape 

the imprisonment of the body, the soul had to be freed in a quasi-sacramental 

ceremony called the consolamentum which brought one into the company of the 

perjecti. 24 One could petition for the intercessions of the perfecti tor one's own soul 

without taking the consolamentum oneself. With such a practice, it would be easy to 

see how difficult it must _have been for the crusade or the Inquisition to sort out the 

believing non-perfecti from the general population. 25 The first incursions by the 

orthodox authorities in the Midi were ones of oration and disputation. The guiding 

lights were the monks of the Cistercian Order including Bernard of Clairvaux, who 
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himself went there for the first time in the summer of 1145, i.e. before his 

involvement with Louis VU's crusading council at Bourges. 26 In fact, one of two 

councils held in 1163 that had the Albigensian heresy on its agenda tookplace in the 

cathedral, which marked the beginning of a long association between St. Etienne and 

the Albigensian crusades. 27 

Many bishops from the south participated in these discussions, 28 which shows 

that while Catharism was an entrenched theology, it had not eradicated orthodoxy 

within the beleaguered episcopacy there. In 1172 Louis VII even considered a 

military excursion, although Pope Alexander Ill decided instead on another preaching 

tour. The pope soon offered, however, a limited indulgence at the Third Lateran 

Council in 1179 to those who would enforce their bishops' sentences against heretics. 

Those who did so would enjoy the same protection of their lands as crusaders to the 

Holy Land, and they would receive a full indulgence if killed. 29 This council put the 

responsibility of disciplining heretics on the shoulders of the episcopacy. Many of the 

thirteenth century archbishops of Bourges readily accepted this responsibility. It 

should be noted that the archbishop at this time, Guerin de Calardon ( 1174-1180), was 

himself a Cistercian, 30 and many of his successors in Bourges were members of this 

order. 

If neo-Manicheeism was known to have been making headway in the south of 

France since the Second Crusade, why was it not until after the Fourth that there was 

a systematic policy of action? As we shall see at the Fourth Lateran Council, 

Innocent Ill re-emphasized a social reform agenda in Rome. Addressing the 

Albigensian heresy would have been part of this policy. Bernard Hamilton presents 

a second probability which would have motivated Rome to take a stronger stand 

against the Cathars at this time. 31 With the Latin capture of the Greek Empire, they 

would have absorbed the very area where the medieval manifestation of Manicheeism 

is known to have originated. As attempts were made to supplant the Orthodox rites, 

Latin clerics in the Bulgar regions would have seen first hand this dualist church and 

reported it to Rome. In the south of France these heretics were, from the 1170's, also 

being associated with the routier forces used by local princes in their continual 

battles. 32 Innocent, so keen to ensure ecclesiastical control, probably would have 
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seen this as a double-pronged threat both to Latin orthodoxy and to social peace. 

The struggle with the heretics, at first depending upon disputation, turned in 

frustration to force after the murder of the Cistercian Peter of Castelnau, the papal 

legate in the Midi. He was killed just north of Aries on the Rhone River on 14 

January, 1208. That this spurred the papacy into action should come as no surprise, 

but it also galvanized lay support for military intervention, which had been lacking 

up to this event. Innocent, the abbot of Clairvaux, and a group of a dozen cardinals 

excommunicated Count Raymond VI of Toulouse, the man tenuously held responsible 

for allowing the assassination, and the pope organized the preaching necessary to set 

the crusade itself in motion. 33 

Why should Archbishop Guerin and his successors, and many of the laity in 

Berry, take such a special interest in the Albigensian question'! There were, perhaps, 

two different, though not contradictory, obligations which were felt in central France 

at this time. The first was the growing loyalty to and association with Paris. When 

Philip I bought Bourges at the time of the First Crusade, it was the first unchallenged 

acquisition by the Capetians south of the Loire River. Accordingly, it was a critical 

power base for them, whether the thrust was toward Plantagenet Aquitaine or Cathar 

Languedoc. Also, the archbishops had a traditional claim to be the primates of all 

Aquitaine, which included much of the Midi at this time (map 2).34 Accordingly, 

they would have had vested spiritual and political interests in eradicating any heresy 

and keeping Catholic hegemony within their precinct. One may see the crystallization 

of these loyalties and responsibilities in the structure and iconography of the cathedral 

itself, a point to which we shall return. 

The Contributions of the Archbishops of Bourges to 
These Crusades 

The Cistercian Order took an early interest in dealing with the Albigensians. 

Guy Devailly shows that many of the foundations of these white monks in Berry were 

begun in the mid-twelfth century by the lower aristocracy. Reynald de Bigne, a 

chevalier, founded Barzelle; the lords of Gra~ay, whose crusading heritage we have 

encountered, founded Olivet; finally, the lords of Chateauroux founded the monastery 
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at Varennes. 
35 

Such co-operation would have kept this struggle high on both the lay 

and the ecclesiastical agenda, and this can be seen with the influence the Order had 

on the office of the archbishop of Bourges. The career of Guerin in the· 1170's has 

already been discussed, but he was the first of a group of prelates who were 

Cistercian and who actively tried to solve the Albigensian question in the southern 

regions of their archdiocese. 

His immediate successor was Henri de Sully (1183-99), who initiated the 

rebuilding of the cathedral. 36 He should be briefly noted here for being the first of 

four from the family of the lords of Sully-sur-Loire to occupy the bishop's throne, 

and he was the only archbishop of the family who did not take any notable action 

against the Cathars. 37 

While the records of Henry's life show little involvement with this issue, those 

of his successor, Guillaume de Donjon (1200-1209), report a concentrated, if tardy, 

attempt to deal with the heretics in the south of his archdiocese. Himself a member 

of the Cistercian Order, Guillaume initiated reforms in his bishopric which included 

the clarification of episcopal jurisdiction in the southwest, especially the area around 

Chateauroux recently returned from Plantagenet control by the Treaty of Goulet. 38 

Just when he turned his efforts against heresy are rather ditlicult to pinpoint. Three 

years after his accession to his office, Innocent gave him the responsibility of 

overseeing the public reconciliation of the townspeople of La Charite-sur-Loire who 

themselves had been accused of Manicheeist sympathies. 39 One could imagine that 

Eudes Arpin would have been sorely disappointed. 

Guillaume' s hagiographer, however, drops hints that he was slow to realize 

how great a threat he faced in the Midi, although here too Guillaume is portrayed as 

being aware of unspecified schismatics in his diocese quite early in his career. 40 The 

archbishop is described as preparing to wear llaliis armaturis fidei miles Christi, 11 and 

also as a 11 medicus animarum. " He is even compared to St. Step hen himself for the 

way he tried to dispute peaceably with llrebelles. "41 When the Cathars are first 

mentioned specifically, in Chapter 29 of his vita, they are likened to the Babylonians 

who dragged the people of Israel into captivity; to the plague of locusts; and are even 

labeled as the accomplices of Satan.42 Yet they are not mentioned again until 
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Chapter 33 in which Guillaume reads a letter from Innocent Ill to his congregation 

concerning the heresy. He does so in 1208 with much emotion to help launch a 

crusade.43 I have been unable to locate a letter written specifically to Guillaume 

from Innocent. Still, there are six letters in Migne's Patrologia that the pope sent to 

the clerics and people of France during that year in which he discusses the heresy. 44 

The one which seems the most like a call to arms is an "indulgence for all the faithful 

in Christ who would fight against the provincial heretics." It closes with this 

summons: 

Pugnastis fortassis hactenus pro gloria transitoria, 
pugnate jam pro gloria sempitema. Pugnastis pro 
corpore, pugnate pro anima. Pugnastis pro mundo, 
pugnate pro Deo. Non enim pro prremio qualicunque 
ad tantum Dei servitium vos hortamur, sed pro regno 
coelesti, quod ob hoc confidentissime pollicemur. 

There seems no way of knowing if this was indeed the letter he read. 

Guillaume had been gripped by illness sometime before it arrived, a point his 

biographer emphasizes and compares to a personal cross he had to bear along with the 

one taken to fight the heretics. 45 While his biographer praises the archbishop's 

enthusiasm, despite his illness, he does say that Guillaume was rather embarrassed to 

discover that the heresy had grown to such proportions within his own jurisdiction. 46 

Accordingly, he became one of the great preachers of the early Albigensian Crusade, 

heightening the passions of every one: "dives et pauper, nobilis et ignobilis, et infirmi 

accincti sunt robore. "47 

Guillaume was not the first Cistercian archbishop of Bourges to take an interest 

in the struggle against the Cathars--nor was he the last. He was, nevertheless, the 

first to appeal to the people of Berry to take up the cross in this struggle. Let us 

recall that the Third Lateran Council granted a partial indulgence to those who joined 

their bishop to discipline heretics. Yet only in the last years of Guillaume's tenure 

did Berrieurs begin to respond with enthusiasm to the appeals. Perhaps this was 

because they now enjoyed the spiritual and temporal benefits of crusaders. Although 

he himself took the cross, this was not to be--celebrating mass that winter in what 

must have been a makeshift space within the works of the new cathedral, his illness 
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grew more severe, and he died in January 1209.48 Quite quickly after his demise, 

three appeals were made to Rome to have the prelate canonized. The third, by his 

successor Girard de Cros at the Fourth Lateran Council, seemed to be decisive. Yet 

due to Innocent's death in the following year, canonization did not take place until 

January 1217 by Honorius Ill. 49 Guillaume was quite popular in central France, and 

his tomb soon became the site of a number of reported miracles. 5° The "Nation de 

France" of the University of Paris, the great centre of orthodoxy if not necessarily of 

blind obedience to Rome, 51 adopted him as the protector and patron of its faculty. 

His relics were soon moved into the crypt of the new cathedral of Bourges which 

stimulated more revenue for the works in progress. 52 

Girard de Cros (1209-18) dealt with the crusade on many fronts. For example 

he held a council in his cathedral in 1215 that dealt with who should take part in the 

Fifth Crusade. We shall return to this issue in subsequent sections, but let us now 

look at the personal contribution made toward the Albigensian Crusade that was 

continuing apace, despite Innocent's attempts to divert resources back to the Holy 

Land in 1214-1215.53 Innocent's appeals for a crusade to the Midi, with a limited 

indulgence, were broadcast simultaneously with plans tor a crusade to the Holy Land 

in 1208-09.54 The former met with much more immediate success, although King 

Philip still could not be moved, and Raymond VI was himself willing to submit to 

Rome's demands. 55 By this time, however, the crusade had developed a momentum 

of its own which even Raymond' s submission could not halt. Beziers and Carcassone 

were captured, and Simon de Montfort was confirmed by the pope as the new secular 

leader of the lands the crusaders had acquired. 56 

For Girard recruitment went on unabated. He convinced men such as the lords 

of Vierzon to find absolution by joining the crusade to the Midi in 1213. This town, 

as we have seen, had sent many of its men on the crusades to the Levant. Participants 

also seemed quite willing to accept the Church's vocation to fight its enemies in 

southern France as well. Louis Raynal claims that Herve 11, lord of Vierzon, was the 

first of his family to take up the cross against the Albigensians.57 Yet the Chronicon 

Virzonensis Coenobii names the lord as William (the First). 58 Thaumas de la 

Thaumassiere seems to sort out the confusion, however, by showing that William died 
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before 1216, as the Chronicon states, while Herve did not join the crusade until later, 

probably as William's successor. 59 Herve returned from this expedition to join the 

Fifth Crusade which met disaster in the Nile Delta. 

Raymonde Foreville argues that the Albigensian Crusade did not elicit the 

same response as those to the Levant because "it was in no manner a pilgrimage but 

continued to be a simple military expedition. 1160 The sources, however, do not 

support this conclusion. The "Historia Albigensiumll of the monk Peter of Vaux de 

Cernay writes for the year 1214, 11 Proticiscenties itaque a Montepessulano 

< Montpellier > , venimus propre Biterrim < Beziers > at castrum Sancti-

Tiberii, ... eramus autem tarn equites quam pedites circiter centum millia 

peregrini ... "61 William the Breton's 11 Gesta Philippi Augustill reports that, after some 

delay on the king's part, he encouraged his son, Louis, to go to the Midi in 1215 to 

fulfill an earlier crusading vow: 11 arripuit iter eundi in Albigenses Ludovicus filius 

Philippi crucesignatus ... 1162 (emphases mine) Both these examples use the same 

vocabulary to describe soldiers of Christ going to war in either the Levantine or the 

southern French theatres. 

That Berrieurs saw it as a pilgrimage, armed as the one to the Holy Land, may 

be inferred by the activity of Raoul Ill, the seigneur of Issoudun, Vatan and 

Chateauneuf-sur-Cher. He went with his wife, who was the elder sister of Pierre de 

Courtenay, in 1211 . 63 Their lives seem strikingly parallel to those of Bernard and 

Havoise, whom we encountered in the cartulary of the Holy Sepulcre in the twelfth 

century, for they too were the last in their family line. This condition would suggest 

a religious motive, rather than one of personal or family aggrandizement via the 

conquest of the Midi. While the destruction of the wealth of Languedoc certainly is 

a feature of this period, the crusade against the Albigensians offered the same spiritual 

benefits as those to Jerusalem. The enrollment of the lesser aristocracy from Berry, 

and from other regions of northern France, however, suggests a desire to fulfil 

crusading vows and receive crusading indulgences, but at a less ruinous cost. 

Having encouraged many of the lords of Berry to join the expedition, Girard 

also took up his cross, as did Archbishop Guillaume before him. Girard's health did 

not fail him, and the forces of knights and sergeants he gathered joined Simon de 
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Montfort's campaign of 1216-1217.64 Girard's contingent was at the siege of 

Toulouse in 1218 that witnessed the death of Simon himself and eventually failed. 65 

Raymond VI was able to press his advantages against Simon's son and successor, 

Amaury. Pope Honorius Ill, who succeeded Innocent in 1216, was aware that much 

would be lost unless he could convince the Capetians to contribute to this crusade. 

Prince Louis made a second voyage to the Midi in the early summer of 1218. Yet 

he seemed even less enthusiastic about this visit than the first one, and he abandoned 

a token siege of Toulouse some forty days after it had begun.66 If Louis's expedition 

were cut short due to any question of the legality of the crusade against the Count of 

Toulouse, then such doubts were removed at the Council of Bourges held in 1225. 

It clarified the legality of the endeavor and the efficacy of such a crusade for the 

participants of northern France including, significantly, Louis, now King Louis VIII 

(1223-26). 

This council was presided over by Simon de Sully, who succeeded Girard de 

Cros as archbishop in 1218. Simon also was in the vanguard of the battle in the 

Midi. In 1224 Honorius entrusted him to be Rome's liaison with King Louis. 67 The 

Sully family enjoyed special ties to the Capetians by virtue of marriage and their 

military service, 68 so it is not surprising that Honorius would make this appointment, 

or that Simon would be more successful than any of his predecessors in procuring 

royal assistance. Their struggle was now against Raymond VII who followed his 

father, and inherited his conflicts, in 1222. Raymond and Amaury of Montfort were 

the litigants at the Council of Bourges held in a cathedral that had just undergone a 

second major building programme to complete the westwerk and install most of the 

stained glass. 69 The first in a series of conferences associated with the council was 

held at the end of November 1225. Fourteen archbishops and over one hundred 

bishops and perhaps five hundred abbots--not to mention the embassies of the king and 

the legate, Romanus, Cardinal of Saint Angelo, attended the council in Bourges. 70 

After half a decade of military stalemate, this council seems to have been a legal 

debate between Raymond and Amaury over who should possess the lands for which 

their fathers had fought some ten years before. Although the council did not seem to 

be completely convinced by Amaury 's plea, it voted against Raymond. At this time, 
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the decision did not include excommunication or plans tor a new crusade. 71 The 

legate Romanus was at the University of Paris before this meeting, and he returned 

in January of the new year to pronounce the excommunication of Count Raymond in 

a letter from the fourteen archbishops and himself. 72 

Bourges was the agreed-upon meeting place for the armies who were to go to 

the Midi and enforce the legate's sentence. This would lead one to believe that many 

from Berry joined them, but unfortunately the sources are not any more specific than 

this. The "Gesta Ludovici" states only that, in May 1226, "Louis, King of France, 

and all the cruce signati of Bourges (Biturgis) convened." Not unlike Eudes Arpin 

in 1101, they made a rendez-vous with the Count of Nevers before heading south to 

Lyon.73 Simon de Sully was one of many ecclesiastics who took the cross. It seems 

he made two trips. He had to go back to the north because of the death of Louis in 

November of that year. Simon went to Paris to pay his homage to the young Louis 

IX, then returned to the Midi to be with the entourage of Humbert de Beaujeu in 

1228.74 Si m on's family's support for the crusade went beyond his own recruitment 

and participation. His nephew, Henry de Sully was one of the nobles of central 

France who entered the lists. 75 Archambaud de Bourbon and Stephen Ill, the fourth 

Count of Sancerre and the fourth to take the cross, also joined. 76 

In the letter which Romanus wrote in January 1226, he described how the crusade 

was to the honour of God and for the benefit of the Church. He also offered an 

indulgence identical to the one given to those who went to Jerusalem and just like the 

one offered at the Fourth Lateran Council. 77 Romanus saw the journey as a 

penitential activity comparable to the pilgrimage to Jerusalem. As we have seen, 

chroniclers and some of the laity of Berry exhibit this same attitude. Nonetheless, 

there is a difference to which historians have not drawn much attention and which 

seems especially pertinent to the crusading culture of central France. This is the 

theme of public order being policed by the episcopacy. 

After Romanus declared Raymond an excommunicate, he then went on to 

excommunicate those who made war or invaded the kingdom of France. This 

warning was sent to those in the kingdom, of course, but he also made what seems 

a startling claim that it applied to those outside the realm as well.78 He threatened 
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ostracism against those who followed neither the truce nor the peace made by the 

king. 79 This peace was not a direct descendant of the eleventh century ecclesiastical 

peace movement; by now the king in Paris was strong enough to declare, and to 

support, his own initiative. But in the case of the Albigensian Crusade, the bishops 

again take a leading role in enforcement. We have seen how the episcopal peace 

survived into the early twelfth century communia of Bourges. We have seen how, 

later in that century, Urban Ill required the local nobility to offer their support of the 

peace to the archbishop. Earlier crusades to the Holy Land relied on a symbiotic 

relationship between secular and ecclesiastical powers, i.e. churchmen preached to, 

and sometimes led expeditions made of, noble and popular armies. Against the 

Albigensians, the bishops played an even more prominent leadership role. This was 

probably because contemporaries viewed the Cathar problem as a spiritual and 

ecclesiastical issue. The enemy was not a pagan who had captured territory of the 

early Church, but a deviant poisoning the Church from within. 80 True, great lords 

like Herve of Nevers or the Duke of Burgundy were quick to take up their crosses, 

but they would not assume the responsibility for the conquered lands in the way 

crusaders carved up the Levant after 1098. No one claimed a separate, independent 

state as had happened in the Holy Land. 

The archbishops of Bourges played a critical role from the end of the previous 

century with preaching, and by attending, if not convening, important councils. They 

themselves took the cross and assisted in the campaigns, although it is unlikely they 

actually fought. This does sound quite reminiscent of Archbishop Aimon' s Peace 

League in the 1030's. Perhaps contemporaries were aware to some degree of the 

eleventh-century precedence and were trying to recall the earlier peace initiatives to 

stop the routiers and Cathars. There is, of course, a time lag of almost two centuries, 

and it is not suggested that my hypothesis is unassailable. However, in 1224, the year 

Louis first considered returning to the Midi, 81 the king demanded that those who 

succeeded as rulers of fiefs in central France had first to make an oath to the 

archbishop of Bourges to uphold his peace. In 1228 Archambaud of Bourbon was 

forced to make this oath when Pope Gregory IX put the pressure of ecclesiastical 

censure on him. 82 These examples obviously do not pertain to the Albigensian 
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Crusade per se, but they show that the ideas of a communal peace association 

responsible to the prelate in Bourges were still in circulation. In fact, considering the 

strengthening bonds between Berry and Paris, especially through the seigneurs of 

Sully, it would not be out of the question to assume that the archbishops were the 

intermediaries between the king and his nobles. If we remind ourselves that Rome 

was keen both to establish the political order of northern Europe and to rid the 

Languedoc of its routiers and their pillaging of the churches, then the crusading 

culture of Berry does suggest that there were indeed some links between the eleventh 

century peace movement and the thirteenth century Albigensian Crusade. 

These crusades and then the Inquisition attempted to subdue Catharism in the 

Languedoc into the early fourteenth century. In 1229, Raymond VII agreed to a truce 

with king Louis IX, ruler only in name as his mother, Blanche of Castille, held 

control of the court. 83 But again and again events in the Midi outran what were 

probably sincere attempts by the count to keep the peace. In 1239-1240 Raymond's 

inclusion into the Catholic fold was again put in jeopardy because of conflicts with 

the abbey of Moissac. In July of 1240, according to Mansi's Sacrorum 

Conciliorum, 84 there was another council held at Bourges. In fact, however, this 

council does not seem to have been convened to discuss the continuing conflicts in the 

south. There was, argues Yves Dossat, a confusion between a meeting at Bourges 

among Louis, his mother, Archbishop Phi lip Berruyer ( 1236-1261) and Gregory IX' s 

legate, Jacques de Pecoraria, and a meeting at Viviers held later in the year. 85 One 

of Philip's uncles was Guillaume de Donjon. 86 It seems that this colloquium at 

Bourges discussed the Capetians' support of the struggle against Frederick 11. It is 

quite possible that arrangements were also made for Jean de Beaumont's campaign to 

Carcassone against the Trencavel lords who had earlier retaken the town. 87 

Nevertheless, the real council concerning the Cathars that summer was at Viviers, 

down the River Rhone from Lyon. 88 Was this confusion due to the appreciable role 

Bourges had played in previous meetings and the assumption that this tete a tete must 

also have been held largely to discuss the continuing Albigensian conflict?89 
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St Etienne as an Icon of Capetian Hegemony and Catholic Onhodoxy 

From the early eleventh century Neuvy-St. -Sepulcre served as a model and a 

reminder of the Holy Sepulcher of Jerusalem, the goal of countless pilgrims. It 

brought the "presence of Jerusalem" to central France, and may be seen as a 

manifestation in the local culture of the ideal of lay piety as well as the iter. Now let 

us study an example of this phenomenon in reverse--namely, how the crusade effected 

the artistic or iconographic milieu of Berry. Because the Albigensian crusades took 

place largely in the early and middle thirteenth century, and the cathedral was being 

rebuilt and developing its iconographic programme during these same decades, the 

struggle against Catharism seems to have left a significant impression both on the west 

front and on some of the stained glass windows of the apse of St. Etienne.90 

In the broadest sense, the cathedral itself could be seen as its own 

iconographical statement, reflecting the two directions to which it was looking in the 

first half of the century. The various aspects of this sty le, the opus Franco rum, was 

brought together for the frrst time at the royal abbey of St. Denis by Abbot Suger and 

the remarkable artists he gathered. 91 Bourges was begun at the same time as Chartres 

and in a similar style to Notre Dame de Paris. In Bourges is the first complete gothic 

style edifice built south of the Loire.92 Nonetheless, it has an originality of spaces 

which confounds art historians searching for precedents.93 That it is a high gothic 

cathedral is without question, and the reason this style was employed is, I think, an 

iconographic statement of the ties and loyalties the area had to the Capetian court. 94 

As noted in the last chapter, Bourges' s defenses were rebuilt thanks to the protection 

of Philip Augustus, and both he and his father assisted the economy of Berry with the 

granting of charters for fairs. Although the king did not seem to play an appreciable 

part in sponsoring the rebuilding of St. Etienne, 95 the influences of his Ile-de-France 

may still be seen in the use of the gothic. 

But as well as looking north, the ecclesiastical patrons of St. Etienne also were 

aware of the tensions mounting in the south, as they tried to put into stone and glass 

the spiritual and theological tenets of the Catholic faith. As we have seen, the 

cathedral was home to many councils pertaining to the Cathar threat, and the decisions 

of these councils were made in a great space destined to be coloured with references 
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to divine intervention in history. If, as some art historians suggest, 96 Archbishop 

Guillaume du Donjon directed the iconographic design of the edifice, this would not 

be at all surprising. The religion of the middle ages is, it seems to me, animated 

throughout by attempts to put the history, miracles and exempla of the Church into 

concrete contemporary action. This action could mean endowments, the veneration 

of relics, crusades, or the elaboration of such iconographic programmes as seen 

here. 97 Moreover, "since each cathedral was meant to contradict the Albigensians 

in their negation of creation, of incarnation and redemption, its decor conveyed before 

all else the omnipotence of a God who was three and one, a creator God, a God made 

man, a savior God. "98 

As we move from a view of the building as a whole to its west portals, let us 

focus on the main central entrance of five doors. 99 The tympanum placed over these 

poly lobed doors presents the traditional image of the Last Judgement, but the figures 

in the drama are presented in a strikingly corporeal manner. This style may reflect 

a new emphasis on the bodily resurrection which was a point of contention with the 

Cathar sect. The portal to the right, or south, is devoted to the life of St. Stephen 

himself. If we compare the main portal to this one, the fluidity of design and 

movement visible in the former contrasts sharply with the stylized rigidity of the 

saint's portal (fig. 5). The Last Judgement tympanum has been dated to the 1240's 

while the latter one was installed the decade before. 100 Although probably works of 

different artists, 101 what is crucial for the central tympanum is the desire to show the 

physical reality of the resurrection. One can see the attention to anatomic naturalism 

and the individuality of each person portrayed harking to the trumpets. Many are 

identified by their respective head wear, including a mitred bishop who is being tossed 

head first into the boiling cauldron of Hell. Also, to support my thesis that the 

cathedral was a symbol of Capetian hegemony, the first to arrive at the bosom of 

Abraham, in the second register, is a Franciscan friar. He is leading a king holding 

the tleur-de-lys of the royal dynasty. This propagandized the link between French 

royalty and sanctity, between Louis IX and St. Francis of Assisi. It also suggests that 

the tympanum was reworked at the end of the thirteenth century. 102 

In reference to the struggle against the Albigensians, Emile Male argues that 
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the gateway into the cathedral also conveys "traces of doctrinal teaching" in the 

presentation of the imps carrying off the damned. Many have images of human faces 

on their bellies suggesting "they have displaced the seat of intelligence and put their 

souls at the service of their lower appetites. "103 This bodily realism also betrays a 

rather more "classical" image of humanity and "the tension between the eschatological 

and incamational perspectives, which ... reached a high degree of intensity" in the first 

part of this century. 104 As the people of central France entered through the west 

doors, it is unlikely that they admired the central tympanum in so didactic a light. 

It would seem plausible, however, that they would be struck by the physical 

naturalism of the persona: the child-like joy of the blessed and the excruciating pain 

of the damned. 

How contemporaries viewed medieval iconography is a difficult field of 

enquiry. St. Augustine understood memory as the translation of stimuli into images 

in the mind. 105 The Synod of Arras in 1025 restated a maxim associated with 

Gregory the Great when it described illustrations as .. the Bible for the illiterate, "106 

and the typological/ allegorical tradition of Biblical exegesis is too well known to the 

historians of philosophy, theology and art history to be restated here. 107 Illustrations 

must have been understood at many levels, although it would be impossible to be sure 

of the degree of understanding to which any group or individual could attain. These 

images offered events or morals in a way which would have reached the perceivers' 

memories in the most direct and unencumbered manner. 108 If Neuvy-St. -Sepulcre 

could be seen as a model of the Sepulcre in Jerusalem, despite its physical 

discrepancies, then surely iconographic examples within St. Etienne could also be seen 

both in terms of their concrete subject and as basic theological themes. Since Bourges 

played -such a critical role in the crusades against the Cathars, it should not be 

surprising if much of the imagery reflects this struggle, particularly since the 

programmes must have been designed during the height of the crisis (i.e. ca1210-

1230). 109 Because the cathedral replaced the monastery as the disseminator of 

knowledge and power, didactic and moralistic iconography expanded both in terms 

of its themes and of its uses in the edifice. It also had to be standardized and 

simplified to reach the unlettered who had a much better chance to come in contact 
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with it here than in the cloister. 110 

Sharpening our focus to the stained glass in the chevet, we find that there did 

not exist a specific crusading window analogous to the one known to have been at St. 

Denis, Paris. 111 The influence the windows of St. Etienne had on their audience was 

more of moral theme than concrete subject. The latter presented such stock narratives 

as Old Testament stories, the lives of the saints, and the Nativity, miracles and 

Passion of Christ. Nonetheless, there are specific examples of how the cathedral 

strove to symbolize catholic morals for the benefit of the observers. For example, 

viewers could again be enlightened on the theme of judgement in the apse with a 

window showing the same event in fairly similar terms to the tympanum: Christ in 

glory surrounded by angels, while the twenty four elders look over the scene (fig. 6). 

The instruments of Christ's passion are again presented: his wounds flow with 

crimson blood which could not have been portrayed in stone, despite the fact the 

tympana probably were painted. 112 All this emphasizes Christ's corporeal presence. 

Souls are weighed either to go to his right, into the bosom of Abraham or to his left, 

or sinister, side into the mouth of Leviathan himself. 

There is nothing, as yet, iconographically striking about this window, although 

I would argue that it emphasizes bodily resurrection just as the tympanum does. 

However, at the bottom register of the window we see a fascinating commentary on 

the sacrament of the eucharist--a ritual obviously shunned by the Albigensians (fig. 

7). This part of the window is just above head height, making it quite accessible to 

the observer. The image presents communion being offered from the centre altar. 

On Christ's right the recipient takes the sacrament while kneeling respectfully. 

Farther to his right the communicant dies, and an angel bears his soul to heaven. On 

Christ's left, the observer's right, another layman turns his back on the priest, the 

sacrament and an open Bible in the cleric's hand. After his death, this second person 

participates in the grotesquely humourous act of kissing the buttocks of the little blue 

devil who first tempted him away from the altar and the Church's salvation. Such an 

image is full of allusions to the saving nature of the orthodox Latin church and its 

sacraments--here, crucially, represented by the eucharist or the symbol of Christ's 

humanity and passion as presented by a priest. 113 It must be significant that the two 
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men who come to receive the host are not tonsured clerics because this implies that 

the laity are the ones who should heed the warning to participate in the eucharist. The 

belief in transubstantiation had just recently been codified at the Fourth Lateran 

Council. That the characters in question are members of the laity, and the position 

of the images is at the very bottom of the window, point quite clearly to the 

probability that the window was designed to "preach" to this very order. One must 

assume that the clergy would not have needed to be taught such a moral, just as David 

Rollason argues that the eleventh century monks of St. Benoit-sur-Loire would not 

have needed the exempla concerning the intercession of their own saint. 

A window which has drawn more attention from students of iconography is the 

one representing the Apocalypse (fig. 8). Emile Male once again argues that here too 

we see ingenuity in presenting doctrinal exposition through the narrative. 114 This 

window pictures the symbols used by John's Apocalypse which had begun to replace 

those used by St. Matthew around the end of the twelfth century. 115 This does not 

in itself distinguish the work of the atelier and the ecclesiastics who designed this 

window. However, not only does it emphasize John's more mystical version of the 

events, the window also seems to be presenting a commentary upon it. This pictoral 

gloss focuses on the eternal manifestation of the victorious Church and Christ's 

presence in it, themes which must have been discussed in the scholastic disputes and 

military battles going on at the time. The window itself depicts, from the bottom, 116 

Peter preaching to the multitude as a symbol of the Church Militant while Christ with 

the sword, and the seven seals, stars and candlesticks presides over the grouping. In 

the middle scene are the twenty four elders with Christ enthroned in the heavens. 

Above this, we again see Peter preaching in the lower two roundels. Christ is twice 

portrayed in triumph. Firstly, he is symbolically represented by the lamb and then 

in the centre of the upper ensemble as the risen Christ in his nimbus. Finally 

Ecclesia, the Church Triumphant, suckles both Jew and Gentile from her breasts. 

From the temporal to the eternal symbols of the Church, Christ is represented in the 

centre of each group of images and, by extension, at each stage of the eschatological 

drama. To cite Male's response to the iconography of Bourges once more, "This 

great theological scheme was the most subtle and profound work of art inspired by the 
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Apocalypse in the Middle Ages. It is an entirely doctrinal work, and one which 

borrows nothing from traditional types. "117 Doctrinal probably due, in no small 

part, to the conflicts with the Cathars of which the cathedral was the centre. 118 

The last window which seems to otTer useful evidence tor this theory, 119 

concerns the New Testament. Its links to the Albigensian Crusade are more tenuous, 

but it does seem to represent a new mode of presentation that seems to be coming into 

its own into the thirteenth century. It may reflect iconographically what the Latin 

Church was doing philosophically with the delineation of dogma in canon law, itself 

part of the reaction to the need for reform and for a response to the heresies which 

threatened the Church. The Last Judgement window represented an episode in the 

Bible, as do the other windows in Bourges. The stories of the Nativity and Passion, 

the Annunciation and Visitation, Joseph of the Old Testament or the miracles of saints 

abound in the iconographic programmes in .Bourges, and indeed in Chartres--the only 

other cathedral to have so much surviving thirteenth century glass. They represent 

what might be called "narrative" or perhaps "historic" accounts of events. Although, 

of course, the Last Judgement is prophetic, not historical, it is understood as a series 

of events which would occur at a given time. There were also a few instances of 

secular history, but not, unfortunately, at Bourges. The crusading window of St. 

Denis has been cited above, and Chartres had a window of the life of 

Charlemagne. 120 However, this window at Bourges presents a new type of 

iconography--that which might be called "typological" (fig. 9). Reading the central 

images of Christ we see him carrying his cross before his sacrifice, his sacrifice on 

the cross, then his being raised on the third day. But around each of these is not a 

part of the story, but types which parallel the central theme. They are not all 

Biblical. 

In the bottom circle the story of Abraham' s requirement to sacrifice Isaac is 

not an uncommon parallel theme found in other programmes--neither is the painting 

of the Tau cross on the Jews' doors to mark the Passover. In the centre, more 

interestingly, are the parallels drawn to the crucifixion which shows not the historical 

iconography of Mary and St. John, but those of Ecclesia and Synagogia. The spatial 

play of sinister/dexter is again evident as Ecclesia catches in her grail the healing 
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blood of Christ tlowing from his side. Farther to his right, Moses strikes the rock 

from which healing water flowed for the Jews in the desert. To his left a defeated 

Synagogue turns her back on the cross as she has been superseded, just as the serpent 

raised by Moses and prefiguring Christ raised on the cross, was superseded. Bourges 

did not suffer any anti-Jewish pogroms like those witnessed in the Rhineland during 

the First Crusade. The city did, nevertheless, have a significant Jewish population. 

I will return to discuss their presence when I examine the coming of the Shepherds' 

Crusade in 1251. 

Finally, Christ rising from the tomb is compared with two Biblical allusions 

and two from cosmology (fig. 10). To the lower left--to Christ's right--a pelican 

pierces her breast to nourish her young with her blood. To the lower right the male 

lion breathes on his young as it was believed this stirred the still-born cubs to life 

on the third day after their birth. 121 Elijah raising a widow's son (1 Kings 17: 17-

24) and Jonah emerging from the serpent (Jonah 1 and 2), situated right above the 

lions' image, complete the typologies. Louis Grodecki dates this window, along with 

the one of the Last Judgement in the 1220's-early 1230's122--again in the heat of the 

crusade in the Midi and the councils held in the cathedral. 

The types themselves come from Honorius of Autun' s Speculum EcclesitE, 

written early in the twelfth century, although Honorius was quite likely building on 

earlier traditions. 123 Bourges is not alone in possessing such a window as a very 

similar one exists in the cathedral of Lyon; and Rouen, Le Mans and Tours all have 

later, and less complete, examples. Lyon does, however, include images of the 

unicorn (a symbol of Christ, for only a virgin could hold it) and the Charadrius bird 

(thought to be able to remove illness from a faithful person), which are not found at 

Bourges. 124 Lyon, Rouen, Le Mans and Bourges all also include the image of Jacob 

blessing Joseph's sons while crossing over his hands. At Bourges, however, this 

scene is plac~ at the summit of this window--a position which Miile argues suggests 

the typological, rather than historical, aspects of the ensemble. Lyon, he continues, 

is simply a faithful illustration of Honorius's texts, while Bourges, as before, is a 

commentary on it. Lyon, like Bourges, was often utilized by the northern armies as 

their base in the Midi before moving west. 125 Accordingly, it too would probably 
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have had an interest in portraying orthodoxy in its iconography. 

I must make it clear that I have found no documentary evidence that draws 

links between the iconography found in St. Etienne and either the Albigensian Crusade 

or the ties to the French kings. It is therefore conceivable that any one attempt to 

prove my theory, namely that the cathedral designers intentionally incorporated these 

themes in their building, could be looked at with skepticism. However, all the 

examples discussed above portray imagery that could have been in response to the 

tensions felt in the area at this time concerning loyalty to Capetian hegemony and to 

Catholic orthodoxy. The iconography was designed during the very time that the 

French and English kings were disputing the east and southeast of France. More 

importantly, it was designed during the height of the Albigensian crisis in the Midi. 

The edifice itself is built in the gothic style of the He-de-Prance, and its iconography 

reflects Catholic dogma. Portraying such tenets of the faith is, of course, a trait of 

any medieval cathedral. Yet I believe I have shown some examples within the 

programme specific to Bourges. Traditional stories are told in ways that envision an 

intellectual commentary, and specific images emphasize the sacraments of 

Catholicism. It is perhaps impossible to say if these illustrations were meant as 

preaching aids, but there seems no other reason for their doctrinal emphasis unless 

they were in response to challenges to that doctrine. The archbishops of Bourges had 

long supported the crusades against heresy in their archdiocese. Their preaching 

motivated a number of Berrieurs to take the cross against the Cathars. The bishops 

surely had an influence on the iconography, so it is not at all surprising that they 

included references to the philosophical war they were currently waging. The laity's 

participation shows that they fully backed their ecclesiastical lord. Therefore, they 

were probably not blind to many of the moral and allegorical messages found within 

the literal images of their cathedral. 

Berry and The Fifth Crusade 

It is worth noting that although Innocent withdrew the full indulgence from the 

Albigensian Crusade in 1213, participants from Berry continued their activities in the 

Midi. Innocent had done this to draw attention back to Outremer so he could launch 
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the Fifth Crusade. At the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215 he declared his policy of 

social reform which included, and would benefit, the launching of the crusade. 

Innocent himself, not unlike his predecessor Urban 11, seemed to have brought 

together a set of expectations and ideals which altered the idea of crusade early in this 

century. Intimately entwined with preparation for the trek to Jerusalem was the call 

for church and social reform, since the council was convened for 

... the extirpation of vices and the implanting of virtues, 
for correcting excesses and reforming customs, 
eliminating heresies and strengthening faith, for quieting 
discords and establishing peace, for restraining 
oppressions and favoring liberty, for inducing Christian 
princes and peoples to aid and support the Holy 
Land.'26 

No doubt this policy would have included a lively preoccupation in suppressing 

heresies and extending papal control into the Languedoc. Innocent had passed away, 

however, long before he heard that his legate, Pelagius, had overplayed his hand and 

lost the advantages gained with the capture of that city. 127 Pelagius had been playing 

for time to allow the crusading armies of the Emperor, Frederick 11, to arrive in 

Egypt--forces which came much too late. This was the flrst crusade which did not 

include a large contingent, if not a m~jority, of French nobles, and this is quite likely 

due to the Albigensian struggles in their homelands. Nevertheless a few more 

men from Berry who participated in the Fifth Crusade are mentioned in the records 

at about the same time as King Philip gained greater control over his realm after his 

victory at Bouvines in 1214. The Archbishop of Bourges, Girard de Cros, was the 

host of a church council held the following year to discuss limiting participation to 

those who would be physically and financially flt enough for such an arduous 

undertaking. 128 James Powell states that the papal legate, Robert Coun;on, had 

travelled throughout France from the autumn of 1213 trying to muster support for 

Innocenf s second crusade to the Levant. 129 Robert traveled from Montpellier in the 

south to Flanders and the English Channel. In May of 1215 he summoned a council 

in Bourges to discuss these plans, but he met with stiff opposition from the French 

prelates who did not appreciate his zealous interference. In fact, Bourges hosted the 

only assembly that Robert was allowed to convene concerned with this issue. 130 
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The "Gesta Philippi Augusti" by William the Breton and the continuation of 

the "Chronicum Sti. Mariani Autissiodorensis (Auxerre)" 131 refer to the problem that 

those incapable of fighting were taking the cross and trying to join the armies. The 

Chronicle of St. Martin of Auxerre presents these motives for Robert's convoking the 

conference: "cum jam fere per biennium ob negotium crucis Franciam peragrasset, 

et propter temeritatem suam omnibus se fecisset exosum, tandem concilium apud 

Bituricas convocavit." William the Breton points out that the conflict arose because 

Robert was giving the cross to the very young and old, wives, the lame, blind and 

deaf, or lepers who wanted to participate on the crusade. The chronicle states that the 

barons were not pleased by this indiscriminate policy and the legate had to appeal to 

the pope. 132 The issue was brought up again at the following council in Rome, most 

likely referring to the Fourth Lateran held in November of that year. 133 Nothing 

more than a stalemate on this question in Bourges is implied in these accounts. As 

noted in the previous chapter, Etienne Delaruelle argues that the crusade grew more 

aristocratic, to the exclusion of its "pilgrimage" nature, throughout the twelfth 

century. Yet only here in the early thirteenth century do we frrst find a concerted 

effort in central France to control those who could go. The ideas of crusade and of 

pilgrimage may have been diverging, perhaps it may have indeed become more 

aristocratic; but not until the thirteenth century, and even then quite slowly did it 

crystalize in this manner. The Council of Bourges in 1215, whether held to it~ 

completion or not, was one of the many small steps on that path. 

Girard also received a letter from Innocent dated 30 January 1216, the year of 

the pope's death, in which the pope wanted Girard to gather forces to fight the 

rebellious barons of King John, "qui crusis assumpto caractere. "134 He encourages 

the archbishop to muster "principes, milites et barones per vestras dioceses." They 

are to be sent to England to stop the aristocracy who are obstructing those who wish 

to undertake the work for the holy land ("negotium terra sancte "). The taking of the 

cross per se is not mentioned for this campaigning, yet Innocent does state that, for 

his part, remission of the sins of the participants will be included: "ac inducere 

procuretis, ipsis ex parte nostra in remissionem peccaminum iniungentes ... " Not 

much came of this petition, yet it suggests the willingness with which Innocent 
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interfered in national affairs to further the goals of the Church and of the crusade. 

Pertaining to the otlice of the archbishop of Bourges, it suggests the intimacy between 

it and the papal curia, and the commitment to the crusading ideal shown by its 

occupant~. 

Some of the nobility of central France also began again to participate in 

campaigns to the Holy Land. The Count of Sancerre, William 11, had no better luck 

than his ancestors. He did not return from Egypt, although the circumstances of his 

death are not recorded. 135 Herve of Vierzon, the son and successor of William who 

fought in the Midi, also was killed in Egypt. 136 It is worth commenting on how the 

Chronicon Virzonensis describes his expedition: "Herveus qui Hierosolymam adiit cum 

Simone de Montfort anno MCCXXI." First, Simon the Elder (the leader of the 

Albigensian Crusade) died while trying to capture Toulouse in 1218, and the younger 

Simon was not yet of an age to go on crusade. Also, the pilgrimage never in fact 

reached the Latin East. Herve of Nevers was in Berry before his departure, where 

he probably mustered an army. 137 Although the source which discusses this 

mentions his being at the capture of Damietta, it does not mention the crusade as the 

su~ject of his visit to Berry. 138 Another possible participant was Radulfus of 

Bengeiacum, 139 who probably came from Bengy-sur-Craon, the town whose chateau 

was attacked by Archbishop Aimon' s Peace League in the early eleventh century. 

Another type of evidence, however, may be used to suggest that the number 

of crusaders from central France at this time was indeed considerable. Coin hoards 

unearthed in the Levant have been traced back to mints in Deols, Celles-sur-Cher and 

Vierzon. 140 There were certainly local mints at these cites, but the coins they were 

striking were being replaced by the Livres parisi at about this time, which may 

explain why so many were taken to the Levant. 141 The difficulty lies in the fact that 

these coins are "immobilized," meaning that they are dated no more specifically than 

to the rule of the local lord. Nevertheless, A. M. Stahl argues the ones pertaining to 

Berry were minted between 1190-1220. 142 The Fifth Crusade would seem the most 

obvious excursion to have brought this specie to the Holy Land, as other evidence 

points to a reduced number of Berrieurs participating before ca.1215. Still, it is quite 

difficult to infer the number of crusaders by the number or size of the findings. Guy 
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Devailly does argue that many left Berry about this time. This was perhaps due to 

the freedom and stability offered to the region after the Treaty of Goulet, or perhaps 

as a reaction against growing Capetian interference. 143 Nonetheless, a few crusaders 

might have carried large amounts of local coinage with them, thus distorting the 

demographic picture. 

If there was a noticeable reduction in the support offered by the men of central 

France to the Fourth and Fifth Crusades, then the answer must surely be found on the 

home front where the threat of the Albigensian heresy took centre stage. The bishops 

obviously had an interest in this struggle, and their preaching and recruiting energies 

largely focussed on this issue. By the middle of the century however, although the 

heresy was not yet obliterated, 144 Rome had been able to redirect much of the 

resources of Latin Europe back to the Levant. This policy was greatly assisted by 

Louis IX who took the vow of a crusader in December of 1244. 145 

Berry's Contributions To, and Rewards From, Louis IX's First Crusade 

If any of the motivation for the participants of the Fifth Crusade from Berry 

came from their desire to escape increasing encroachment by Philip Augustus, then 

this certainly does not apply to the expeditions of his grandson. The crusades led by 

Louis IX were perhaps the period of closest co-operation between the royal house and 

central France. Louis came from families of crusaders on both sides, 146 and his 

involvement could not have been a great surprise, even if his mother, Blanche of 

Castille, was upset about his plans. Both the laity and the clergy of central France 

continued to offer their services to their king, and they were rewarded with relics 

acquired during their journey. Despite Louis's initiative, however, it was not until 

the ftrst Council of Lyon in 1245 that the logistics for the crusade were set out. 

Innocent IV promulgated Ajjlici Corde and sent legates and preachers throughout 

Europe. 147 The council also attempted to establish peace in Europe and to solve a 

recurring problem that threatened the participants since 1096: financial security. It 

attempted to establish, or in some cases re-establish, taxes on clergy or collection of 

vow redemptions. 148 

One of the men who had a great impact on both of Louis's crusades was Eudes 
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of Chateauroux. Eudes's crusading career is quite useful for historians because it can 

be traced from his youth to his preparation and association on the crusade, and his 

return to France from the east. He was not a nobleman and was probably born at 

Neuvy. His career began in southwestern Berry and moved him to Paris and then to 

the Orient. His first known post was as abbot of Deols. From there he became a 

canon, then the chancellor, of Notre Dame de Paris. 149 While chancellor, he 

presided over a council there after the one in Lyon which included the Archbishop of 

Bourges, Philip Berruyer. Both men had been, in fact, schola Parisi. 15° Keeping 

with the thirteenth century tradition of his office, Philip took the cross with Louis, yet 

pressing administrative problems in his diocese meant he could not make the trip. 151 

It was in his latter role as chancellor that Eudes consecrated the Sainte Chapelle for 

the housing of the relic of the crown of thorns which Louis had bought from the Latin 

Emperor of Constantinople in 1134. Before the general passage, he was managing 

the crusading taxes brought in from England and the northeastern areas of the Holy 

Roman Empire, as well as of France itself. 152 It is not surprising, considering his 

relationship with the Capetian king, that Eudes became the papal legate in France with 

the express task of assisting the preparations for the crusade. 153 There are a number 

of narrative sources which refer to his preaching to prelates, barons, chevaliers and, 

less often, the general public. 154 

Many throughout France were willing to join Louis's expedition, and their 

origins show that even in the mid-thirteenth century, the popular model of pilgrimage 

had not been wholly replaced by an aristocratic crusade. 155 William 11, the lord of 

Vierzon, prepared for his departure by making personal and financial arrangements 

with the abbey of St. Pierre de Vierzon. In the end, however, circumstances 

apparently relating to his health precluded his participation. 156 The abbot of Vierzon 

himself, Evrard, did join the entourage--as did the chevaliers Eudes de Maneuil, 

Stephen Aguillun and Herbert de la Chatre. 157 William's son, Herve 11, also went, 

perhaps to fulfill his father's vow. He arranged a will which would give money to 

the Templar foundation in his hometown in the event of his death. 158 He was, in 

fact, killed in Tunis during Louis's second campaign. 159 William 11 de Chauvigny, 

the grandson of Andre who fought in the crusade of the king's grandfather, Philip 11, 
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had given his barony to Louis in 1240. He went with the company of his namesake, 

William, seigneur of Mornay-sur-Allier in the far southeast of Berry, and Roger de 

Brosse of Boussac and Ste. Severe on the border between Berry and the Limousin. 160 

William's loyalty extended to both of the king's crusades, for he died in Palermo in 

January 1270 while making his way to the rendez-vous with the royal armies of the 

king's second crusade. 161 Also, Archambaud IX, Count of Bourbon and ancestor of 

Archambaud VI who accompanied Louis VII to the Levant, died in Cyprus upon his 

return from Louis IX' s tirst crusade. 162 

For contemporaries, perhaps the most famous, or infamous, crusader was 

Gautier, seigneur of St. Aignan and Chatillon-sur-Cher in northeastern Berry. He 

took the cross in 1248 with his uncle, Hugh de Chatillon, and he did so as the last 

direct male heir in his line. 163 Before his departure he tried to enlist the aid of he 

archbishops of Tours and Bourges to found a Cistercian monastery in St. Aignan, 

although no record of such a foundation has been noted by regional historians. 164 

His support of local ecclesiastical foundations continued even after his arrival in 

Egypt, for he asked William de Chauvigny, the legate Eudes and Louis himself, to 

witness a gift he wanted to send to St. Amand-Montrond in the southeast. 

As for his contributions to the crusade itself, he is often mentioned in Jean of 

Joinville's narrative, although the author's memory seems to fail him concerning 

Gautier's vita. Having captured Damietta, Louis's army prepared for a sortie to drive 

away a Saracen raiding party. "Gautier d' Autreche" is introduced by Joinville as 

arming himself and attacking the guerrillas before the king's men were prepared. 165 

Autreche is an extremely small town just north of his holdings on the Cher River. 

He is said to have launched his foolhardy assault with the war cry of "Chatillon!" 

Before he reached the Muslims, however, he fell off his horse, allowing the enemy 

to wound him quite badly before he could be brought back to camp. Joinville claims 

to have seen him dead that night. He also reports that Louis "would not care to have 

had a thousand men like Gautier, for they would want to go against his orders as this 

knight had done." Yet when the army moved into the town of Mansourah, Joinville 

recalls that he was in the king's audience when he received the request that "the lord 

of Chatillon" wanted the responsibility of covering the rear of the army. "The king 
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consented very willingly, and then rode on." 166 In the ensuing battles Gautier is 

mentioned by name as having a troop "containing a full complement of gallant men, 

all noted for their knightly deeds. "167 Joinville does not list him among the prisoners 

or the dead after their defeat in the town, but historians are confident that he met his 

death in Mansourah. 168 The obvious discrepancy concerning Gautier's death could 

be explained by the fact that Jean was an octogenarian at the time of his writing 

around 1309. 

Let us now return to Eudes of Chateauroux's own contributions on the crusade. 

Having assisted in recruitment, he himself departed with Louis and remained in his 

company throughout the voyage. The Mongol army was a potent new variable in the 

Levant. The Latin war leaders, both royal and ecclesiastical, often wavered on how 

best to deal with the invaders because they would just as often attack Christian cities 

in Hungary and Bulgaria as those in Moslem-held regions of the eastern 

Mediterranean coast. 169 In 1248-49, while Louis's army wd.S in Cyprus on tt5 · 

way to the Nile delta, Eudes wrote to Pope Innocent IV concerning an embassy which 

might be sent to the khan. Envoys from the Mongol ruler were received in Kyrenia 

in November of 1248. Eudes helped arrange the return visit and gave letters to his 

ambassadors for the kahn. While the Latins hoped to arrange trade and military 

alliances, the Mongols instead demanded tribute from the king to keep them from 

attacking his forces. 170 Although further embassies were sent into the early 1250's, 

Louis would not allow his crusading enterprise to be sidetracked by this issue. 171 

In 1249, Eudes was with the army when they captured Damietta, just as the 

participants of the Fifth Crusade had done. They overstretched their resources and 

were trapped between the violent vagaries of the Nile and the Muslim army, just as 

was the Fifth Crusade. 172 Louis himself was captured during the retreat back to 

Damietta when Mansourah was lost after the rash attack which was mentioned above. 

After his release in the spring of 1250, Louis continued his pilgrimage by going to 

Acre, although many of his fellow crusaders returned to France. 173 Eudes stayed by 

his king, and he, like Bernard of Clairvaux a century earlier, was forced by events 

to become an apologist for a crusade which had looked so sure of victory upon its 

departure. 
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Two of his sermons develop the theme of God's testing His faithful with defeat ---

and of His using what seems a setback to Christianity for a greater good. 174 In the 

more developed of the two homilies, Eudes compares recent event~ to the misfortunes 

which befell Kings Saul and David in the Old Testament. 175 In a more direct 

manner, he parallels the crusaders to the people of Israel: "Considera ergo Isrt£1, id 

est, vos Christiani, super hiis qui monui sunt." In fact, when speaking about their 

enemies, he also uses similar vocabulary to that used two centuries earlier to describe 

those who had broken the Church's peace in France: " ... Sarraceni regem et omnes 

alios pugnatores ... "176 Eudes used these sermons both to defend the crusading ideal 

itself as a penitential test of the faithful, and to encourage the Christians to rise up to 

the challenge and reverse their setbacks. He was, as we have noted, abbot at Deols, 

which had a strong crusading tradition and which suffered at the hands of Archbishop 

Aim on in the eleventh century Battle of Cher. Was he referring to these events? 

Certainly not consciously. The record of this battle at Chateauroux was transcribed 

in the north of Berry, so perhaps he would not even have seen the Miracula Sti. 

Benedicti. Nonetheless, I would argue that this is another, albeit meager, example 

of the continuity in the crusading culture found in central France throughout the 

eleventh through thirteenth centuries. Apologists, at least in the evidence considered 

here, tended to use similar terms to describe both the enemies and the soldiers of 

Christ, no matter what the conflicts were. An enemy of the Church was labeled with 

similar defamatory remarks, whether he was a routier, a Cathar or a Moslem. 

Eudes's own contributions were not limited to encouraging the troops, 

however. He was a member of the king's council in Damietta, 177 and he celebrated 

a number of masses for the king while in the Holy Land. 178 It seems that Eudes was 

respected for his discretion because he was given the responsibility of informing Louis 

of his mother's death. 179 Her passing made Louis return from his pilgrimage sooner 

than he perhaps intended. It is quite probable that Eudes stayed behind in Acre when 

Louis embarked for France, 180 but when he did return to France, he was bearing two 

passion relics as gifts for Neuvy-St.-Sepulcre. These relics complemented the 

iconographic links between Neuvy and the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem. The 

inventory included stones from the grotto of the original Anastasis and a few drops 
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of blood from Jesus himself. 181 With the stones taken from Jerusalem, a second 

grotto was built in Neuvy which survived until 1806. It included the inscription "Hie 

sunt reliquie. de Sepulchro Domini. et. de. loco. Calvarie. "182 

These were not the only relics pertaining to the passion which were brought 

back to Berry. Louis himself donated a splinter of the true cross to a church at Orval, 

near St. Amand-Montrond in the southeast on the River Cher. The relic is housed in 

a gold crucifix with fleurs-de-lys on each end. Included with the rood is a stone 

which, if placed in water, dissolves into a milky liquid. This was taken as a 

representation of the milk of the virgin, nourishing humanity just like the image in the 

Apocalypse window in the cathedral. 183 The cross probably served as a gift both to 

the number of Berrieurs who accompanied the king and to Henri 11 de Sully in 

particular, who was the lord of the town. 184 Henri's father had gone on crusade 

against the Albigensians after the Council of Bourges in 1225, and we have seen that 

a number of archbishops of the city also came from the family. Henri 's son continued 

this tradition, as we shall see. It is also possible that Gautier de Chatillon, who gave 

gifts to St. Amand during the crusade, had some influence in Louis's patronage, but 

I have found no reference to such a connection. 

With these relics, the presence of Jerusalem comes full circle, so to speak, in 

the culture of Le Berry. The church in Neuvy was built by noble pilgrims as a model 

of their goal in Jerusalem, and it also served as an iconographical link to the Holy 

Land before the crusade of 1095 was launched. Now the church received specific 

relics related to the passion of the Lord and his entombment because of the influence 

the crusades had on the home front. The cross at Orval also recalls the sufferings of 

Christ, sufferings which Eudes de Chateauroux asked the crusaders themselves to 

endure. 185 This latter artifact also, like the cathedral, shows the growing affinity 

between Paris and Berry because Louis IX wanted to reward the people of central 

France for their contributions to his iter of 1248-51. 

The "Pastoraux" 

News of Louis's struggles in the Nile Delta and his eventual incarceration 

stirred great pity among his subjects, and a group of shepherds and itinerant peasants 
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and artisans mobilized from Brabant and Flanders to go to his aid. 186 Their crusade 

came to a violent end in Bourges. The queen-mother, Blanche of Castille, welcomed 

them to Paris, thinking that they could indeed assist Louis. 187 In Paris they began 

to incite anti-clerical riots, perhaps because their leader, the Master of Hungary, was 

probably a lapsed cleric himself. 188 Having left Paris, they separated into two or 

three divisions--one of which went to Bourges. They were allowed into the city 

sometime in the middle of June, despite the protests of Archbishop Philip 

Berruyer. 189 

In Bourges the Pastoraux found few clergy because the latter had heard of the 

attacks committed in Paris and had fled. 190 The mob's anger turned toward the 

indigenous population and, according to some sources, especially against the Jews, 

who seem to have been quite numerous in the city. I have not pursued Christian

Jewish relations in Berry far at all. It is, I believe, significant that the riots were 

started by an outside group, as this implies there was not an indigenous anti-Jewish 

sentiment. Raynal discusses the Jews' economic presence in the city and the fact that 

both Bourges and Vierzon had Jewish quarters. The "Rue des Juifs" still exists in the 

former city. 191 The Chroniques de France mentions nothing about the Jews, 

although William de Nangiaco's "Gesta Sti. Ludovici" and "Chronicon" both refer to 

their being attacked; as do the chronicles of John de Columna and St. Laud of 

Rouen. 192 It is probable that the Master was killed in the ensuing riots, 193 and 

although this greatly weakened the movement, it still carried on toward the seaports 

in the south. The royal bailiff of Bourges sent messengers ahead of the surviving 

throng to Marseilles and Burgundy, and the Pastoraux seem to have dispersed rather 

more peaceably after their shepherd was killed. 194 

They were seen by contemporaries as crusaders, which may explain why the 

people would have allowed them to enter their city. William de Nangiaco's 

"Chronicon" and "Gesta," offer fairly developed accounts of their activities before and 

during their visit with the queen. 195 He calls them "cruce signato pastorellum" and 

praises their earlier behavior, despite condemning the later excesses. If, as Dickson 

suggests, 196 these peasant-crusaders hoped to avenge Louis's defeat in Egypt, and, 

as seems evident from the sources presented here, Blanche saw no reason to be hostile 
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to their mission, then the people of Bourges might also have felt keen to continue its 

support for this movement and for their imprisoned king. It is also worth noting that 

this was the last violent upheaval the area would suffer until the Hundred Years war. 

Louis ·s Second Crusade 

King Louis would not allow the grave setbacks he had suffered on his 

campaign of 1248 to deter him from his goal to free Jerusalem. He planned a second 

campaign in the late 1260's; a campaign which would hasten his death. 197 Less is 

known about this crusade, in part because contemporary writers probably did not want 

to draw undue attention to its failure. 198 Nonetheless, the records that are available 

make it clear that some Berrieurs joined their king on this expedition of 1269. A list 

of crusaders compiled for Louis's second crusade includes "Monsieur Guillaume de 

Fresnes," with ten "chevaliers." William was also responsible for the hostel of the 

king. The muster does not, unfortunately, state if he was a Templar from their 

foundation in Fresne. Archbishop Jean de Sully (1262-71) also took the cross and so 

did John de Chaumes. 199 It is important to realize that contemporaries still called 

it a pilgrimage, even though the army landed in Tunis, the farthest any army had 

landed from Jerusalem on an expedition specifically "for the recuperation of the Holy 

Land. "200 Eudes of Chateauroux again preached to recruit members. Unlike his 

king, however, Eudes returned to Orvietto, Italy, where he died in February 1273.201 

It seems that with Louis IX's death died much of the general backing for the 

crusades. While many armed pilgrimages were still proclaimed and undertaken after 

1270, none e~joyed the broad support of those earlier in the thirteenth century. No 

French king would again leave France for such an undertaking. Political and 

economic changes made crusading more an aristocratic activity or missionary exercise 

than a popular, military endeavor. 202 The second Council of Lyon in 1274 seems 

to be something of a watershed in this transition. 203 In less than twenty years after 

this council, Acre, the last Latin stronghold in the Levant, was lost. There is nothing 

in the documentary records of central France that suggests Berrieurs became crusaders 

specifically in response to this crisis. In fact, Louis IX's frrst crusade to Egypt seems 

to have been the last one that motivated a significant number of people from the 
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regton. 

Conclusions Concerning Berry's Crusading Culture and 
How That Culture Changed in Subsequent Generations 

In central France, we have seen how pilgrimage was a means of expressing 

one's spirituality through worldly action. The church ofNeuvy-St.-Sepulcre was built 

specifically to commemorate this aspect of lay piety. The aristocracy also developed 

strong familial links with other local monastic and ecclesiastic foundations which 

would help promulgate the ideas of crusading into the twelfth century. These attempts 

to make one's spiritual life meaningful and its expression tangible manifested 

themselves in many other ways, and the crusade was just one, albeit the most dynamic 

and visible, means of doing so. Berry France supported crusades at all social levels 

and in both the Holy Land and the Midi. These expeditions had a profound effect on 

the home front as well. The cathedral of Bourges presented images of Catholic piety, 

and some churches under its jurisdiction, like Neuvy or Orval, augmented their relic 

inventories thanks to the gifts of returning crusaders. Eudes Arpin and Jean d' Alis 

even became enshrined in the poetic crusading 11 mythhistories 11204 of the twelfth 

century. This legend of Arpin was resurrected in a later fourteenth century romance 

entitled Lion de Bourges. While the crusade cycle of the twelfth century stayed fairly 

true to historical fact, this later romance knew no such constraints. Arpin and his 

wife, named Alis instead of Mahaut, have a son, Lion, to inherit the vicomte. 

Although fighting in the Holy Land makes up only a percentage of this later work, 

it does show that ideas pertaining to the crusade were still vital to central France's 

literary culture. A few of the true aspects of Eudes Arpin's life still remained like his 

loyalty to the king and his pilgrimage to Jerusalem. Still, the audiences of the 

fourteenth century obviously expected something different in their entertainment from 

their later-twelfth century counterparts. Almost every theme found in the cha.nsons 

de geste, early romances and Arthurian cycle can be found in this one work, and it 

deserves more thorough treatment than I can give it here. 205 

In the thirteenth century, the influences of the crusades to the Midi were 

especially visible in the culture because Bourges was the linchpin between the north 
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and south. This loyalty to both Roman and Capetian hegemonies found sublime 

expression in St. Etienne, which was being rebuilt at the height of the anti-Cathar 

struggles. The traditions of a number of families in Berry encouraged their members 

to embark on the Albigensian crusades. We have seen numerous examples of how 

each of these families had its own crusading legacy, and how many felt that crusades 

against heretics were just as necessary as those against Muslims. The common links 

seem to be that both were against enemies prescribed by Rome, that Rome offered 

similar spiritual benefits for wars against each, and that the vocabulary used to 

describe both types of crusade is the same. 

And yet, toward the end of the thirteenth century fewer people in Berry 

seemed eager to go on one of these expeditions. This change seems largely due to the 

fact that many of the older aristocratic families began to die out. As they did, they 

were often replaced by ones established by the king in Paris. 206 As these more 

established families died out, so too did their particular links to local churches and 

their own crusading traditions. The new families brought in with royal sponsorship 

had links to the king's court, and their traditions focussed instead on proto-national 

policies. Bourges was still a site for royal and ecclesiastical councils, for in 1280 

Philip Ill was there to discuss a conflict with King Peter of Aragon. The vocabulary 

of the crusade is not evident in the chronicles, however. 207 Was this a conscious 

displacement of ideas by the Capetians and later the Valois? Most probably not 

because, for example, Philip IV took the cross in 1313, although he never 

departed. 208 Berry enjoyed a period of great prosperity which lasted about a century 

and a half after the pastoraux left, and this was certainly a period of heightened royal 

intervention in the region. The latter decades of this affluence was overseen by Jean, 

third son of King Jean Le Bon, who became the Duke of Berry from 1360 to 

1416.209 It was probably in his court that Lion de Bourges was written. One 

wonders if he had political motives for romanticizing the life of this last vicomte of 

Bourges--especially if giving him descendants helped legitimize Jean's own claim as 

duke. He turned the region into one of the great artistic centres of the early French 

Renaissance, sponsoring such works as Les Tres Riches Heures by the Limbourg 

Brothers and the diamondesque rose window, which has adorned the cathedral fa<;ade 
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since the early fifteenth century. 210 

Yet the shift of interest from Christendom and the crusade to the emerging 

nation-state of France had begun long before. If a reason can be proposed as to why 

the people of central France no longer supported the crusades, it is because they had 

replaced this service with political duties which kept their attentions closer to 

home. 211 A new nobility was replacing the old, and with it came new policies. 

When Jacques Coeur endowed a chapel dedicated to St. Ursin in the cathedral in 

1450, he placed the tleur-dy-lys in the centre of the tracery of its window.
212 

Jacques, despite the circumstances of his death in Outremer, was himself both a 

product and a producer of this new culture. 
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Plate 1: Neuvy-St.-Sepulcre from the northeast (founded between 1020-49) 

2: Capital in Plaimpied of Christ being tempted by two imps (first half of the Xllth 
century) 

3: Funeral monument in Plaimpied, probably by the same artist who did the capital 
in plate 2 ( 1142?) 

4: North side portal of St Etienne of Bourges (latter Xllth century) 

5: Main central and northern portals on west front of St. Etienne (Last Judgement 
portal from 1240's (reworked in 1280's?). St. Stephen's portal from 

ca.1200) 

6: Last Judgement Window (All the windows in the text are in the eastern apse and 
date ca.1220-1260) 

7: Detail of bottom register of Last Judgement Window--The Eucharist 

8: Apocalypse Window 

9: Typological Window of the New Testament 

10: Detail of Window of the New Testament, including zoological symbols and 
Josep}l blessWg his sons 
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